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GROVE CITY AREA SCHOOL DISTRICT
NEED FOR THE STUDY

The Pennsylvania Department of Education Part A Attachment C describes the need for the District
Wide Facility Study and outlines the requirements for the information provided in the study. The PDE
Attachment C is provided below.
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GROVE CITY AREA SCHOOL DISTRICT

SECTION 1 – DISTRICT OVERVIEW
Section 1 constitutes an overview of the school district including such factors as geography, population,
wealth and distinguishing characteristics that will have an impact on facilities.
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GROVE CITY AREA SCHOOL DISTRICT
DISTRICT INFORMATION

1. Highland Primary Center
611 Highland Avenue
Grove City, PA 16127

2. Hillview Elementary
482 East Main Street
Grove City, PA 16127

3. Grove City Middle School
150 East Main Street
Grove City, PA 16127

4. Grove City Senior High
School
511 Highland Avenue
Grove City, PA 16127

5. District Maintenance
Facility
322 Oak Street
Grove City, PA 16127

6. Forker Field
116 East Poplar Street
Grove City, PA 16127
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GROVE CITY AREA SCHOOL DISTRICT
The Grove City Area School District encompasses a geographic area of nearly 92 square miles in Mercer
County, PA and includes the municipalities of Grove City Borough, Pine Township, Wolf Creek
Township, Springfield Township, and Liberty Township. Served by the major Interstates 79 and 80, the
District is situated equidistantly between Pittsburgh and Erie metropolitan areas.
The district has two primary population centers: Grove City Borough and Pine Township which are
geographically adjacent. The balance of the municipalities that make up the District tend toward rural
population density. The District’s school buildings are generally centralized near the geographic center of
the District.
Within the Grove City Area School District is a thriving commercial sector heavily populated by retail
and hospitality businesses. Several large industrial concerns such as Wendell August Forge and GE
Transportation have a substantial presence within the District as well.
According to the National Center for Education Statistics 2010 Profile, the total population of the Grove
City Area School District was 17,4171. The Grove City Area School District is home to Grove City
College – a faith based liberal arts college with a student population of roughly 2,500 that also inhabit the
District while college classes are in session. The presence of this higher education institution so near to
the District’s core buildings has allowed for cooperative use of facilities and crossover curriculum
opportunities for students.
In general terms, the median household income in the Grove City Area School District is on par with state
and national averages at $51,5351. As of 2010, the percentage of families living below the poverty level
was just 4.8%1; less than half of the 2010 national average of 11.7%2.
The Grove City School District is also home to George Junior Republic (GJR) which is a non-profit
residential treatment facility that provides housing, schooling and supervised care to at-risk youth. This
facility is home to around 400 male students who receive academic and vocational instruction. While the
Grove City Area School District provides faculty, special education, and curriculum support to GJR, its
facilities are maintained independently and are therefore not considered in the scope of this study.
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GROVE CITY AREA SCHOOL DISTRICT
Pennsylvania Department of Education Enrollment Projections
The following table lists enrollment information for the Grove City Area School District as prepared by
the Pennsylvania Department of Education (PDE) and is current as of 7/20123. The PDE has not provided
any additional enrollment data updates since 2012. The table reflects actual enrollment values for each
grade level from the 2007-2008 school year through the 2011-2012 school year. Projections of
enrollment values are provided for the 2012-2013 school year through the 2021-2022 school year.
This data is provided with notes and sources from the PDE as listed below the table. Note 1 indicates that
the values are exclusive of “full-time out-of-district special education, comprehensive AVTSs, charter
schools, state-owned schools, consortium-operated alternative high schools, and juvenile correctional
institutions.” However, the values do include student populations from George Junior Republic Middle
School and George Junior Republic High School.

Notes:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Excludes students in full-time out-of-district special education, comprehensive AVTSs, charter schools, state-owned schools,
consortium-operated alternative high schools, and juvenile correctional institutions.
Enrollment projections beyond five years are subject to errors in the lower grades resulting from inconsistencies between
actual and projected live births and should be reviewed closely.
Four year old kindergarten students, if any, added to K enrollments.
Elementary and secondary ungraded students were distributed among the grades. Therefore, enrollments by grade may differ
from those reported by the local education agencies.

Sources:
1. Public School Enrollment Report (ESPE) and Pennsylvania Information Management System (PIMS)
2. Resident Live Birth file, 2010, supplied by the Division of Health Statistics, Pennsylvania Department of Health. The
Department of Health specifically disclaims responsibility for any analyses, interpretations or conclusions.
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GROVE CITY AREA SCHOOL DISTRICT
Additional Analysis Summary
Grove City Area School District has provided updated enrollment data for the 2013-2014, 2014-2015, and
2015-2016 school years which are included for reference at the end of this section5. Combining the
enrollment data available from PDE and the enrollment data provided by the District allows for some
predictive analysis that can aid in facility planning.
The following chart aggregates data from multiple PDE and GCASD sources to illustrate known values
and predictive trends. Wherever possible, PDE data for George Junior Republic (GJR) facilities has been
separated for clarity.
The stacked bar charts represent known enrollment values for Grove City and GJR schools. The blue
dashed line represents a statistical forecast of enrollment (exclusive of GJR) through 2026. The orange
dashed line represents PDE enrollment projections (inclusive of GJR) from 2012 through 2021. The
conclusion of this analysis reveals a steady decrease in enrollment for the Grove City school facilities in
the coming years which typically prompts a consideration of space utilization and efficiency of
operational spending for facilities.
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GROVE CITY AREA SCHOOL DISTRICT
Methodology
The red dashed line on the graph illustrates the actual data points as published by PDE and are inclusive
of GJR facilities. The PDE uses an enrollment projection model that evaluates the retention of students
from one grade level to the next based on a number of consistent historical factors4. The last published
update to these projections was provided in July of 2012.
The blue dashed line on the graph illustrates a forecast that is based only on known enrollment
irrespective of birth rate, retention rate, or other outside factors. This forecast evaluates known
enrollment values from 2007 through 2015 to predict a statistical progression for the 2016-2017 school
year. Each forecasted value is then included in the set of known enrollment values used to forecast the
value for each successive year.
Reliability of Enrollment Projections
It is the experience of the authoring firm that a five year analysis of enrollment is often utilized for
operational decision making among district administration. Projected enrollment values beyond five
years become increasingly vulnerable to outside influences that affect accuracy.
The total student enrollment of George Junior Republic schools is not necessarily affected by birth rates
and/or traditional student retention rates that are characteristic of the Grove City Area School District as a
community. The projected student population of GJR has not been analyzed in detail as part of this study.
A comparative analysis of the PDE Projection values and the forecasted enrollment values for Grove City
facilities reveals nearly parallel trend paths between from the 2012-2013 through the 2021-2022 school
year. Specifically, PDE projections predict a decrease in the total K-12 enrollment (inclusive of GJR) of
23% between the 2011-2012 school year and the 2021-2022 school year. The forecasted enrollment
values for Grove City school (exclusive of GJR) during this same time frame predicts a decrease of 18%.
Specific indicators of unreliable projection data include uncharacteristic deviation of actual enrollment in
any single year or an inverse relationships of enrollment projection to actual enrollment data over multiple
years. These indicators are not present in the enrollment data evaluated.
Based on this comparison, it is the opinion of the authoring firm that the forecasted enrollment values for
Grove City school facilities is reliable for the purposes of this study. However, the Grove City Area
School District should update actual enrollment values and refine predictive methods on a regular basis to
improve the accuracy of predictions.
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GROVE CITY AREA SCHOOL DISTRICT
Reference Material
1. National Center for Education Statistics ACS Profiles 2006‐2010 Profiles
Pennsylvania School Districts, Grove City Area School District
Population Group: Total Population
Table [DP05] ACS Demographic and Housing Estimates
http://nces.ed.gov/programs/edge/tables.aspx?ds=acsProfile&y=2010

2. Income, Poverty and Health Insurance Coverage in the United States: 2010
United States Census Bureau
https://www.census.gov/newsroom/releases/archives/income_wealth/cb11‐157.html
3. Pennsylvania Department of Education Enrollment Reports and Projections
Projected Birth Enrollments G‐O 2011‐2012
http://www.education.pa.gov/Documents/Data%20and%20Statistics/Enrollment/Enrollment%20Projecti
ons/Projected%20Birth%20Enrollments%20G‐O%202011‐12.pdf
4. Pennsylvania Department of Education Enrollment Projection Model
http://www.education.pa.gov/Documents/Data%20and%20Statistics/Enrollment/Enrollment%20Projecti
ons/Enrollment%20Projections%20Model.pdf
5. Grove City Area School District Updated Enrollment Data for school years 2015‐2016, 2014‐2015, and
2013‐2014. Provided by GCASD administrative staff. Attached.
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GROVE CITY AREA SCHOOL DISTRICT
Updated Enrollment Data Provided by Grove City Area School

District
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GROVE CITY AREA SCHOOL DISTRICT

SECTION 2 – EDUCATIONAL OVERVIEW
Section 2 constitutes an overview of the school district’s educational program. The following document
is provided by the School District for use in this study. The District Level Plan is dated 7-1-16 through 630-19 and describes the educational programming for all grade levels K-12. Anticipated instructional
practices and planned curriculums are described.
For questions regarding this document, please contact Mr. Jeffrey Finch, Superintendent of the Grove
City Area School District.

District Level Plan 7/1/16 – 6/30/19

84 Pages
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Grove City Area SD
District Level Plan
07/01/2016 - 06/30/2019
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District Profile
Demographics
511 Highland Ave
Grove City, PA 16127
(724)458-6733
Superintendent: Jeffrey Finch
Director of Special Education: Jennifer Connelly

Planning Process
Created a team to review district policy and procedures to recognize our strengths and weaknesses
and how to address these.

Mission Statement
Equipping all learners for successful futures.

Vision Statement
A boundarlyess Environment where learners are Fully Engaged in Holistic Development. Uniting
Talent and Passion.
Grove City’s vision statement contains “pillars” that describe in detail how the organization functions
at its ideal best. These pillars include Boundaryless Environment, Fully Engaged, and Holistic
Development.
Boundaryless Environment is a term borrowed from General Electric during the Jack Welch era,
boundaryless in our context refers to a 24/7 learning environment, where learning can occur
anywhere, at any time, synchronously or asynchronously, from experts both locally and globally. A
boundaryless learning environment allows academic “fast runners” to move through content at an
accelerated pace, allows learners to work collaboratively, both synchronously and asynchronously,
and allows them to learn to manage digital information in an environment that has gone from
information scarcity to information overload. In a boundaryless environment, the learning is the
constant and time is the variable.
Fully Engaged- An environment of full engagement allows the learner to pursue content in areas of
interest to her (customized). She has access to content around her specific styles of learning
(individualized), and becomes a content creator, rather than a receptacle of information to be
recalled for the test. Her understanding is assessed authentically through performance-based
assessments.
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Holistic Development- To prepare learners for a variety of life roles, we must educate the whole
child. Life roles include learner, civic, cultural, economic, and personal, which are represented in the
Spheres of Living.

Shared Values
Each student who is enrolled in the Grove City Area school District will be a learner. They must
know how to learn. The educated child is curious about new things. She has the confidence to be
self-directed in her approach to learning. The educated child knows how to acquire quality
information and is able to synthesize information from multiple sources. She uses what she has
learned to fuel her passion for making a greater contribution in work, personal, and social.
Each student enrolled in the Grove City Area school district needs to be prepared to contribute as
citizens within a community. The educated child engages in community service as a steward of the
community, traditions and mores. The educated child upholds positions of authority and influence
by embracing the ethical high ground. The educated child, because of his contributions, makes his
community a better place to live and work.
Students need to understand the world and its inhabitants. The educated child is enlightened in his
understandings of differing world views. Humanistic in his treatment of others, the educated child
demonstrates respect for those different from himself by practicing empathy and endeavoring to
understand multiple points of view. The human condition contains powerful emotions that are not
easily represented in words. The educated child explores his understanding of emotion through the
aesthetic experience and uses this understanding to build empathetic connections with those who
are different from him.
Students need to be prepared for a life of work. The educated child is a producer and is engaged in
work about which she is passionate. The educated child demonstrates a work ethic and understands
the importance of serving the greater good, placing the needs of others before the needs of self. The
educated child seeks ways to make significant contributions to her field of work. She also has the
skills to evaluate goods and services in order to make qualify economic decisions.
The educated child has a strong sense of self. She maintains a sense of overall wellness by
nourishing herself mentally, physically, socially, and emotionally. The educated child develops and
maintains healthy relationships through empathetic connections. She is reflective and balanced in
her approach to life and realizes that her talents and gifts come with responsibility. In this sense, the
educated child is spiritual.
By understanding the educated child through the spheres of Living, we are doing more than
preparing students to make a living; we are preparing them to make a life.
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Educational Community
Grove City is a suburban community with approximately 2,300 students in the district. The
estimated median income is approximately $45,000. The major industries in the community are
educational services, manufacturing, retail trade, healthcare and social services. Resources within
the community are Grove City College, Grove City YMCA, and Midwestern Intermediate Unit IV.
Students can participate in a number of extracurricular activities which focus primarily on athletics
and the arts. In addition, there are activities offered through the YMCA. Overall, there is a positive
relationship between the school and community.

Planning Committee
Name
Judd Allen
Amy Biddle
Nicole Billak
Dr. Brian Buchan
Jennifer Connelly
Larry Connelly
Adam Cook
T.L. Eller
Mr. Jeffrey Finch
Amy Foley
Bill Ford
Courtney Hartman
Roberta Hensel
Kristen Hovis
Dr. Rae Lin Howard
Andrew Kemper
Susyn Klingler

Role
Middle School Teacher - Regular Education :
Professional Education
Parent : Professional Education
Elementary School Teacher - Special Education :
Professional Education
Ed Specialist - School Psychologist : Professional
Education
Special Education Director/Specialist
Administrator
Business Representative : Professional Education
Elementary School Teacher - Special Education
Administrator
Community Representative : Professional
Education
Elementary School Teacher - Regular Education :
Professional Education
Ed Specialist - School Counselor : Professional
Education
Board Member
Community Representative : Professional
Education
Administrator : Professional Education
Administrator : Professional Education
Elementary School Teacher - Special Education
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Joni Kummer
Brian Lego
Dwayne Lettie
Tammi Martin
Nicole Mathieson
Mitch McFeely
Dow Misenhelter
Michael Parulo
Dennis Ranker
Kristen Schearer
Brendan Smith
Deborah Vechnak

Parent : Professional Education Special Education
High School Teacher - Regular Education :
Professional Education
Middle School Teacher - Regular Education :
Professional Education
Administrator
Elementary School Teacher - Special Education :
Professional Education
Business Representative : Professional Education
Ed Specialist - School Counselor : Professional
Education
Instructional Coach/Mentor Librarian : Professional
Education
High School Teacher - Regular Education :
Professional Education
Parent : Special Education
Administrator
Elementary School Teacher - Special Education
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Core Foundations
Standards
Mapping and Alignment
Elementary Education-Primary Level
Standards

Mapping

Alignment

Arts and Humanities
Career Education and Work
Civics and Government
PA Core Standards: English Language Arts
PA Core Standards: Literacy in History/Social Studies,
Science and Technical Subjects
PA Core Standards: Mathematics
Economics
Environment and Ecology
Family and Consumer Sciences
Geography
Health, Safety and Physical Education
History
Science and Technology and Engineering Education
Alternate Academic Content Standards for Math
Alternate Academic Content Standards for Reading
American School Counselor Association for Students
Early Childhood Education: InfantToddler&rarr;Second Grade
English Language Proficiency
Interpersonal Skills
School Climate

Developing
Developing
Non Existent
Accomplished

Developing
Developing
Non Existent
Accomplished

Developing

Developing

Accomplished
Non Existent
Non Existent
Non Existent
Non Existent
Developing
Developing
Developing
Developing
Developing
Developing

Accomplished
Non Existent
Non Existent
Non Existent
Non Existent
Developing
Developing
Developing
Developing
Developing
Developing

Developing

Developing

Developing
Developing
Accomplished

Developing
Developing
Accomplished

Explanation for standard areas checked "Needs Improvement" or "Non Existent":
There is always room for improvement and it's a continual process each year.
The primary level in our district encompases grades Kindergarten and first.
Elementary Education-Intermediate Level
Standards
Arts and Humanities
Career Education and Work
Civics and Government

Mapping

Alignment

Accomplished
Developing
Needs
Improvement

Accomplished
Developing
Needs
Improvement
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PA Core Standards: English Language Arts
PA Core Standards: Literacy in History/Social Studies,
Science and Technical Subjects
PA Core Standards: Mathematics
Economics
Environment and Ecology
Family and Consumer Sciences
Geography
Health, Safety and Physical Education
History
Science and Technology and Engineering Education
Alternate Academic Content Standards for Math
Alternate Academic Content Standards for Reading
American School Counselor Association for Students
English Language Proficiency
Interpersonal Skills
School Climate

Accomplished

Accomplished

Developing

Accomplished

Accomplished
Non Existent
Developing
Non Existent
Developing
Accomplished
Developing
Accomplished
Developing
Developing
Developing
Developing
Developing
Developing

Accomplished
Non Existent
Developing
Non Existent
Developing
Accomplished
Developing
Accomplished
Developing
Developing
Developing
Developing
Developing
Developing

Explanation for standard areas checked "Needs Improvement" or "Non Existent":
The Intermediate Level in our district incorporates grades second through fifth.
Civics and Government is not a separate course- standards within social studies broad
course.
Middle Level
Standards

Mapping

Alignment

Arts and Humanities
Career Education and Work
Civics and Government
PA Core Standards: English Language Arts
PA Core Standards: Literacy in History/Social Studies,
Science and Technical Subjects
PA Core Standards: Mathematics
Economics
Environment and Ecology
Family and Consumer Sciences
Geography
Health, Safety and Physical Education
History
Science and Technology and Engineering Education
Alternate Academic Content Standards for Math
Alternate Academic Content Standards for Reading
American School Counselor Association for Students
English Language Proficiency

Accomplished
Accomplished
Accomplished
Accomplished

Accomplished
Accomplished
Accomplished
Developing

Accomplished

Developing

Accomplished
Accomplished
Accomplished
Accomplished
Accomplished
Accomplished
Accomplished
Accomplished
Accomplished
Accomplished
Accomplished
Accomplished

Developing
Accomplished
Accomplished
Accomplished
Accomplished
Accomplished
Accomplished
Accomplished
Accomplished
Accomplished
Accomplished
Accomplished
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Interpersonal Skills
School Climate
World Language

Accomplished
Accomplished
Non Existent

Accomplished
Accomplished
Non Existent

Explanation for standard areas checked "Needs Improvement" or "Non Existent":
There is no world language offered in our middle school.
High School Level
Standards

Mapping

Alignment

Arts and Humanities
Career Education and Work
Civics and Government
PA Core Standards: English Language Arts
PA Core Standards: Literacy in History/Social Studies,
Science and Technical Subjects
PA Core Standards: Mathematics

Developing
Developing
Developing
Accomplished

Developing
Developing
Developing
Accomplished

Developing

Developing

Developing
Needs
Improvement
Accomplished
Developing
Needs
Improvement
Accomplished
Accomplished
Developing
Developing
Developing
Developing
Developing
Developing
Developing
Accomplished

Developing
Needs
Improvement
Developing
Developing
Needs
Improvement
Accomplished
Developing
Developing
Developing
Developing
Developing
Developing
Developing
Developing
Accomplished

Economics
Environment and Ecology
Family and Consumer Sciences
Geography
Health, Safety and Physical Education
History
Science and Technology and Engineering Education
Alternate Academic Content Standards for Math
Alternate Academic Content Standards for Reading
American School Counselor Association for Students
English Language Proficiency
Interpersonal Skills
School Climate
World Language

Explanation for standard areas checked "Needs Improvement" or "Non Existent":
We need to expand geography and economics into more of the high school curriculum.

Adaptations
Elementary Education-Primary Level
 PA Core Standards: English Language Arts
 PA Core Standards: Mathematics
Elementary Education-Intermediate Level
 PA Core Standards: English Language Arts
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 PA Core Standards: Mathematics
Middle Level
 Career Education and Work
 PA Core Standards: Mathematics
High School Level














Arts and Humanities
Career Education and Work
Civics and Government
PA Core Standards: English Language Arts
PA Core Standards: Literacy in History/Social Studies, Science and Technical Subjects
PA Core Standards: Mathematics
Economics
Environment and Ecology
Family and Consumer Sciences
Geography
Health, Safety and Physical Education
History
Science and Technology and Engineering Education

Explanation for any standards checked:
In the area of career and education work, the district has new course offerings and
programs such as internships. In the area of Environment and Ecology there are new
course offerings and a club.
Middle level only - The middle school added a global participation systems class which will
better prepare our standards for career education and entrepreneurship. We are
continuously reviewing and updating curriculum maps.
At the elementary level the standards are aligned to the Common Core eligible Content. We
have added scaffolds at various levels to prepare students for grade level content.

Curriculum
Planned Instruction
Elementary Education-Primary Level
Curriculum Characteristics
Objectives of planned courses, instructional units or interdisciplinary
studies to be achieved by all students are identified for each subject area.
Content, including materials and activities and estimated instructional
time to be devoted to achieving the academic standards are identified.
The relationship between the objectives of a planned course,
instructional unit or interdisciplinary studies and academic standards
are identified.
Procedures for measurement of mastery of the objectives of a planned
course, instructional unit or interdisciplinary studies are identified.

Status
Accomplished
Accomplished
Accomplished
Accomplished
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Processes used to ensure Accomplishment:
The district has continued in-service planning between grades K through 5. Curriculum
maps have been developed and utilized. In addition benchmark assessments are given to
assess our implementation.

Explanation for any standards areas checked "Needs Improvement" or "Non Existent". How
the LEA plans to address their incorporation:
This narrative is empty.
Elementary Education-Intermediate Level
Curriculum Characteristics
Objectives of planned courses, instructional units or interdisciplinary
studies to be achieved by all students are identified for each subject area.
Content, including materials and activities and estimated instructional
time to be devoted to achieving the academic standards are identified.
The relationship between the objectives of a planned course,
instructional unit or interdisciplinary studies and academic standards
are identified.
Procedures for measurement of mastery of the objectives of a planned
course, instructional unit or interdisciplinary studies are identified.

Status
Accomplished
Accomplished
Accomplished
Accomplished

Processes used to ensure Accomplishment:
Curriculum maps are aligned to standards. They include measurements to demonstrate
mastery and guide intervention.

Explanation for any standards areas checked "Needs Improvement" or "Non Existent". How
the LEA plans to address their incorporation:
This narrative is empty.
Middle Level
Curriculum Characteristics
Objectives of planned courses, instructional units or interdisciplinary
studies to be achieved by all students are identified for each subject area.
Content, including materials and activities and estimated instructional
time to be devoted to achieving the academic standards are identified.
The relationship between the objectives of a planned course,
instructional unit or interdisciplinary studies and academic standards
are identified.
Procedures for measurement of mastery of the objectives of a planned
course, instructional unit or interdisciplinary studies are identified.
Processes used to ensure Accomplishment:

Status
Accomplished
Accomplished
Accomplished
Accomplished
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Planned coursed/curriculum maps are continuously updated and reviewed by staff and
adminstration.

Explanation for any standards areas checked "Needs Improvement" or "Non Existent". How
the LEA plans to address their incorporation:
This narrative is empty.
High School Level
Curriculum Characteristics
Objectives of planned courses, instructional units or interdisciplinary
studies to be achieved by all students are identified for each subject area.
Content, including materials and activities and estimated instructional
time to be devoted to achieving the academic standards are identified.
The relationship between the objectives of a planned course,
instructional unit or interdisciplinary studies and academic standards
are identified.
Procedures for measurement of mastery of the objectives of a planned
course, instructional unit or interdisciplinary studies are identified.

Status
Developing
Accomplished
Accomplished
Developing

Processes used to ensure Accomplishment:
At the high school level we are continually reviewing and adjusting curriculum maps. We
meet annually with each curriculum area.

Explanation for any standards areas checked "Needs Improvement" or "Non Existent". How
the LEA plans to address their incorporation:
This narrative is empty.

Modification and Accommodations
Explain how planned instruction contains modifications and accommodations that allow all
students at all mental and physical ability levels to access and master a rigorous standards
aligned curriculum.
Students in need of modifications and accommodations are offered the same opportunities
to access the general curriculum. All of our students are required to take the PSSA, PSSA-M,
or PASA to access growth and achievement. Students in need of an individualized education
plan work towards goals that are aligned with the eligible content with the PA academic
standards.

Instruction
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Instructional Strategies






Formal classroom observations focused on instruction
Walkthroughs targeted on instruction
Annual Instructional evaluations
Peer evaluation/coaching
Instructional Coaching
Regular Lesson Plan Review
 Administrators
 Building Supervisors

Provide brief explanation of LEA's process for incorporating selected strategies.
All teachers are evaluated each school year through informal walk throughs and formal
evaluations. They are observed at least twice. The district has recently developed a
differentiated supervision model to allow teachers to grow professionally in areas of their
choosing with administrative guidance. Each teacher adheres to district and state
guidelines for teacher effectiveness.
The district also has incorporated a robust mentoring program to address the selected
strategies with our new employees.
At Hillview they use all models through a differentiated model of supervision.

Provide brief explanation for strategies not selected and how the LEA plans to address their
incorporation.
Through the new differentiated supervision model the district will in-service teachers on
peer evaluations/coaching.

Responsiveness to Student Needs
Elementary Education-Primary Level
Instructional Practices
Structured grouping practices are used to meet student needs.

Flexible instructional time or other schedule-related practices are used
to meet student needs.

Differentiated instruction is used to meet student needs.
A variety of practices that may include structured grouping, flexible
scheduling and differentiated instruction are used to meet the needs of
gifted students.

Status
Implemented in
50% or more of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
50% or more of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
50% or more of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
50% or more of
district
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classrooms
If necessary, provide further explanation. (Required explanation if column selected was
The district has begun implementing the RTII model in our middle school and high school to
better meet the needs of our students. We acknowledge that we need to make
improvements in order to better meet all the needs of our students.,
Elementary Education-Intermediate Level
Instructional Practices
Structured grouping practices are used to meet student needs.
Flexible instructional time or other schedule-related practices are used
to meet student needs.
Differentiated instruction is used to meet student needs.
A variety of practices that may include structured grouping, flexible
scheduling and differentiated instruction are used to meet the needs of
gifted students.

Status
Full
Implementation
Full
Implementation
Full
Implementation
Full
Implementation

If necessary, provide further explanation. (Required explanation if column selected was
Although we currently employ an RTII at this level model we recognize that there is room
for improvement. We are researching ways to meet students individual needs when and
where they need assistance.
Middle Level
Instructional Practices
Structured grouping practices are used to meet student needs.

Flexible instructional time or other schedule-related practices are used
to meet student needs.

Differentiated instruction is used to meet student needs.
A variety of practices that may include structured grouping, flexible
scheduling and differentiated instruction are used to meet the needs of
gifted students.

Status
Implemented in
50% or more of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
50% or more of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
50% or more of
district
classrooms
Full
Implementation

If necessary, provide further explanation. (Required explanation if column selected was
The district has begun implementing the RTII model in our middle school and high school to
better meet the needs of our students. We acknowledge that we need to make
improvements in order to better meet all the needs of our students. We have created a
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common Academic Growth period where all students can receive interventions if necessary
or relieve enrichment as well.
High School Level
Instructional Practices

Status

Structured grouping practices are used to meet student needs.

Flexible instructional time or other schedule-related practices are used
to meet student needs.

Differentiated instruction is used to meet student needs.
A variety of practices that may include structured grouping, flexible
scheduling and differentiated instruction are used to meet the needs of
gifted students.

Implemented in
50% or more of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
50% or more of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
50% or more of
district
classrooms
Full
Implementation

If necessary, provide further explanation. (Required explanation if column selected was
Teachers are placed by certification and by the needs of the students.

Recruitment
Describe the process you implement to recruit and assign the most effective and highly
qualified teachers in order to meet the learning needs of students who are below
proficiency or are at risk of not graduating.
All positions within the district are filled with the most qualified and accurately certified
personnel. We have strong, stable school district with a competitive salary which attracts
top candidates. Only complete application packets are considered and screened by
administrators. Multiple interviews occur with administrators, teams of teachers and the
superintendent.

Assessments
Local Graduation Requirements
Course Completion
Total Courses
English
Mathematics
Social Studies
Science

SY 16/17

SY 17/18

SY 18/19

24.00
4.00
3.00
3.00
3.00

24.00
4.00
3.00
3.00
3.00

24.00
4.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
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Physical Education
Health
Music, Art, Family &
Consumer Sciences,
Career and Technical
Education
Electives
Minimum % Grade
Required for Credit
(Numerical Answer)

4.00
0.00

4.00
0.00

4.00
0.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

8.00

8.00

8.00

61.00

61.00

61.00

Graduation Requirement Specifics
We affirm that our entity requires demonstration of proficiency or above in each of the
following State academic standards: English Language Arts and Mathematics, Science and
Technology and Environment and Ecology, as determined through any one or a
combination of the following:


Completion of secondary level coursework in English Language Arts (Literature),
Algebra I and Biology in which a student demonstrates proficiency on the associated
Keystone Exam or related project-based assessment if § 4.4(d)(4) (relating to
general policies) applies.

Local Assessments
Standards

WA

Arts and Humanities
Career Education and Work
Civics and Government
PA Core Standards: English
Language Arts
PA Core Standards: Literacy in
History/Social Studies, Science and
Technical Subjects
PA Core Standards: Mathematics
Economics
Environment and Ecology
Family and Consumer Sciences
Geography
Health, Safety and Physical
Education
History
Science and Technology and
Engineering Education
World Language

X

TD

NAT

DA

PSW

Other

X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X
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Methods and Measures
Summative Assessments
Summative Assessments
PSSA's
Final Exams
Quartery Exams/Unit Tests
Performance Based Projects
Keystone Exams
Kamicos ( prepared in- house)

EEP

EEI

ML

HS

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X

EEP

EEI

ML

HS

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

Benchmark Assessments
Benchmark Assessments
AimsWeb
Kamico
Classroom Diagnostic Tool (CDT)
Formative Assessments
Formative Assessments
Kamico (prepared in - house)
Check for Understanding (done daily in classroom)
Quizzes
Question and Answer
Assignment Review

EEP

EEI

ML

HS

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

EEP

EEI

ML

HS

X

X

Diagnostic Assessments
Diagnostic Assessments
AimsWeb
Classroom Diagnostic Tool (CDT)

X

Validation of Implemented Assessments
Validation Methods
External Review
Intermediate Unit Review
LEA Administration Review
Building Supervisor Review

EEP

EEI

ML

HS

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
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Department Supervisor Review
Professional Learning Community Review
Instructional Coach Review
Teacher Peer Review

X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X

Provide brief explanation of your process for reviewing assessments.
Each building administrator collects and reviews assessments as necessary. We review
data during grade level meetings. In addition coacheds review item by item to ensure
balance, validity and reliability.

Development and Validation of Local Assessments
If applicable, explain your procedures for developing locally administered assessments and
how they are independently and objectively validated every six years.
In grades one through five teachers develop a benchmark assessment in reading and math,
which are administered four times per year.

Collection and Dissemination
Describe your system to collect, analyze and disseminate assessment data efficiently and
effectively for use by LEA leaders and instructional teams.
Assessment data is distributed to building principals. Each principals reviews, analyzes and
discusses data with teachers.

Data Informed Instruction
Describe how information from the assessments is used to assist students who have not
demonstrated achievement of the academic standards at a proficient level or higher.
Data is used to assist students who did not meet proficiency by providing flexible grouping,
remedial programs, tutoring, and summer school programs. Data is used in the scheduling
process.

Assessment Data Uses
Assessment Data Uses
Assessment results are reported out by PA
assessment anchor or standards-aligned learning
objective.
Instructional practices are identified that are linked to
student success in mastering specific PA assessment
anchors, eligible content or standards-aligned
learning objectives.

EEP

EEI

ML

HS

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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Specific PA assessment anchors, eligible content or
standards-aligned learning objectives are identified
for those students who did not demonstrate sufficient
mastery so that teachers can collaboratively create
and/or identify instructional strategies likely to
increase mastery.
Instructional practices modified or adapted to
increase student mastery.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Provide brief explanation of the process for incorporating selected strategies.
1.) Assessment results are utilized by administrators and teachers to guide instruction and
remediation.
2.) Data impacts instructional practices by providing information to administrators, so that
they in turn can work with teachers to improve instruction, i.e. professional development.
3.) Data from anchors, eligible content and learning objectives are used to group students
for instruction.
4.) Practices are continually modified or adapted to meet all student needs.

Provide brief explanation for strategies not selected and how you plan to address their
incorporation.
All strategies are selected.

Distribution of Summative Assessment Results
Distribution Methods
Course Planning Guides
Directing Public to the PDE & other Test-related
Websites
Individual Meetings
Letters to Parents/Guardians
Local Media Reports
Website
Meetings with Community, Families and School Board
Mass Phone Calls/Emails/Letters
Newsletters
Press Releases
School Calendar
Student Handbook

EEP

EEI

ML

HS
X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

Provide brief explanation of the process for incorporating selected strategies.
The district utilizes the above strategies as a communication link with home.
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Provide brief explanation for strategies not selected and how the LEA plans to address their
incorporation.
The district can always improve the use of competent media to increase communication.

Safe and Supportive Schools
Assisting Struggling Schools
Describe your entity’s process for assisting schools that either do not meet the annual
student achievement targets or experience other challenges, which deter student
attainment of academic standards at a proficient level or higher.
If your entity has no struggling schools, explain how you will demonstrate continued
growth in student achievement.
We will continue to have high expectations of our teachers and students. In addition, we
will improve communication with stakeholders and monitor our summative and formative
assessments.

Programs, Strategies and Actions
Programs, Strategies and Actions
Biennially Updated and Executed Memorandum of
Understanding with Local Law Enforcement
School-wide Positive Behavioral Programs
Conflict Resolution or Dispute Management
Peer Helper Programs
Safety and Violence Prevention Curricula
Student Codes of Conduct
Comprehensive School Safety and Violence
Prevention Plans
Purchase of Security-related Technology
Student, Staff and Visitor Identification Systems
Placement of School Resource Officers
Student Assistance Program Teams and Training
Counseling Services Available for all Students
Internet Web-based System for the Management of
Student Discipline

EEP

EEI

ML

HS

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

Explanation of strategies not selected and how the LEA plans to address their
incorporation:
The district is in the process of doing a safety audit conducted by the State police. The
district administrative team was recently Trained in the ALiCE safety program and has been
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training our staff and students on its implementation. The district does not have a Safety
Resource Officer which was a district decision.

Screening, Evaluating and Programming for Gifted Students
Describe your entity’s awareness activities conducted annually to inform the public
of the gifted education services and programs offered (newspaper, student
handbooks, school website, etc.)
Gifted individuals are identified through an educational evaluation completed by the school
psychologist. Students go through a screening process prior to seeking permission for a full
evaluation. Students are typically recommended by teachers and parents. Beginning with
the 2016 school year the district is going to implement a universal screening process in
second grade to ensure we are identifying as many students as we can who are in need of
gifted services. Once a student is identified they receive pull out services for a full day in
second through eighth grade.They are also encouraged to participate in Academic Games as
well as Nationals if they qualify. In ninth through twelfth grade they often take advanced
courses while continuing to participate in academic games and being a participant in Model
UN.
Describe your entity’s process for locating students who are thought to be gifted and
may be in need of specially designed instruction (screening).
Currently, the district has teachers or parents recommend students for the gifted screen.
During the Screening process we look at a students grades, looking for a GPA of 3.5 or
higher, the district reviews Rates of Acquisition and Retention, students are given the Gifted
Evaluation Scale - Second Edition (GES- 2) looking for a Quotient Score of 120 or higher, The
district reviews Achievement Test Scores looking for national percentile ranks of 90 or
greater on a majority of the sub-test. The student is also given the Kaufman Brief
Intelligence Test, Second Edition and the Naglieri Non-Verbal Ability Test- Individual
Administration (NNAT-I). On both tests we are looking for an IQ composite of 125 or
higher. The psychologist also looks at Academic Achievement Data during the screening
process as well. We look at the AIMSweb Reading Curriculum Based Measurement (R-CBMStandard Oral Reading Fluency Assessment Passages AIMSweb with a percentile rank of 90
or higher. AIMSweb Maze Curriculum- Based Measurement Standard Reading
Comprehension Assessment Passages with a percentile rank of 90 or higher. The AIMSweb
Math-Curriculum Based Measurement (M-CBM) Probes with a percentile rank of 90 or
greater, and the AIMSweb Mathematics Concepts and Applications (M-CAP) Probes with a
percentile rank of 90 or greater. If a student passes a majority of the items on the screener,
they are recommended for a full scale gifted evaluation.
Beginning with the 2016-2017 school year, all students in second grade will be
administered the Cognitive Abilities Test (CogAT) a group administered ability test to assist
our educators in making important placement decisions about which students should be
recommended to receive our Gifted Screener. It is our hope that this will eliminate the
opportunity to miss students who may be in need of enrichment opportunities.
Describe your entity’s procedures for determining eligibility (through multiple
criteria) and need (based on academic strength) for potentially mentally gifted
students (evaluation).
The district completes a screening process as explained in the previous section. Along with
the screening process we then evaluate students using the WISC- V. The district takes a
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team approach at determing a students eligibility beyond test scores when making the final
decision as to whether a student would benefit from gifted services.
Describe the gifted programs* being offered that provide opportunities for
acceleration, enrichment or both. *The word "programs" refers to the continuum of
services, not one particular option.
Within the district the students have the opportuny to participate in a day of enrichment
activities each week in second through eighth grade. Once students enter the high school in
ninth grade they have the opportunity to select accelerated courses or even take college
courses to meet their learning needs. We have tallored programs to fit each students
unique needs. For example we have had middle school students take classes at the high
school for enrichment opportunites.We have also offered some online opportunites for
courses that were not offered in our area. We will work with students and their families to
find programs to meet individual needs. We encourage students to participate in academic
games and the district still covers the expense for our students to travel and compete at the
national level.

Developmental Services
Developmental Services
Academic Counseling
Attendance Monitoring
Behavior Management Programs
Bullying Prevention
Career Awareness
Career Development/Planning
Coaching/Mentoring
Compliance with Health Requirements –i.e.,
Immunization
Emergency and Disaster Preparedness
Guidance Curriculum
Health and Wellness Curriculum
Health Screenings
Individual Student Planning
Nutrition
Orientation/Transition
RTII/MTSS
Wellness/Health Appraisal

EEP

EEI

ML

HS

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

EEP

EEI

ML

HS

X

X

X

X

Explanation of developmental services:
This narrative is empty.

Diagnostic, Intervention and Referral Services
Diagnostic, Intervention and Referral Services
Accommodations and Modifications
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Administration of Medication
Assessment of Academic Skills/Aptitude for Learning
Assessment/Progress Monitoring
Casework
Crisis Response/Management/Intervention
Individual Counseling
Intervention for Actual or Potential Health Problems
Placement into Appropriate Programs
Small Group Counseling-Coping with life situations
Small Group Counseling-Educational planning
Small Group Counseling-Personal and Social
Development
Special Education Evaluation
Student Assistance Program

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

EEI

ML

HS

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Explanation of diagnostic, intervention and referral services:
This narrative is empty.

Consultation and Coordination Services
Consultation and Coordination Services
Alternative Education
Case and Care Management
Community Liaison
Community Services Coordination (Internal or
External)
Coordinate Plans
Coordination with Families (Learning or Behavioral)
Home/Family Communication
Managing Chronic Health Problems
Managing IEP and 504 Plans
Referral to Community Agencies
Staff Development
Strengthening Relationships Between School
Personnel, Parents and Communities
System Support
Truancy Coordination

EEP

X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

EEP

EEI

ML

HS

Explanation of consultation and coordination services:
This narrative is empty.

Communication of Educational Opportunities
Communication of Educational Opportunities
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Course Planning Guides
Directing Public to the PDE & Test-related Websites
Individual Meetings
Letters to Parents/Guardians
Local Media Reports
Website
Meetings with Community, Families and Board of
Directors
Mass Phone Calls/Emails/Letters
Newsletters
Press Releases
School Calendar
Student Handbook

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

EEP

EEI

ML

HS

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

Communication of Student Health Needs
Communication of Student Health Needs
Individual Meetings
Individual Screening Results
Letters to Parents/Guardians
Website
Meetings with Community, Families and Board of
Directors
Newsletters
School Calendar
Student Handbook
Kindergarten Registration
Athletic & Mandated Physcials
Dental Screenings
Blcackboard Connect calls in critical situations

Frequency of Communication
Elementary Education - Primary Level
 Yearly
Elementary Education - Intermediate Level
 Yearly
Middle Level
 Yearly
High School Level

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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 Yearly

Collaboration for Interventions
Describe the collaboration between classroom teachers and individuals providing
interventions regarding differing student needs and academic progress.
There are meetings and communication on a weekly basis either through grade level or
department meetings. Other meetings are called on an as needed basis.

Community Coordination
Describe how you accomplish coordination with community operated infant and toddler
centers, as well as preschool early intervention programs. In addition, describe the
community coordination with the following before or after school programs and services
for all grade levels, including pre-kindergarten, if offered, through grade 12.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Child care
After school programs
Youth workforce development programs
Tutoring

The district holds monthly EEC meeting to coordinate services through the Early Child care
agencies and the district. YMCA after-care programs and summer programs are held within
our school district buildings to ensure community coordination.

Preschool Agency Coordination
Explain how the LEA coordinates with agencies that serve preschool age children with
disabilities.
1. Address coordination activities designed to identify and serve children with
disabilities and the supports and accommodations available to ensure both physical
and programmatic access.
2. Address pre-kindergarten programs operated directly by the LEA and those
operated by community agencies under contract from the LEA.
3. Describe how the LEA provides for a smooth transition from the home setting and
any early childhood care or educational setting the students attend, to the school
setting.
The district attends all Early Intervention meetings to bridge the gap between E.I. services
and continuation in the school district. The district hosts a Gear-up-for Kindergarten
program. This program invites parents and students, who will enter Kindergarten the
following year, into the school to meet the teachers, tour the building, and participate in
Kindergarten readiness activities. This district sends representatives from the
Kindergarten to all Early Childcare Centers. During these visits the day in the life of a
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Kindergartner is explained. Children are encouraged to ask any questions they have about
the transition. This district hosts a Move-Up Day for all incoming Kindergartners. The
children and their families are invited to come to the school for special welcoming activities.

Materials and Resources
Description of Materials and Resources
Elementary Education-Primary Level
Material and Resources Characteristics
Aligned and supportive of academic standards, progresses level to level
and demonstrates relationships among fundamental concepts and skills
A robust supply of high quality aligned instructional materials and
resources available
Accessibility for students and teachers is effective and efficient
Differentiated and equitably allocated to accommodate diverse levels of
student motivation, performance and educational needs

Status
Accomplished
Accomplished
Accomplished
Accomplished

Provide explanation for processes used to ensure Accomplishment.
Continued review of educational materials and completion of a needs assessment weekly
team meeting. Meeting time is spent servicing available materials and assessing the need
for additional materials.

Explanation for any row checked "Needs Improvement" or "Non Existent". How the LEA
plans to address their incorporation:
This narrative is empty.
Elementary Education-Intermediate Level
Material and Resources Characteristics
Aligned and supportive of academic standards, progresses level to level
and demonstrates relationships among fundamental concepts and skills
A robust supply of high quality aligned instructional materials and
resources available
Accessibility for students and teachers is effective and efficient
Differentiated and equitably allocated to accommodate diverse levels of
student motivation, performance and educational needs

Status
Accomplished
Accomplished
Accomplished
Accomplished

Provide explanation for processes used to ensure Accomplishment.
Continued review of educational materials and completion of a needs assessment weekly
team meeting. Meeting times are spent servicing available materials and assessing the need
for additional materials.
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Explanation for any row checked "Needs Improvement" or "Non Existent". How the LEA
plans to address their incorporation:
This narrative is empty.
Middle Level
Material and Resources Characteristics
Aligned and supportive of academic standards, progresses level to level
and demonstrates relationships among fundamental concepts and skills
A robust supply of high quality aligned instructional materials and
resources available
Accessibility for students and teachers is effective and efficient
Differentiated and equitably allocated to accommodate diverse levels of
student motivation, performance and educational needs

Status
Developing
Accomplished
Accomplished
Accomplished

Provide explanation for processes used to ensure Accomplishment.
Employees sign-in and out for professional development and complete surveys via survey
monkey. Surveys are accessed by administration to determine the effectiveness of the
program and the needs of the staff.

Explanation for any row checked "Needs Improvement" or "Non Existent". How the LEA
plans to address their incorporation:
This narrative is empty.
High School Level
Material and Resources Characteristics
Aligned and supportive of academic standards, progresses level to level
and demonstrates relationships among fundamental concepts and skills
A robust supply of high quality aligned instructional materials and
resources available
Accessibility for students and teachers is effective and efficient
Differentiated and equitably allocated to accommodate diverse levels of
student motivation, performance and educational needs

Status
Accomplished
Accomplished
Accomplished
Developing

Provide explanation for processes used to ensure Accomplishment.
Teachers are provided necessary training and resources and time to meet the needs of the
students.

Explanation for any row checked "Needs Improvement" or "Non Existent". How the LEA
plans to address their incorporation:
This narrative is empty.

SAS Incorporation
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Elementary Education-Primary Level
Standards
Arts and Humanities

Career Education and Work

Civics and Government

PA Core Standards: English Language Arts

PA Core Standards: Literacy in History/Social Studies, Science and
Technical Subjects

PA Core Standards: Mathematics

Economics

Environment and Ecology

Family and Consumer Sciences

Geography

Health, Safety and Physical Education

History

Status
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms
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Science and Technology and Engineering Education

Alternate Academic Content Standards for Math

Alternate Academic Content Standards for Reading

American School Counselor Association for Students

Early Childhood Education: Infant-Toddler&rarr;Second Grade

English Language Proficiency

Interpersonal Skills

School Climate

Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms

Further explanation for columns selected "
SAS is not utilized as much as it could be in the primary building. (Grades K & 1) Teachers
have all been trained in accessing and using SAS
Elementary Education-Intermediate Level
Standards
Arts and Humanities

Career Education and Work
Civics and Government

Status
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
less than 50% of
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PA Core Standards: English Language Arts

PA Core Standards: Literacy in History/Social Studies, Science and
Technical Subjects

PA Core Standards: Mathematics

Economics

Environment and Ecology

Family and Consumer Sciences

Geography

Health, Safety and Physical Education

History

Science and Technology and Engineering Education

Alternate Academic Content Standards for Math

Alternate Academic Content Standards for Reading
American School Counselor Association for Students

district
classrooms
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
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less than 50% of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms

English Language Proficiency

Interpersonal Skills

School Climate

Further explanation for columns selected "
SAS is used for curriculum map alignment. Resources are pulled from many sources to
match the most effective resources with the content.
Middle Level
Standards
Arts and Humanities

Career Education and Work

Civics and Government

PA Core Standards: English Language Arts

PA Core Standards: Literacy in History/Social Studies, Science and
Technical Subjects

PA Core Standards: Mathematics

Economics

Status
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
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Environment and Ecology

Family and Consumer Sciences

Geography

Health, Safety and Physical Education

History

Science and Technology and Engineering Education

Alternate Academic Content Standards for Math

Alternate Academic Content Standards for Reading

American School Counselor Association for Students

English Language Proficiency

Interpersonal Skills

School Climate
World Language

classrooms
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
less than 50% of
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district
classrooms
Further explanation for columns selected "
Teachers have been trained and given time to explore SAS. SAS resources are utilized but
not continuously with fidelity.
High School Level
Standards
Arts and Humanities

Career Education and Work

Civics and Government

PA Core Standards: English Language Arts

PA Core Standards: Literacy in History/Social Studies, Science and
Technical Subjects

PA Core Standards: Mathematics
Economics
Environment and Ecology
Family and Consumer Sciences
Geography
Health, Safety and Physical Education
History

Status
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
less than 50% of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
50% or more of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
50% or more of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
50% or more of
district
classrooms
Not Applicable
Level of
Implementation
is Unknown
Level of
Implementation
is Unknown
Level of
Implementation
is Unknown
Level of
Implementation
is Unknown
Level of
Implementation
is Unknown
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Level of
Implementation
is Unknown
Implemented in
50% or more of
district
classrooms
Implemented in
50% or more of
district
classrooms
Level of
Implementation
is Unknown
Not Applicable
Level of
Implementation
is Unknown
Level of
Implementation
is Unknown
Level of
Implementation
is Unknown

Science and Technology and Engineering Education

Alternate Academic Content Standards for Math

Alternate Academic Content Standards for Reading

American School Counselor Association for Students
English Language Proficiency
Interpersonal Skills
School Climate
World Language
Further explanation for columns selected "

Employess have been trained on the SAS system and have been given time to explore the
system; however, it could be utilized at a greater level.

Professional Education
Characteristics
District’s Professional Education Characteristics
Enhances the educator’s content knowledge in the
area of the educator’s certification or assignment.
Increases the educator’s teaching skills based on
effective practice research, with attention given to
interventions for struggling students.
Increases the educator's teaching skills based on
effective practice research, with attention given to
interventions for gifted students.
Provides educators with a variety of classroom-based
assessment skills and the skills needed to analyze and
use data in instructional decision making.
Empowers educators to work effectively with parents
and community partners.

EEP

EEI

ML

HS

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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District’s Professional Education Characteristics
Provides the knowledge and skills to think and plan
strategically, ensuring that assessments, curriculum,
instruction, staff professional education, teaching
materials and interventions for struggling students
are aligned to each other, as well as to Pennsylvania’s
academic standards.
Provides the knowledge and skills to think and plan
strategically, ensuring that assessments, curriculum,
instruction, staff professional education, teaching
materials and interventions for gifted students are
aligned to each other, as well as to Pennsylvania's
academic standards.
Provides leaders with the ability to access and use
appropriate data to inform decision making.
Empowers leaders to create a culture of teaching and
learning, with an emphasis on learning.
Instructs the leader in managing resources for
effective results.

EEP

EEI

ML

HS

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Provide brief explanation of your process for ensuring these selected characteristics.
The district shares a continuous needs assessment, shares resources and ideas, best
practices and implementation and encourages our teachers to utilize the SAS portal.
Administrators work with the teaching staff to create professional development and all
parties meet to review data and use its use in instructional planning.

Provide brief explanation for strategies not selected and how you plan to address their
incorporation.
Not applicable - All strategies were selected.

Educator Discipline Act 126, 71
Provides educators with mandated reporter training, totaling 3 hours, every 5 years as
outlined in Act 126.
Questions
The LEA has conducted the required training on:
8/26/2014 Entire Staff was Trained for 3 hours
The LEA plans to conduct the required training on approximately:
10/14/2015 1 hour required update scheuded for entire staff
Provides educators with four (4) hours of professional development in youth suicide
awareness and prevention every five (5) years for professional educators in grades six
through twelve as outlined in Act 71.
Questions
The LEA plans to conduct the training on approximately:
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1/18/2016
Provides educators with four (4) hours of professional development every five (5) years for
professional educators that are teaching the curriculum in which the Child Exploitation
Awareness Education program is incorporated as outlined in Act 71.
Questions
The LEA plans to conduct the training on approximately:
1/18/2015

Strategies Ensuring Fidelity
 Professional Development activities are based upon detailed needs assessments that
utilize student assessment results to target instructional areas that need strengthening.
 Using disaggregated student data to determine educators’ learning priorities.
 Professional Development activities are based upon detailed needs assessments that
utilize student assessment results to target curricular areas that need further
alignment.
 Professional Development activities are developed that support implementation of
strategies identified in your action plan.
 Clear expectations in terms of teacher practice are identified for staff implementation.
 An implementation evaluation is created, based upon specific expectations related to
changes in teacher practice, which is used to validate the overall effectiveness of the
professional development initiative.
 The LEA has a systemic process that is used to validate whether or not providers have
the capacity to present quality professional development.
 Administrators participate fully in all professional development sessions targeted for
their faculties.
 Every Professional development initiative includes components that provide ongoing
support to teachers regarding implementation.
 The LEA has an ongoing monitoring system in place (i.e. walkthroughs, classroom
observations).
 Professional Education is evaluated to show its impact on teaching practices and
student learning.
Provide brief explanation of your process for ensuring these selected characteristics.
We have a committee that represents all stakeholders that meets to evaluate professional
development and plan future training. Administrators seek teacher input via survey's for
professional development topics and feedback. Administrators are in constant
communication and have visability. It is the responsiblity of the building principals to
ensure the providers present qualify professional development.

Provide brief explanation for strategies not selected and how you plan to address their
incorporation.
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Some items of professional development may not be able to be measured quantitatively
immediately.

Induction Program


Inductees will know, understand and implement instructional practices validated by
the LEA as known to improve student achievement.



Inductees will assign challenging work to diverse student populations.



Inductees will know the basic details and expectations related to LEA-wide
initiatives, practices, policies and procedures.



Inductees will know the basic details and expectations related to school initiatives,
practices and procedures.



Inductees will be able to access state curriculum frameworks and focus lesson
design on leading students to mastery of all state academic standards, assessment
anchors and eligible content (where appropriate) identified in the LEA's curricula.



Inductees will effectively navigate the Standards Aligned System website.



Inductees will know and apply LEA endorsed classroom management strategies.



Inductees will know and utilize school/LEA resources that are available to assist
students in crisis.



Inductees will take advantage of opportunities to engage personally with other
members of the faculty in order to develop a sense of collegiality and camaraderie.



Not applicable

Provide brief explanation of your process for ensuring these selected characteristics.
Inductees participate in a year long induction program that includes an assigned mentor
and scheduled professional development. Prior to the school year beginning the district
provides two days of orientation for all new district employees.

Provide brief explanation for strategies not selected and how you plan to address their
incorporation.
Not applicable - All strategies were selected.

Needs of Inductees


Frequent observations of inductee instructional practice by a coach or mentor to
identify needs.
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Frequent observations of inductee instructional practice by supervisor to identify
needs.



Regular meetings with mentors or coaches to reflect upon instructional practice to
identify needs.



Student PSSA data.



Standardized student assessment data other than the PSSA.



Classroom assessment data (Formative & Summative).



Inductee survey (local, intermediate units and national level).



Review of inductee lesson plans.



Review of written reports summarizing instructional activity.



Submission of inductee portfolio.



Knowledge of successful research-based instructional models.



Information collected from previous induction programs (e.g., program evaluations
and second-year teacher interviews).

Provide brief explanation of your process for ensuring these selected characteristics.
Inductees participate in the teacher effectiveness model. They are provided an assigned
mentor as well as receive administrative supervision and support.

Provide brief explanation for strategies not selected and you plan to address their
incorporation.
Administrators will continue to supervise second year teachers and seek input from the
individual teacher regarding professional development.

Mentor Characteristics






Pool of possible mentors is comprised of teachers with outstanding work performance.
Potential mentors have similar certifications and assignments.
Potential mentors must model continuous learning and reflection.
Potential mentors must have knowledge of LEA policies, procedures and resources.
Potential mentors must have demonstrated ability to work effectively with students and
other adults.
 Potential mentors must be willing to accept additional responsibility.
 Mentors must complete mentor training or have previous related experience (e.g.,
purpose of induction program and role of mentor, communication and listening skills,
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coaching and conferencing skills, problem-solving skills and knowledge of adult learning
and development).
 Mentors and inductees must have compatible schedules so that they can meet
regularly.
Provide brief explanation of your process for ensuring these selected characteristics.
All inductees are assigned a mentor according to subject matter and competency as
observed and documented by administrators over time. Mentors are required to attend all
inductee trainings with their inductee and meet with the administration regarding the
responsibilities of being a mentor. The inductee and the mentor are brought together prior
to the start of the school year to set the expectations and formulate a schedule.

Provide brief explanation for characteristics not selected and how you plan to address their
incorporation.
Currently the district does not have training for mentors and does not coordinate schedules
with mentors and mentees. These areas need to be addressee by the administration.

Induction Program Timeline
Topics
Code of Professional Practice and Conduct for
Educators
Assessments
Best Instructional Practices
Safe and Supportive Schools
Standards
Curriculum
Instruction
Accommodations and Adaptations for diverse
learners
Data informed decision making
Materials and Resources for Instruction

Aug- Oct- Dec- Feb- Apr- JunSep Nov Jan Mar May Jul
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

If necessary, provide further explanation.
All topics are addressed with new teachers before the beginning of the shool year and
continue throughout the year.

Monitoring and Evaluating the Induction Program
Identify the procedures for monitoring and evaluating the Induction program.
The building principal meets regularly with the mentor and mentee. At the end of the
induction program all paperwork is submitted to the principal and the superintendent. The
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building administrators need to solicit feedback and suggestions from the inductees
regarding what additional training and resources are needed.

Recording Process
Identify the recording process for inductee participation and program completion. (Check
all that apply)


Mentor documents his/her inductee's involvement in the program.



A designated administrator receives, evaluates and archives all mentor records.



School/LEA maintains accurate records of program completion and provide a
certificate or statement of completion to each inductee who has completed the
program.



LEA administrator receives, tallies, and archives all LEA mentor records.



Completion is verified by the LEA Chief Executive Officer on the Application for
Level 2 Certification.

Special Education
Special Education Students
Total students identified: 282

Identification Method
Identify the District's method for identifying students with specific learning disabilities.
At the elementary level the children are initially identified for support through the
Response to Intervention and Instruction process, by identifying students who are in need
of additional services. If students do not respond to interventions, they are referred to the
psychologist for further assessment. The psychologist uses the discrepancy model for
determining placement. RTII is not widely used at our middle school and high school level,
therefore, determination for eligibility in special education is based solely on the
discrepancy model. Other factors are considered such as test scores, teacher input and
observation.
A specific learning disability may be found if a child has a severe discrepancy between
achievement and intellectual ability in one or more of several areas: oral expression,
written expression, listening comprehension or reading comprehension, basic reading
skills, mathematics calculation, mathematics reasoning, or spelling. A "severe discrepancy"
is defined to exist when achievement in one or more of the area falls at or below 50% of the
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child's expected achievement level, when age and previous educational experiences are
taken into consideration.

Enrollment
Review the Enrollment Difference Status. If necessary, describe how your district plans to
address any significant disproportionalities.
The data is publicly available via the PennData website. You can view your most recent
report. The link is: http://penndata.hbg.psu.edu/BSEReports

According to the 2012-2013 Special Education Data report our enrollment differences were
not significantly disproportionate. The district currently has 10.8 % of our student
population receiving services under Chapter 14. The state average is 15.3%.
Grove City did very well meeting the State and NCLB targets. There were some indicators
we need to pay closer attention to. In Indicator 3 from the Special Education Data Report
it shows our proficiency rate for the district was 28.22% proficient in reading and the state
target was 31.79% and our mathematics rate was 33.13% and the state target is 37.20%.
Our district is constantly researching ways to better assist our special education students in
order to obtain proficiency in all subjects. Our high school and middle school are using a coteaching model enabling our students to be in the general education classroom with the
support of the regular education teacher and the special education teacher. If research is
correct this should improve our scores in mathematics. We have also researched some
programs to utilize in remediating our students such as the ST Math program for our
elementary students and ALEKS for our students at the secondary level. We have also
opened a fully staffed math lab where all students can attend before, during and after school
for assistance with mathematics. Children in elementary school can obtain assistance
through our after school tutoring and summer school programs. Students in our secondary
schools receive assistance through summer academies that address their specific needs.
The inclusion model at the middle school and high school address our high percentage in
Indicator 5 of the Special Education Data Report.
This year a lot of observation, research, and co-planning has occurred so that our special
education students will be in the regular education classroom with the support of the
regular education teacher and special education teacher. The data for 2011-2012 show that
the district had 50.4% of our special education students inside the regular classroom for
80% or more of the school day. The data for 2012-2013 show that the district had 54.3% of
our special education students inside the regular classroom for 80% or more of the school
day. The Director of Special Education will review the Data report for 2013-2014 when it
becomes available in May of 2015. Data from this report will indicate if the district
continues to make strides in providing more services for our students in the regular
education environment.
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Non-Resident Students Oversight
1. How does the District meet its obligation under Section 1306 of the Public School
Code as the host District at each location?
2. How does the District ensure that students are receiving a free appropriate public
education (FAPE) in the least restrictive environment (LRE)?
3. What problems or barriers exist which limit the District's ability to meet its
obligations under Section 1306 of the Public School Code?
1.) We provide a Free and Appropriate Public Education to all 1306 students who attend
our George Junior Facility, a school for adjudicated youth. All teachers hold a valid teaching
certificate. Instruction is aligned to the Common Core State Standards. Eligible students
receive special education services. Every attempt is made to have parental participation in
the educational process. Students in need receive occupational and/or physical
therapy, speech therapy, hearing or vision support and assistive technology. They have the
opportunity to attend the regular classroom.
2.) The district provides all students an education in the appropriate placement. There is a
school building on the facility for all students. All the teachers at the school are properly
certified. Curriculum is aligned to the state standards and strategies employed are research
based. If students need additional services, they may qualify for learning support services,
life skills support, etc.
3.) Barriers to providing FAPE to our 1306 students include, lack of parental participation,
transiency, obtaining records from previous school district and/or identifying where the
student was educated prior to enrolling at George Junior.

Incarcerated Students Oversight
Describe the system of oversight the District would implement to ensure that all
incarcerated students who may be eligible for special education are located, identified,
evaluated and when deemed eligible, are offered a free appropriate public education
(FAPE).
Our students would most often be incarcerated within the Mercer County Jail. Their
education would be provided through Mercer Area School District. There is collaboration
between Mercer Area School District and our district whenever a student would be placed
within this facility.

Least Restrictive Environment
1. Describe the District procedures, which ensure that, to the maximum extent
appropriate, children with disabilities, including those in private institutions, are
educated with non-disabled children, and that removal from the regular education
environment only occurs when education in that setting with supplementary aids
and services, cannot be achieved satisfactorily.
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2. Describe how the District is replicating successful programs, evidence-based
models, and other PDE sponsored initiatives to enhance or expand the continuum of
supports/services and education placement options available within the District to
support students with disabilities access the general education curriculum in the
least restrictive environment (LRE). (Provide information describing the manner in
which the District utilizes site-based training, consultation and technical assistance
opportunities available through PDE/PaTTAN, or other public or private agencies.)
3. Refer to and discuss the SPP targets and the district's percentages in the Indicator 5
section - Educational Environments. Also discuss the number of students placed out
of the district and how those placements were determined to assure that LRE
requirements are met.
Ensuring Maximum Integration
1. Although the RTII model is not used to determine eligibility for special education services,
our district employs the RTII model to ensure that all students are receiving interventions
whether identified as special education students or not. All students work in groups
according to their ability rather than their disability. The district employs instructional
aides whose responsibility is to work in the classrooms so our special education students
receive assistance and can be part of the regular classroom environment. Although not a
procedure across the board we will co- teach so that our regular education teachers and
special education teachers are working together to provide an education to all students in
the regular classroom. All students regardless of their disability attend special classes such
as art, music, gym and library with their non-disabled peers. All students attend the same
special activities such as assemblies with their non-disabled peers. The district is aware that
we are not at state targets for meeting our students needs under Indicator 5 "educational
environment" . As a district we have made changes to our program so that all of our
students in Science, Social Studies, Math and Language Arts will be taught with their non
disabled peers. Adding these co-taught classes will allow the opportunity for our special
education students to be in the regular education for a higher percentage of their day. We
also have added an Academic Growth period allowing all students the opportunity to
receive support. This is no longer just a service for our students with special needs. Our
special needs students and regular education students will be able to receive support
without having to be assigned a resource period thus also decreasing the amount of time
our special education students are out of the regular education environment.
2. The district employs the RTII model to ensure that all students are receiving
interventions whether identified as special education students or not. For students working
under and Individualized Education Plan we start by ensuring the plan is individualized.
We construct a program to meet individual needs as well as support their strengths. Each
program for a child will look at least slightly different than their peers depending on the
interventions and percentage of time warranted to meet their needs.
The district has adopted a Positive School Wide Behavior model along with the Olweus AntiBullying program. By working through class meetings, discussion groups, teacher in-service
training, assemblies and collaboration with local law enforcement we work together to help
maintain all of our students with behavior concerns in our district.
Our faculty Kindergarten through twelfth grade are trained in the Student Assistance
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Program or SAP. This service allows our district to partner with local mental health
professionals and organizations to assist our students with mental health concerns.
In our Elementary schools we have a model that encompasses Flexible Instructional
Groups. These groups are determined based on student needs for either intervention or
enrichment. For a half an hour per day students move to instructional groups to best meet
their individual needs. The elementary school is piloting cross class and cross grade
grouping in order to differentiate instruction for our students.
In the Grove City Area School District we are fortunate to be able to partner with Grove City
College and Slippery Rock University. These partnerships provide us with tutors, mentors,
in-service training for our professionals and paraprofessionals and resources that would
otherwise not be available to a school district. We will continue to grow these partnerships
to ensure the maximum participation and benefit for our students.
Grove City is fortunate to have strong community support. Community members not only
sponsor through monetary contributions, they make readily available opportunities for
students to become involved in various activities. There was a community garden recently
planted at our middle school. It is through the efforts of our community and our middle
school students that nutritious food will be grown to support our local food pantry. Various
community members are often part of our career days, helping to share job opportunities
that may be readily available to students for summer employment or help to spark an idea
in a young students mind.
Our district has utilized the Standards Aligned System portal through the Pennsylvania
Department of Education web site. This portal has been useful in providing information on
the Common Core Standards, lesson plans to meet eligible content and for diagnostic tools
and intervention strategies. Each team member has been trained to use the SAS portal. We
are constantly looking for the updates and improvements to the web site. More recently
the teachers have utilized the resources on the SAS portal to obtain information and
examples for creating their Student Learning Objectives or SLO's.
We continue to improve our co-teaching model at both the middle and high school level.
Grove City staff members have visited other school districts to observe the co-teaching
model and inquire about implementation. Continued commitment to common planning
time and resources for our teachers allows the program to flourish. Administrators observe
the co-taught classrooms on an ongoing basis and discussion revolves around improving
the delivery of instruction in all settings. The district has allocated in-service training
opportunities for our special education and regular education staff to meet to plan effective
lessons to meet the needs of all the learners in the classroom. Although we know there will
be room for growth as we progress we are very excited about the opportunity to offer this
model for our special needs population. Within the last three years we have provided
various training to both regular and special education teachers as well as paraprofessionals
to better educate our students with disabilities. Dr. Brian Buchan, our school psychologist
worked for several hours with our paraprofessionals on characteristics of varying
disabilities and how they can be a support for these students. The paraprofessionals also
received training on implementation of our SRA reading program as well as training on
Safety Mechanics. The entire district staff was in-serviced on Act 126 or Mandated Reporter
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training to ensure we are all knowledgable of signs of abuse in our students and what our
role is in reporting suspected abuse.
3. As previously mentioned the district is working to improve our numbers in Indicator 5Educational Environment. The data for 2011-2012 show that the district had 50.4% of our
special education students inside the regular classroom for 80% or more of the school day.
The data for 2012-2013 show that the district had 54.3% of our special education students
inside the regular classroom for 80% or more of the school day. The Director of Special
Education will review the data report for 2013-2014 when it becomes available in May of
2015. Data from this report will indicate if the district continues to make strides in
providing more services for our students in the regular education environment. Due to the
increase of our co-taught classrooms at the middle and high school level, the math lab and
supports for all students, the transition programming at the high school and the academic
growth period at the middle school, we have allowed more opportunities for our special
education students to receive supports in a regular education environment. When a
student's needs either behaviorally or academically can not be met within our school
buildings we work as a team with parents, the student, special education teachers, regular
education teachers, school administration and other individuals as deemed appropriate to
make placement decisions. We currently have thirteen students placed out of the district
for various reasons. All decisions for out of district placement are done on a case by case
basis and only when interventions have not been successful in the regular school
environment for an ongoing period of time.
List of Supplementary Aids And Services Used within the Grove City Area School
District Include:


scheduled time for coplanning and team meetings



instructional arrangements that support collaboration



professional development related to collaboration



modified curricular goals



providing alternate ways for students to demonstrate learning



test modification



providing alternative materials and/or assistive technology



Providing instruction on functional skills in the context of the typical routines in the
general classroom



changing method of presentation



providing research based supplementary services



providing instructional adaptations (e.g. preteaching, repeating directions, extra
examples and nonexamples)
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specific seating arrangements



individualized desk, chair, etc.



adaptive equipment



adjustments to sensory input (e.g. light, sound)



Environmental aids (e.g., classroom acoustics, heating, ventilation)



Structural aids (e.g., wheelchair accessibility, trays, grab bars)



social skills instruction



counseling supports



peer supports



Individualized behavior plans



modification of rules and expectations



cooperative learning strategies



Educational Aids

Behavior Support Services
Provide a summary of the District policy on behavioral support services including, but not
limited to, the school wide positive behavior supports (PBS). Describe training provided to
staff in the use of positive behavior supports, de-escalation techniques and responses to
behavior that may require immediate intervention. If the district also has School-Based
Behavioral Health Services, please discuss it.
Grove City Area School District has adopted a positive school wide behavior program K-12
to support our students needing Tier 1 support. All teachers have been trained and use the
language of the school wide behavior program. Parental input concerning the
program revealed that we need to have continual conversations with our staff regarding the
importance of class meetings. Parents in the district are willing to continue to work with
administrators and teachers to strengthen the school wide positive
behavior expectations. The district also has the support of Midwestern Intermediate Unit
IV for ongoing updates and training concerning positive school wide behavior programs.
The district has counselors in each school to help students who are experiencing behavioral
problems to make better choices and provide guidance throughout the process to support
our students needing Tier 2 supports. During the 2014-2015 school year the district added
an additional counselor at our sixth through eighth grade building. Our research
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showed that more supports at this level would greatly benefit our students. The school
psychologist plays an important role in helping to identify antecedents to behaviors and
assisting to put together a plan for the student and the staff. If more intensive behavioral
supports are necessary for our students who need Tier 3 support we receive help from our
student assistance program and outside agency services. There is a team approach to all
behavior problems that include the student, the students parents and or care givers, the
principal, the teachers and any other member that is necessary to support the student. The
district elicits the assistance of the TAC team from Midwestern Intermediate Unit IV to
conduct Functional Behavior Assessments and create Positive Behavior Support Plans for
our students with more challenging behavioral concerns.
All of our teachers and faculty in grades kindergarten through fifth grade, our special
education teachers, our special education paraprofessionals, our school counselors and our
building principals have all received training through Midwestern Intermediate Unit IV on
Safety Mechanics. Through this training, we were taught positive de-escalation techniques
and how to safely manage a students behavior should physical redirection be necessary.

Intensive Interagency/Ensuring FAPE/Hard to Place Students
1. If the LEA is having difficulty ensuring FAPE for an individual student or a particular
disability category, describe the procedures and analysis methods used to
determine gaps in the continuum of special education supports, services and
education placement options available for students with disabilities.
2. Include information detailing successful programs, services, education placements
as well as identified gaps in current programs, services, and education placements
not available within the LEA. Include an overview of services provided through
interagency collaboration within the LEA.
3. Discuss any expansion of the continuum of services planned during the life of this
plan.
1. If the LEA is having difficulty ensuring FAPE for an individual student or a particular
disability category we elicit the support of Midwestern Intermediate Unit IV in Grove City,
Pennsylvania. Services that are available within our district include, itinerant,
supplemental, and full-time learning support, itinerant, supplemental, and full-time life
skills support, itinerant, supplemental and full time emotional support, itinerant,
supplemental and full time autistic support and itinerant speech and language support.
With the assistance of the Midwestern Intermediate Unit IV we have also been able to
provide full-time emotional support, itinerant, supplemental, and full-time vision support,
itinerant and supplemental hearing support, along with itinerant, supplemental and fulltime interpreter services.
The district has contracted with Kids First Therapy LLC to service our Occupational and
Physical Therapy needs.
If the specific needs of our students cannot be met through the district and the support of
the Midwestern Intermediate Unit IV, we contract with non-public as well as private
schools. All placement and programming decisions are a team approach.
We identified the need in our district to house our own emotional support program to meet
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the needs of our students. The district committed to hiring a teacher to begin an emotional
support program within our middle school beginning the 2012-13 school year. This
program continues to grow. The district also identified the need to include autistic support
programming. We hired two teachers to support students at the elementary level for either
itinerant, supplemental or full time autistic support. These educators also provide itinerant
support for our students at the secondary level.
2. Our district has been met with great success in meeting the individual needs of our
students. We offer a variety of services and supplemental supports and aides in order to
make students successful in the classroom. Assistive technology evaluations are made
available to students who may present as an individual who would benefit. Assistive
technology devices are made readily available to all who quality.
3. The district is currently planning to bring our students with multi-handicaps back to
in house programming. During the 2014-2015 school year we were able to have one of our
high school students return. This small move helped us to prepare to bring other students
back home. We want to be sure that we have servicing in place to meet all of their
individual needs.
It is the district's plan to expand RTII services into other academic disciplines at the middle
school and high school level in subsequent years. The district also plans to expand upon our
transition services so that our high school students with special needs will receive more
opportunities for hands on job training. It would be ideal if job coaches could be available
to assist students on site.

Strengths and Highlights
Describe the strengths and highlights of your current special education services and
programs. Include in this section directions on how the district provides trainings for staff,
faculty and parents.
The district has identified a person in charge of special education services. The director of
special education is responsible for ensuring compliance with all special education
mandates. The district has monthly special education meetings to address new mandates
and provide for networking among teachers and continuing in-service training. Each
building has at least bi-weekly special education team meetings to ensure educators are
collaborating to best meet the needs of our students. Students who may benefit from
assistive technology are identified and devices are either piloted through the IU or
purchased through the district.
Behavior Support follows the Olweus Anti-Bullying Program. An initial training was
conducted for all staff members. Each building has a core support team to ensure continued
in-service training and continuation of the program. Class meetings are held in
kindergarten through twelfth grade to address bullying issues.
Strengths and Highlights The district completed a successful state audit during the 2013-2014 school year. One area
of improvement was identified during the audit, which has already been mentioned, as an
area we are working on. The district percentage of students outside of the regular
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classroom for more than 80% of their school day was above state average. To address this
we have increased our number of supports such as utilizing the co-teach model, having an
academic growth period that is for all students to receive support and operating a math lab
for additional supports for all students at the high school. We have increased the number of
supports for all students not just programs for our special education population.
Teachers are highly qualified and have at least one paraprofessional to assist them in
providing more individualized instruction. The district provides in-service training for
special education staff and support personnel. Any student who is in need of additional
support such as OT, PT Autistic Support and Emotional support can access programs
through contracted services or our local IU. We are fortunate as a district to have the
services of Midwestern Intermediate Unit IV, PDE and PaTTAN at our finger tips. They are a
very valuable resource for us in the area of staff development for our special education
teachers and paraprofessionals, as well as services and activities for our students with
special needs and their parents. According to our parental input team a positive
relationshop exists between all parties. This collaboration allows for dynamic support for
the students.
Another positive step we have taken is to appoint a teacher at the high school to focus on
transition services for our students. The role of this person is to work with students on Soft
Skills to prepare them for the workplace as well as serving as a liaison between the district
and potential employers. She is working with outside agencies to ensure support services
are in place for our seniors as they enter life after graduation.
In our middle school and high school we continue to improve upon team teaching in our
science, social studies, English and mathematics departments. There are scheduled on
going meetings with our team teachers and administration as well as the availability of
common planning time.
The district houses two life skills programs, one at the elementary level and one at the
secondary level. We are pleased to keep our students in district and provide a lot of
opportunities for these students to participate in courses of their choosing as well as
making opportunities available for the students to get out in the community. The district
employs several of our life skills students in our food service department and other areas of
the school for job training.
We have an emotional support program in our middle school enabling us to bring some of
our students back to the district while also keeping students who were on the path to out of
district placement. Within the last year we have started two autistic support programs in
our Kindergarten through fifth grade buildings. There is also the availability of itinerant
autistic supports available at the secondary level. Along with these classrooms we have
added a sensory room in each of the elementary buildings. Various opportunities are
available for all of these students to get involved in the community. We partner with the
adaptive physical education department from Slippery Rock University and the Grove City
YMCA to offer physical education courses and programs to help these students build
strength and endurance.
During the 2014-2015 school year we brought one of our students with multiple handicaps
back to the district for her education. This was a trial to prepare us for the prospect of
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bringing all our severe and profound students back to the district.
At our elementary level we incorporate an All Day Kindergarten Program for selected
students needing additional services. This program allows the students an opportunity for
review and re-teaching of concepts, as well as enables support staff to pull for speech,
Occupational Therapy, Physical Therapy and any other additional service so that children
do not miss a chunk of instruction in their regularly scheduled kindergarten session. We
hold transition meetings for our parents of students entering our district with special
needs. There are ongoing meetings throughout the summer with all stakeholders to assist
with the transition. Parents are encouraged to bring their children to our Success By Six
program to help them become familiar with school routines, the building and our staff. This
program also helps us to learn about supports needed so services can be up and running as
quickly as possible when the new school year begins.
All of our learning support programs in Kindergarten through twelfth grade utilize the
SRA Direct Instruction reading program. The program is taught in small groups or often in
a one-on-one setting depending on the needs of the child. Using the same curriculum helps
with the consistency for the students.
When our students needs can not be met in our district we look at their strengths and needs
to determine appropriate placement. Placement is always based upon student needs rather
than on cost. We strive to provide quality programming for all of our students.
Our Act 48 committee continually assesses the need for training for both our regular
education and special education teachers. Whenever there is a need for further training, the
district will bring in speakers or will have our own staff, who specialize in an area, work
with the teachers. Our special education teachers and speech therapists often lead training
on topics pertaining to our students with learning differences and how we as a district can
support their needs.
We feel that we are not only fulfilling the requirement of the law but have gone above and
beyond to meet the needs of all our students with special needs.
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Assurances
Safe and Supportive Schools Assurances
The LEA has verified the following Assurances:


Implementation of a comprehensive and integrated K-12 program of student services based
on the needs of its students. (in compliance with § 12.41(a))



Free Education and Attendance (in compliance with § 12.1)



School Rules (in compliance with § 12.3)



Collection, maintenance and dissemination of student records (in compliance § 12.31(a) and
§ 12.32)



Discrimination (in compliance with § 12.4)



Corporal Punishment (in compliance with § 12.5)



Exclusion from School, Classes, Hearings (in compliance with § 12.6, § 12.7, § 12.8)



Freedom of Expression (in compliance with § 12.9)



Flag Salute and Pledge of Allegiance (in compliance with § 12.10)



Hair and Dress (in compliance with § 12.11)



Confidential Communications (in compliance with § 12.12)



Searches (in compliance with § 12.14)



Emergency Care and Administration of Medication and Treatment (in compliance with 35
P.S. § 780-101—780-144)



Parents or guardians are informed regarding individual survey student assessments and
provided a process for refusal to participate (consistent with § 445 of the General Education
Provisions Act (20 U.S.C.A. § 1232h) and in compliance with § 12.41(d))



Persons delivering student services shall be specifically licensed or certified as required by
statute or regulation (in compliance with § 12.41(e))



Development and Implementation of Local Wellness Program (in compliance with Public
Law 108-265, Section 204)



Early Intervention Services System Act (if applicable) (11 P.S. § 875-101—875-503)
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Establishment and Implementation of Student Assistance Programs at all of levels of the
school system (in compliance with 24 PS § 15-1547)



Acceptable Use Policy for Technology Resources



Providing career information and assessments so that students and parents or guardians
might become aware of the world of work and career options available.

Special Education Assurances
The Local Education Agency (District) has verified the following Assurances:


Implementation of a full range of services, programs and alternative placements available to
the school district for placement and implementation of the special education programs in
the school district.



Implementation of a child find system to locate, identify and evaluate young children and
children who are thought to be a child with a disability eligible for special education residing
within the school district's jurisdiction. Child find data is collected, maintained and used in
decision-making. Child find process and procedures are evaluated for its effectiveness. The
District implements mechanisms to disseminate child find information to the public,
organizations, agencies and individuals on at least an annual basis.



Assurances of students with disabilities are included in general education programs and
extracurricular and non-academic programs and activities to the maximum extent
appropriate in accordance with an Individualized Education Program.



Compliance with the PA Department of Education, Bureau of Special Education's report
revision notice process.



Following the state and federal guidelines for participation of students with disabilities in
state and district-wide assessments including the determination of participation, the need
for accommodations, and the methods of assessing students for whom regular assessment is
not appropriate.



Assurance of funds received through participation in the medical assistance reimbursement
program, ACCESS, will be used to enhance or expand the current level of services and
programs provided to students with disabilities in this local education agency.
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24 P.S. §1306 and §1306.2 Facilities
Facility Name

Facility Type

George Junior Republic

Nonresident

Student Count

Services Provided By
Grove City Area School District
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Least Restrictive Environment Facilities
Facility Name

Type of Facility

McGuire Memorial
Glade Run
Sharpsville Elementary
Student's Home
New Wilmington Area
School District
PA Western School for the
Deaf
Clarence Brown Community
School
Glade Run

Other
Other
Neighboring School
Districts
Instruction in the
Home
Neighboring School
Districts
Approved Private
Schools
Other
Other

Type of Service
Autistic
Autistic
Multiple
Disabilities
Multihandicapped
Mulithandicapped
Deaf/Hard of
Hearing
Emotional
Support
Emotional

Number of Students
Placed
1
2
3
1
1
2
1
2

Special Education Program Profile
Program Position #1
Operator: School District
PROGRAM DETAILS
Type:
Implementation Date:
PROGRAM SEGMENTS
Location/Building

Grade

Support

Service
Type

Age
Range

Caseload

FTE

A building in
Itinerant Speech and 5 to 8
37
0.57
which General
Language
Education
Support
programs are
operated
A Senior High A building in
High School - NB
Itinerant Speech and 13 to
13
0.2
School
which General
Language
21
Building
Education
Support
programs are
operated
Justification: There is a life-skills classroom at the high school and ID students may stay in school until they are
Highland - NB

An
Elementary
School
Building

Building Type

53
21.
Middle School - NB

A Middle
School
Building

A building in
which General
Education
programs are
operated

Itinerant

Speech and
Language
Support

Support

Service
Type

11 to
14

15

0.23

Age
Range

Caseload

FTE

Program Position #2
Operator: School District
PROGRAM DETAILS
Type:
Implementation Date:
PROGRAM SEGMENTS
Location/Building

Grade

Building Type

A building in
Itinerant Speech and 7 to 12 65
which General
Language
Education
Support
programs are
operated
Justification: There are four grades at Hillview, therefore, the age range may be greater than 3.
Hillview - NM

An
Elementary
School
Building

1

Program Position #3
Operator: School District
PROGRAM DETAILS
Type:
Implementation Date:
PROGRAM SEGMENTS
Location/Building

Grade

Building
Type

Highland - SN

An
Elementary
School
Building

Highland - SN

An
Elementary
School
Building

Highland - SN

An
Elementary
School
Building

Highland - SN

An
Elementary
School
Building

Sr. High - SN

A Senior
High School

A building in
which
General
Education
programs are
operated
A building in
which
General
Education
programs are
operated
A building in
which
General
Education
programs are
operated
A building in
which
General
Education
programs are
operated
A building in
which

Service
Type

Age
Range

Caseload

FTE

Itinerant

Learning
Support

5 to 8

2

0.04

Supplemental
(Less Than 80%
but More Than
20%)

Learning
Support

5 to 8

2

0.1

Supplemental
(Less Than 80%
but More Than
20%)

Autistic
Support

5 to 8

4

0.5

Itinerant

Autistic
Support

5 to 8

2

0.19

Itinerant

Autistic
Support

14 to
18

2

0.17

Support

54
Building

General
Education
programs are
operated

Program Position #4
Operator: School District
PROGRAM DETAILS
Type:
Implementation Date:
PROGRAM SEGMENTS
Location/Building

Grade

Building
Type

Support

Service
Type

Age
Range

Caseload

A building in Itinerant
Learning 7 to 12 19
which
Support
General
Education
programs are
operated
Justification: There are four grades at Hillview, therefore, the age range may be greater than 3.
An
A building in Supplemental
Learning 7 to 12 13
Hillview - CS
Elementary
which
(Less Than 80% Support
School
General
but More Than
Building
Education
20%)
programs are
operated
Justification: There are four grades at Hillview, therefore, the age range may be greater than 3.
Hillview - CS

An
Elementary
School
Building

FTE
0.37

0.63

Program Position #5
Operator: School District
PROGRAM DETAILS
Type: Class
Implementation Date: January 12, 2016
Average square feet in regular classrooms: 720 sq. ft.
Square footage of this classroom: 720 sq. ft. (30 feet long x 24 feet wide)
Reason for the proposed change: We are hiring a new special education teacher for 2nd
grade and the new teacher will move into this current special education classroom and
this teacher will teach only 3rd grade and she will be moving to a new classroom.
Present Class Location: Room 112
Proposed Class Location: Room 217
Length of time class has been in present location: Approximately three years
PROGRAM SEGMENTS
Location/Building

Grade

Support

Service
Type

Age
Range

Caseload

A building in Itinerant
Learning 7 to 12 7
which
Support
General
Education
programs are
operated
Justification: There are four grades at Hillview, therefore, the age range may be greater than 3.
An
A building in Supplemental
Learning 7 to 12 17
Hillview - SK
Elementary
which
(Less Than 80% Support
School
General
but More Than
Hillview - SK

An
Elementary
School
Building

Building
Type

FTE
0.13

0.87
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Building

Education
20%)
programs are
operated
Justification: There are four grades at Hillview, therefore the age range may be greater than 3.

Program Position #6
Operator: School District
PROGRAM DETAILS
Type:
Implementation Date:
PROGRAM SEGMENTS
Location/Building

Grade

Building
Type

Support

Service
Type

Age
Range

Caseload

A building in Itinerant
Learning 7 to 12 15
which
Support
General
Education
programs are
operated
Justification: There are four grades at Hillview, therefore, the the age range may be greater than 3.
An
A building in Supplemental
Learning 7 to 12 9
Hillview - TE
Elementary
which
(Less Than 80% Support
School
General
but More Than
Building
Education
20%)
programs are
operated
Justification: There are four grades at Hillview, therefore, the age range may be greater than 3.
An
A building in Full-Time
Learning 7 to 12 3
Hillview - TE
Elementary
which
Special
Support
School
General
Education Class
Building
Education
programs are
operated
Justification: There are four grades at Hillview, therefore, the age range may be greater than 3.
Hillview - TE

An
Elementary
School
Building

FTE
0.3

0.45

0.25

Program Position #7
Operator: School District
PROGRAM DETAILS
Type: Class
Implementation Date: September 8, 2015
Average square feet in regular classrooms: 999 sq. ft.
Square footage of this classroom: 875 sq. ft. (35 feet long x 25 feet wide)
Reason for the proposed change: A handicap accessible bathroom, as well as a, washer
and dryer have been added to this classroom. The classroom is also located near the
library to limit external noise. The new multi-handicapped classroom, which will be
located beside this room, will conjoin with this room for certain activities.
PROGRAM SEGMENTS
Location/Building
Hillview - DV

Grade
An
Elementary
School
Building

Building
Type

Support

Service
Type

Age
Range

Caseload

FTE

A building in
which
General
Education
programs are

Supplemental
(Less Than 80%
but More Than
20%)

Life
Skills
Support

7 to 12

10

0.5

56
operated
Justification: This is a life-skills class, therefore, the age range may be greater than 3.
An
A building in
Full-Time
Life
Hillview - DV
7 to 12
Elementary
which
Special
Skills
School
General
Education Class Support
Building
Education
programs are
operated
Justification: This is a life-skills class, therefore, the age range may be greater than 3.

6

0.5

Age
Range

Caseload

FTE

Program Position #8
Operator: School District
PROGRAM DETAILS
Type:
Implementation Date:
PROGRAM SEGMENTS
Location/Building

Grade

Building
Type

Middle School - DP

A Middle
School
Building

Middle School - DP

A Middle
School
Building

A building in
which General
Education
programs are
operated
A building in
which General
Education
programs are
operated

Support

Service
Type

Itinerant

Learning
Support

11 to
14

13

0.25

Supplemental
(Less Than 80%
but More Than
20%)

Learning
Support

11 to
14

15

0.75

Support

Service
Type

Age
Range

Caseload

FTE

Program Position #9
Operator: School District
PROGRAM DETAILS
Type:
Implementation Date:
PROGRAM SEGMENTS
Location/Building

Grade

Building
Type

Middle School - SR

A Middle
School
Building

Middle School - SR

A Middle
School
Building

A building in
which General
Education
programs are
operated
A building in
which General
Education
programs are
operated

Program Position #10
Operator: School District
PROGRAM DETAILS
Type:
Implementation Date:
PROGRAM SEGMENTS

Itinerant

Learning
Support

11 to
14

14

0.27

Supplemental
(Less Than 80%
but More Than
20%)

Learning
Support

11 to
14

15

0.73
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Location/Building

Grade

Building
Type

Middle School - JN

An
Elementary
School
Building

Middle School - JN

A Middle
School
Building

A building in
which
General
Education
programs are
operated
A building in
which
General
Education
programs are
operated

Support

Service
Type

Age
Range

Caseload

FTE

Itinerant

Learning
Support

11 to
14

14

0.28

Supplemental
(Less Than 80%
but More Than
20%)

Learning
Support

11 to
14

14

0.72

Service
Type

Age
Range

Caseload

FTE

Program Position #11
Operator: School District
PROGRAM DETAILS
Type:
Implementation Date:
PROGRAM SEGMENTS
Location/Building

Grade

Support

A building in Supplemental
Emotional 9 to
3
0.15
which
(Less Than
Support
15
General
80% but More
Education
Than 20%)
programs
are operated
Justification: Students are being brought back from out of district placements and since this is the only
Emotional Support classroom in our district the age range may be greater than 3.
A building in Itinerant
Emotional 9 to
Middle School - AN A Middle
2
0.25
School
which
Support
15
Building
General
Education
programs
are operated
Justification: Emotional Support students have been brought back into the district and since this is the only
Emotional Support classroom in the district, there may be an age range greater than 4.
A building in Itinerant
Autistic
9 to
Middle School - AN A Middle
1
0.5
School
which
Support
15
Building
General
Education
programs
are operated
Justification: The Autistic Support teacher may meet with the autistic children in a group, therefore, the age
range may be greater than 4 as the Middle School services three grade levels.
A building in Supplemental
Learning
9 to
Middle School - AN A Middle
2
0.1
School
which
(Less Than
Support
15
Building
General
80% but More
Education
Than 20%)
programs
are operated
Justification: The age range may be greater than 4 because this school services three grade levels and there
may be a student who previously failed in the classroom.
Middle School - AN

An
Elementary
School
Building

Building
Type

Program Position #12
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Operator: School District
PROGRAM DETAILS
Type:
Implementation Date:
PROGRAM SEGMENTS
Location/Building

Grade

Sr. High - GM

A Senior
High
School
Building

Sr. High - GM

A Senior
High
School
Building

Sr. High - GM

A Senior
High
School
Building

Building
Type
A building in
which
General
Education
programs are
operated
A building in
which
General
Education
programs are
operated
A building in
which
General
Education
programs are
operated

Support

Service
Type

Age
Range

Caseload

FTE

Itinerant

Emotional
Support

14 to
18

3

0.15

Itinerant

Learning
Support

14 to
18

25

0.5

Supplemental
(Less Than 80%
but More Than
20%)

Learning
Support

14 to
18

7

0.35

Age
Range

Caseload

FTE

Program Position #13
Operator: School District
PROGRAM DETAILS
Type:
Implementation Date:
PROGRAM SEGMENTS
Location/Building

Grade

Sr. High - DG

A Senior
High
School
Building

Sr. High Gatewood

A Senior
High
School
Building

Building
Type

Support

Service
Type

A building in
which General
Education
programs are
operated
A building in
which General
Education
programs are
operated

Supplemental
(Less Than 80%
but More Than
20%)

Learning
Support

14 to
18

13

0.67

Itinerant

Learning
Support

14 to
18

16

0.33

Age
Range

Caseload

FTE

14 to

37

0.75

Program Position #14
Operator: School District
PROGRAM DETAILS
Type:
Implementation Date:
PROGRAM SEGMENTS
Location/Building
Sr. High - JM

Grade
A Senior

Building
Type
A building in

Support
Itinerant

Service
Type
Learning
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High
School
Building
Sr. High - SG

A Senior
High
School
Building

which General
Education
programs are
operated
A building in
which General
Education
programs are
operated

Support

18

Supplemental
(Less Than 80%
but More Than
20%)

Learning
Support

14 to
18

5

0.25

Support

Service
Type

Age
Range

Caseload

FTE

Program Position #15
Operator: School District
PROGRAM DETAILS
Type:
Implementation Date:
PROGRAM SEGMENTS
Location/Building

Grade

Sr. High - EK

A Senior
High
School
Building

Sr. High - EK

A Senior
High
School
Building

Building
Type
A building in
which General
Education
programs are
operated
A building in
which General
Education
programs are
operated

Itinerant

Learning
Support

14 to
18

7

0.14

Supplemental
(Less Than 80%
but More Than
20%)

Learning
Support

14 to
18

17

0.86

Age
Range

Caseload

FTE

Program Position #16
Operator: School District
PROGRAM DETAILS
Type:
Implementation Date:
PROGRAM SEGMENTS
Location/Building

Grade

Building Type

Service
Type

A building in
Supplemental
Life
13 to
3
0.13
which General (Less Than 80%
Skills
21
Education
but More Than
Support
programs are
20%)
operated
Justification: This is a life-skills classroom and students with ID can attend until the age of 21, therefore, the
age range may be greater than 4.
A Senior
A building in
Full-Time Special Life
13 to
Sr. High - AH
10
0.87
High
which General Education Class
Skills
21
School
Education
Support
Building
programs are
operated
Justification: This is a life-skills classroom with ID students that can attend until the age of 21, therefore, the
age range may be greater than 4.
Sr. High - AH

A Senior
High
School
Building

Support

Program Position #17
Operator: School District
PROGRAM DETAILS
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Type:
Implementation Date:
PROGRAM SEGMENTS
Location/Building
George Jr. Republic
- DA

Grade

Building
Type

Support

Service
Type

Age
Range

Caseload

FTE

A
Junior/Senior
High School
Building

A building in
Full-Time
Emotional 12 to
12
1
which
Special
Support
21
General
Education
Education
Class
programs are
operated
Justification: Due to their individual needs when entering our program, we want to meet them academically
where they can be successful.

Program Position #18
Operator: School District
PROGRAM DETAILS
Type:
Implementation Date:
PROGRAM SEGMENTS
Location/Building
George Jr. Republic
- MC/T

Grade

Building
Type

Support

Service
Type

Age
Range

Caseload

FTE

A
Junior/Senior
High School
Building

A building in
Full-Time
Emotional 12 to
12
1
which
Special
Support
21
General
Education
Education
Class
programs are
operated
Justification: Due to their individual needs when entering our program, we want to meet them academically
where they can be successful.

Program Position #19
Operator: School District
PROGRAM DETAILS
Type:
Implementation Date:
PROGRAM SEGMENTS
Location/Building

Grade

George Jr. Republic
- Julie B

A
Junior/Senior
High School
Building

Building
Type

Support

Service
Type

Age
Range

Caseload

FTE

A building
Supplemental
Learning 12 to
20
1
in which
(Less Than
Support
21
General
80% but More
Education
Than 20%)
programs
are
operated
Justification: Due to their individual needs when entering our program. We want to meet them academically
where they can be successful.

Program Position #20
Operator: School District
PROGRAM DETAILS
Type:
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Implementation Date:
PROGRAM SEGMENTS
Location/Building
George Jr. Republic
- DD

Grade

Building
Type

Support

Service
Type

Age
Range

Caseload

FTE

A
Junior/Senior
High School
Building

A building in
Full-Time
Emotional 10 to
12
1
which
Special
Support
21
General
Education
Education
Class
programs are
operated
Justification: Due to their individual needs when entering our program, we want to meet them academically
where they can be successful.

Program Position #21
Operator: School District
PROGRAM DETAILS
Type:
Implementation Date:
PROGRAM SEGMENTS
Location/Building

Grade

George Jr. Republic
- MD

A
Junior/Senior
High School
Building

Building
Type

Support

Service
Type

Age
Range

Caseload

FTE

A building
Supplemental
Learning 12 to
25
0.5
in which
(Less Than
Support
21
General
80% but More
Education
Than 20%)
programs
are
operated
Justification: Due to their individual needs when entering our program, we want to meet them academically
where they can be successful.
George Jr. Republic A
A building
Learning 12 to
Itinerant
10
0.5
- MD
Junior/Senior
in which
Support
21
High School
General
Building
Education
programs
are
operated
Justification: Due to their individual needs when entering our program, we want to meet them academically
where they can be successful.

Program Position #22
Operator: School District
PROGRAM DETAILS
Type:
Implementation Date:
PROGRAM SEGMENTS
Location/Building
George Jr. Republic
- NH

Grade
A
Junior/Senior
High School
Building

Building
Type

Support

Service
Type

Age
Range

Caseload

FTE

A building in
Full-Time
Emotional 12 to
12
1
which
Special
Support
21
General
Education
Education
Class
programs are
operated
Justification: Due to their individual needs when entering our program, we want to meet them academically
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where they can be successful.

Program Position #23
Operator: School District
PROGRAM DETAILS
Type:
Implementation Date:
PROGRAM SEGMENTS
Location/Building

Grade

George Jr. Republic
- Jen J

A Junior/Senior
High School
Building

Building Type

Support

Service
Type

Age
Range

Caseload

FTE

A building in
12 to
Itinerant Learning
44
0.88
which General
Support
21
Education
programs are
operated
Justification: Due to their individual needs when entering our program, we want to meet them acadmically
where they can be successful.

Program Position #24
Operator: School District
PROGRAM DETAILS
Type:
Implementation Date:
PROGRAM SEGMENTS
Location/Building
George Jr. Republic
- JH

Grade

Building
Type

Support

Service
Type

Age
Range

Caseload

FTE

A
Junior/Senior
High School
Building

A building in
Full-Time
Emotional 12 to
12
1
which
Special
Support
21
General
Education
Education
Class
programs are
operated
Justification: Due to their individual needs when entering our program, we want to meet them academically
where they can be successful.

Program Position #25
Operator: School District
PROGRAM DETAILS
Type:
Implementation Date:
PROGRAM SEGMENTS
Location/Building

Grade

George Jr. Republic
- LB

A Junior/Senior
High School
Building

Building Type

Support

Service
Type

Age
Range

Caseload

FTE

A building in
12 to
Itinerant Learning
50
1
which General
Support
21
Education
programs are
operated
Justification: Due to their individual needs when entering our program, we want to meet them academically
where they can be successful.

Program Position #26

63
Operator: School District
PROGRAM DETAILS
Type:
Implementation Date:
PROGRAM SEGMENTS
Location/Building

Grade

George Jr. Republic
- DW

A
Junior/Senior
High School
Building

Building
Type

Support

Service
Type

Age
Range

Caseload

FTE

A building
Learning 12 to
Itinerant
37
0.73
in which
Support
21
General
Education
programs
are
operated
Justification: Due to their individual needs when entering our program, we want to meet them academically
where they can be successful.
George Jr. Republic A
A building
Supplemental
Learning 12 to
5
0.27
- DW
Junior/Senior
in which
(Less Than
Support
21
High School
General
80% but More
Building
Education
Than 20%)
programs
are
operated
Justification: Due to their individual needs when entering our program, we want to meet them academically
where they can be successful.

Program Position #27
Operator: School District
PROGRAM DETAILS
Type:
Implementation Date:
PROGRAM SEGMENTS
Location/Building

Grade

George Jr. Republic
- PS

A
Junior/Senior
High School
Building

Building
Type
A building
in which
General
Education
programs
are
operated

Age
Range

Caseload

FTE

Learning
Support

14 to
18

18

0.88

Service
Type

Age
Range

Caseload

FTE

12 to
21

12

1

Support

Service
Type

Supplemental
(Less Than
80% but More
Than 20%)

Program Position #28
Operator: School District
PROGRAM DETAILS
Type:
Implementation Date:
PROGRAM SEGMENTS
Location/Building
George Jr. Republic
- MH

Grade
A
Junior/Senior
High School
Building

Building
Type
A building in
which
General
Education

Support
Full-Time
Special
Education
Class

Emotional
Support
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programs are
operated
Justification: Due to their individual needs when entering our program, we want to meet them academically
where they can be successful.

Program Position #29
Operator: School District
PROGRAM DETAILS
Type:
Implementation Date:
PROGRAM SEGMENTS
Location/Building
George Jr. Republic
- PMc

Grade

Building
Type

Support

Service
Type

Age
Range

Caseload

FTE

A
Junior/Senior
High School
Building

A building in
Full-Time
Emotional 12 to
12
1
which
Special
Support
21
General
Education
Education
Class
programs are
operated
Justification: Due to their individual needs when entering our program, we want to meet them academically
where they can be successful.

Program Position #30
Operator: School District
PROGRAM DETAILS
Type:
Implementation Date:
PROGRAM SEGMENTS
Location/Building
George Jr. Republic
- SMc

Grade

Building
Type

Support

Service
Type

Age
Range

Caseload

FTE

A
Junior/Senior
High School
Building

A building in
Full-Time
Emotional 8 to 14 12
1
which
Special
Support
General
Education
Education
Class
programs are
operated
Justification: Due to their individual needs when entering our program, we want to meet them academically
where they can be successful.

Program Position #31
Operator: School District
PROGRAM DETAILS
Type:
Implementation Date:
PROGRAM SEGMENTS
Location/Building
George Jr. Republic
- RT

Grade
A
Junior/Senior
High School
Building

Building
Type
A building in
which
General
Education
programs are
operated

Support
Full-Time
Special
Education
Class

Service
Type
Emotional
Support

Age
Range

Caseload

FTE

12 to
21

12

1
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Justification: Due to their individual needs when entering our program, we want to meet them academically
where they can be successful.

Program Position #32
Operator: School District
PROGRAM DETAILS
Type:
Implementation Date:
PROGRAM SEGMENTS
Location/Building
George Jr. Republic
- Bernie P

Grade

Building
Type

Support

Service
Type

Age
Range

Caseload

FTE

A
Junior/Senior
High School
Building

A building in
Full-Time
Emotional 12 to
12
1
which
Special
Support
21
General
Education
Education
Class
programs are
operated
Justification: Due to their individual needs when entering our program, we want to meet them academically
where they can be successful.

Program Position #33
Operator: School District
PROGRAM DETAILS
Type:
Implementation Date:
PROGRAM SEGMENTS
Location/Building
George Jr. Republic
- SN/S

Grade

Building
Type

Support

Service
Type

Age
Range

Caseload

FTE

A
Junior/Senior
High School
Building

A building in
Full-Time
Emotional 12 to
12
1
which
Special
Support
21
General
Education
Education
Class
programs are
operated
Justification: Due to their individual needs when entering our program, we want to meet them academically
where they can be successful.

Program Position #34
Operator: School District
PROGRAM DETAILS
Type:
Implementation Date:
PROGRAM SEGMENTS
Location/Building
George Jr. Republic
- LS/MT

Grade
A
Junior/Senior
High School
Building

Building
Type

Support

Service
Type

Age
Range

Caseload

FTE

A building in
Full-Time
Emotional 12 to
12
1
which
Special
Support
21
General
Education
Education
Class
programs are
operated
Justification: Due to their individual needs when entering our program, we want to meet them academically
where they can be successful.
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Program Position #35
Operator: School District
PROGRAM DETAILS
Type: ClassandPosition
Implementation Date: October 20, 2015
Reason for the proposed change: The program profile did not reflect the teacher's
actual caseload any longer. She now has itinerant student's also.
PROGRAM SEGMENTS
Location/Building

Grade

George Jr. Republic
- JS

A
Junior/Senior
High School
Building

Building
Type

Support

Service
Type

Age
Range

Caseload

FTE

A building
Supplemental
Learning 10 to
14
0.7
in which
(Less Than
Support
21
General
80% but More
Education
Than 20%)
programs
are
operated
Justification: Due to their individual needs when entering our program, we want to meet them academically
where they can be successful.
George Jr. Republic
A
A building
Learning 10 to
Itinerant
15
0.3
- J. Strouss
Junior/Senior
in which
Support
12
High School
General
Building
Education
programs
are
operated

Program Position #36
Operator: School District
PROGRAM DETAILS
Type:
Implementation Date:
PROGRAM SEGMENTS
Location/Building
George Jr. Republic
- BJ

Grade

Building
Type

Support

Service
Type

Age
Range

Caseload

FTE

A
Junior/Senior
High School
Building

A building in
Full-Time
Emotional 8 to 16 12
1
which
Special
Support
General
Education
Education
Class
programs are
operated
Justification: Due to their individual needs when entering our program, we want to meet them academially
where they can be successful.

Program Position #37
Operator: School District
PROGRAM DETAILS
Type:
Implementation Date:
PROGRAM SEGMENTS
Location/Building

Grade

Building
Type

Support

Service
Type

Age
Range

Caseload

FTE
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George Jr. Republic
- NT

A
Junior/Senior
High School
Building

A building
Supplemental
Learning 10 to
18
0.88
in which
(Less Than
Support
21
General
80% but More
Education
Than 20%)
programs
are
operated
Justification: Due to their individual needs when entering our program, we want to meet them academically
where they can be successful.

Program Position #38
Operator: School District
PROGRAM DETAILS
Type:
Implementation Date:
PROGRAM SEGMENTS
Location/Building

Grade

George Jr. Republic
- CW

A
Junior/Senior
High School
Building

Building
Type

Support

Service
Type

Age
Range

Caseload

FTE

A building
Supplemental
Learning 10 to
5
0.25
in which
(Less Than
Support
21
General
80% but More
Education
Than 20%)
programs
are
operated
Justification: Due to their individual needs when entering our program, we want to meet them academically
where they can be successful.

Program Position #39
Operator: School District
PROGRAM DETAILS
Type:
Implementation Date:
PROGRAM SEGMENTS
Location/Building
George Jr. Republic
- JC

Grade

Building
Type

Support

Service
Type

Age
Range

Caseload

FTE

A
Junior/Senior
High School
Building

A building in
Full-Time
Emotional 12 to
12
1
which
Special
Support
21
General
Education
Education
Class
programs are
operated
Justification: Due to their individual needs when entering our program, we want to meet them academically
where they can be successful.

Program Position #40
Operator: School District
PROGRAM DETAILS
Type:
Implementation Date:
PROGRAM SEGMENTS
Location/Building

Grade

Building
Type

Support

Service
Type

Age
Range

Caseload

FTE
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Geroge Jr. Republic
- Dunn

A
Junior/Senior
High School
Building

A building in
Full-Time
Emotional 14 to
12
1
which
Special
Support
21
General
Education
Education
Class
programs are
operated
Justification: Due to their individual needs when entering our program, we want to meet them academically
where they an be successful.

Program Position #41
Operator: School District
PROGRAM DETAILS
Type:
Implementation Date:
PROGRAM SEGMENTS
Location/Building
George Jr. Republic
- JeJ

Grade

Building
Type

Support

Service
Type

Age
Range

Caseload

FTE

A
Junior/Senior
High School
Building

A building in
Full-Time
Emotional 14 to
12
1
which
Special
Support
21
General
Education
Education
Class
programs are
operated
Justification: Due to their individual needs when entering our program, we want to meet them academically
where they can be successful.

Program Position #42
Operator: School District
PROGRAM DETAILS
Type:
Implementation Date:
PROGRAM SEGMENTS
Location/Building
Geroge Jr. Republic
- SM

Grade

Building
Type

Support

Service
Type

Age
Range

Caseload

FTE

A
Junior/Senior
High School
Building

A building in
Full-Time
Emotional 12 to
11
1
which
Special
Support
21
General
Education
Education
Class
programs are
operated
Justification: Due to their individual needs when entering our program, we want to meet them academically
where they can be successful.

Program Position #43
Operator: School District
PROGRAM DETAILS
Type:
Implementation Date:
PROGRAM SEGMENTS
Location/Building
Geroge Jr. Republic
-JamesJ

Grade
A
Junior/Senior

Building
Type
A building in
which

Support
Full-Time
Special

Service
Type
Emotional
Support

Age
Range

Caseload

FTE

12 to
21

11

1
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High School
Building

General
Education
Education
Class
programs are
operated
Justification: Due to their individual needs when entering our program, we want to meet them academically
where they can be successful.

Program Position #44
Operator: School District
PROGRAM DETAILS
Type:
Implementation Date:
PROGRAM SEGMENTS
Location/Building
George Jr. Republic
- BurtP

Grade

Building
Type

Support

Service
Type

Age
Range

Caseload

FTE

A
Junior/Senior
High School
Building

A building in
Full-Time
Emotional 10 to
12
1
which
Special
Support
18
General
Education
Education
Class
programs are
operated
Justification: Due to their individual needs when entering our program, we want to meet them academically
where they can be successful.

Program Position #45
Operator: School District
PROGRAM DETAILS
Type:
Implementation Date:
PROGRAM SEGMENTS
Location/Building
George Jr. Republic
- RB

Grade

Building
Type

Support

Service
Type

Age
Range

Caseload

FTE

A
Junior/Senior
High School
Building

A building in
Full-Time
Emotional 12 to
11
1
which
Special
Support
21
General
Education
Education
Class
programs are
operated
Justification: Due to their individual needs when entering our program, we want to meet them academically
where they can be successful.

Program Position #46
Operator: School District
PROGRAM DETAILS
Type:
Implementation Date:
PROGRAM SEGMENTS
Location/Building

Grade

Building Type

Support

Service
Type

George Jr. Republic
- SL

A Junior/Senior
High School
Building

A building in
which General
Education
programs are

Itinerant

Emotional
Support

Age
Range

Caseload

FTE

12 to
21

12

1
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operated
Justification: Due to their individual needs when entering our program, we want to meet them academically
where they can be successful.

Program Position #47
Operator: School District
PROGRAM DETAILS
Type:
Implementation Date:
PROGRAM SEGMENTS
Location/Building

Grade

Building
Type

Support

Service
Type

Age
Range

Caseload

FTE

A building in
Autistic
Itinerant
7 to 12 7
0.58
which
Support
General
Education
programs are
operated
Justification: We have only one autistic classroom in the district, therefore, the age range may be greater than
3.
An
A building in
Supplemental
Autistic
Hillview - EG
7 to 12 1
0.2
Elementary
which
(Less Than 80% Support
School
General
but More Than
Building
Education
20%)
programs are
operated
Justification: We have only one autistic classroom in the district, therefore, the age range may be greater than
3.
A Middle
A building in
Autistic
Middle School - EG
Itinerant
7 to 12 2
0.22
School
which
Support
Building
General
Education
programs are
operated
Justification: With three grades levels at the Middle School there may be student's who have failed, therefore,
the age range may be greater than 4.
Hillview - EG

An
Elementary
School
Building

Program Position #48
Operator: School District
PROGRAM DETAILS
Type: Position
Implementation Date: May 12, 2015
Average square feet in regular classrooms: 750 sq. ft.
Square footage of this classroom: 0 sq. ft. (0 feet long x 0 feet wide)
PROGRAM SEGMENTS
Location/Building
District Wide - We
contract some of our
Autistitc Support through
the IU.

Program Position #49

Grade
A Senior
High
School
Building

Building Type
A building in
which General
Education
programs are
operated

Support

Service
Type

Age
Range

Caseload

FTE

Itinerant

Autistic
Support

14 to
18

1

0.2
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Operator: School District
PROGRAM DETAILS
Type: Position
Implementation Date: May 12, 2015
Average square feet in regular classrooms: 750 sq. ft.
Square footage of this classroom: 0 sq. ft. (0 feet long x 0 feet wide)
PROGRAM SEGMENTS
Location/Building
District Wide - IU
provides

Grade

Building Type

Support

Service
Type

Age
Range

Caseload

A Junior/Senior
High School
Building

A building in
Itinerant Deaf and
4 to 18 3
which General
Hearing
Education
Impaired
programs are
Support
operated
Justification: We contract the IU for Hearing Impaired services. We have students that need this service
throughout the district.

FTE
0.6

Program Position #50
Operator: School District
PROGRAM DETAILS
Type: Position
Implementation Date: May 12, 2015
Average square feet in regular classrooms: 750 sq. ft.
Square footage of this classroom: 0 sq. ft. (0 feet long x 0 feet wide)
PROGRAM SEGMENTS
Building Type

Support

Service
Type

Age
Range

Caseload

FTE

A building in
which General
Education
programs are
operated
Justification: We contract this service through the IU.

Itinerant

Blind or
Visually
Impaired
Support

4 to 18

3

0.6

Location/Building
District Wide Vision by IU

Grade
A Junior/Senior
High School
Building

Program Position #51
Operator: School District
PROGRAM DETAILS
Type: Position
Implementation Date: May 12, 2015
Average square feet in regular classrooms: 750 sq. ft.
Square footage of this classroom: 0 sq. ft. (0 feet long x 0 feet wide)
PROGRAM SEGMENTS
Location/Building

Grade

Support

A building in
Itinerant
which General
Education
programs are
operated
Justification: We contract the IU to provide speech services at GJR.
GJR - Speech by IU

A Junior/Senior
High School
Building

Building Type

Service
Type

Age
Range

Caseload

FTE

Speech and
Language
Support

8 to 18

22

0.44
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Program Position #52
Operator: School District
PROGRAM DETAILS
Type: Class
Implementation Date: September 8, 2015
Average square feet in regular classrooms: 999 sq. ft.
Square footage of this classroom: 1050 sq. ft. (35 feet long x 30 feet wide)
PROGRAM SEGMENTS
Location/Building

Grade

Building
Type

Support

Service
Type

Age
Range

Caseload

A building in
Full-Time
Multiple
7 to 14 5
which General Special
Disabilities
Education
Education
Support
programs are
Class
operated
Justification: This is the only public school affiliated classroom for multiple needs children in the area.
Hillview - EN

An
Elementary
School
Building

FTE
1

Program Position #53
Operator: School District
PROGRAM DETAILS
Type: ClassandPosition
Implementation Date: January 4, 2016
Average square feet in regular classrooms: 720 sq. ft.
Square footage of this classroom: 783 sq. ft. (29 feet long x 27 feet wide)
PROGRAM SEGMENTS
Location/Building
George Jr.
Republic/S.
McConnell

Grade

Building
Type

Support

Service
Type

Age
Range

Caseload

FTE

A
Junior/Senior
High School
Building

A building in Full-Time
Emotional 10 to
12
1
which
Special
Support
14
General
Education
Education
Class
programs are
operated
Justification: Due to their individual needs when entering GJR, we want to meet them academically where they
can be successful.

Program Position #54
Operator: School District
PROGRAM DETAILS
Type: ClassandPosition
Implementation Date: January 4, 2016
Average square feet in regular classrooms: 720 sq. ft.
Square footage of this classroom: 783 sq. ft. (29 feet long x 27 feet wide)
PROGRAM SEGMENTS
Location/Building
George Jr.
Republice/B. Jones

Grade
A
Junior/Senior
High School
Building

Building
Type
A building in
which
General
Education
programs are
operated

Support
Full-Time
Special
Education
Class

Service
Type
Emotional
Support

Age
Range

Caseload

FTE

10 to
14

12

1
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Program Position #55
Operator: School District
PROGRAM DETAILS
Type: Position
Implementation Date: January 12, 2016
Average square feet in regular classrooms: 720 sq. ft.
Square footage of this classroom: 720 sq. ft. (30 feet long x 24 feet wide)
PROGRAM SEGMENTS
Location/Building

Grade

Building
Type

Support

Service
Type

Age
Range

Caseload

A building in Itinerant
Learning 6 to 12 7
which
Support
General
Education
programs are
operated
Justification: There are four grades at Hillview, therefore, the age range may be greater than 3 years.
An
A building in Supplemental
Learning 6 to 12 17
Hillview - JH
Elementary
which
(Less Than 80% Support
School
General
but More Than
Building
Education
20%)
programs are
operated
Justification: There are four grades at Hillview, therefore, the age range may be greater than 3 years.
Hillview - JH

An
Elementary
School
Building

FTE
0.13

0.87

Special Education Support Services
Support Service
Special Education director
Special education aides
Special Education aides
Special education aides
Special education aides
Special education aides
Pyschologist
Special education secretary
Special education secretary
Special education secretary
Special education secretary
Special education secretary

Location
District
Hillview
Highland
Middle school
Senior High
George Junior Republic
District
district
high school
middle school
George Junior Republic
Hillview

Teacher FTE
0.75
5.5
2.5
4
3
33
1
1
0.5
0.5
1
0.5
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Special Education Contracted Services
Special Education Contracted Services
Occupational Therapy
Physical Therapist

Operator
Outside Contractor
Outside Contractor

Amt of Time per Week
3 Days
2 Days
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Needs Assessment
Record School Patterns
Question:
After reviewing school level accomplishments and systemic challenges, what patterns can you
identify among your schools?
What other information do you still need to assess?
Answer:
Our district realizes the great strides that we have taken recently to educate the whole child. While
we recognize that improvements have been made we realize the continual need for reflection and
adaptions to our curriculum, course offerings, scheduling and a host of other factors needed to
continue our path to preparing our students for age of information.
The district administrative team meets regulary to discuss accomplishments and areas of concerns.
Areas of concern continue to be how to best meet the needs of our special education students and
our students who face touch economic conditions. The question is how do we best meet their
academic and well as emotional needs. In light of these concerns we have implemented co- teaching
in our mathematics courses at the high school as well as science and social studies in our middle
school. While we are pleased with this forward motion we also plan to expand the inclusion model
in other academic areas in both the middle school and the high school.
Another pattern we identified is our need to offer options to meet students individual needs. We use
the RTII model in our kindergarten through fifth grade with great success.

District Accomplishments
Accomplishment #1:
Addition of new, more relevant courses at the high school to spark student interest and better
prepare them for life after high school.
Accomplishment #2:
Expansion of RTII model to our high school to offer a team to give assessments, review data and
provide interventions in our mathematics department.
Accomplishment #3:
New schedule at the middle school allowing for a block of time for teachers to co plan or work with
individual students on specific needs.
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Accomplishment #4:
A re-focus on the arts district wide, allocating time and resources for the related arts teachers to
plan and work together to strengthen the program and to broaden our outreach into the community
with our community arts program.
Accomplishment #5:
Pilot and purchase of a math program that will allow students the opportunity for intervention as
well as enrichment when needed and allowing for differentiation within the classroom.

District Concerns
Concern #1:
The PSSA scores for our special education population are always a concern for the district. We want
to ensure we are best meeting their needs.
Concern #2:
The PSSA scores of our economically disadvantaged students are a concern for the district. We want
to ensure that we are best meeting their needs.
Concern #3:
Removal of the load bearing walls of the current set up of public education to crease a boundaryless
environment while engaging all students and teaching the whole child.

Prioritized Systemic Challenges
Systemic Challenge #1 (Guiding Question #5) Establish a district system that fully ensures barriers
to student learning are addressed in order to increase student achievement and graduation rates.
Aligned Concerns:
The PSSA scores for our special education population are always a concern for the
district. We want to ensure we are best meeting their needs.

The PSSA scores of our economically disadvantaged students are a concern for the
district. We want to ensure that we are best meeting their needs.
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Removal of the load bearing walls of the current set up of public education to crease a
boundaryless environment while engaging all students and teaching the whole child.

Systemic Challenge #2 (Guiding Question #7) Establish a district system that fully ensures students
who are academically at risk are identified early and are supported by a process that provides
interventions based upon student needs and includes procedures for monitoring effectiveness.
Aligned Concerns:
The PSSA scores for our special education population are always a concern for the
district. We want to ensure we are best meeting their needs.

The PSSA scores of our economically disadvantaged students are a concern for the
district. We want to ensure that we are best meeting their needs.

Removal of the load bearing walls of the current set up of public education to crease a
boundaryless environment while engaging all students and teaching the whole child.

Systemic Challenge #3 (Guiding Question #10) Establish a district system that fully ensures
professional development is focused, comprehensive and implemented with fidelity.
Aligned Concerns:
Removal of the load bearing walls of the current set up of public education to crease a
boundaryless environment while engaging all students and teaching the whole child.

Systemic Challenge #4 (Guiding Question #2) Establish a district system that fully ensures the
consistent implementation of effective instructional practices across all classrooms in each school.
Aligned Concerns:
The PSSA scores for our special education population are always a concern for the
district. We want to ensure we are best meeting their needs.

The PSSA scores of our economically disadvantaged students are a concern for the
district. We want to ensure that we are best meeting their needs.

Systemic Challenge #5 (Guiding Question #1) Establish a district system that fully ensures
consistent implementation of standards aligned curricula across all schools for all students.
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Aligned Concerns:
The PSSA scores for our special education population are always a concern for the
district. We want to ensure we are best meeting their needs.

Systemic Challenge #6 (Guiding Question #3) Establish a district system that fully ensures staff
members in every school use standards aligned assessments to monitor student achievement and
adjust instructional practices.
Aligned Concerns:
The PSSA scores for our special education population are always a concern for the
district. We want to ensure we are best meeting their needs.

The PSSA scores of our economically disadvantaged students are a concern for the
district. We want to ensure that we are best meeting their needs.
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District Level Plan
Action Plans
Goal #1: Establish a district system that fully ensures barriers to student learning are
addressed in order to increase student achievement and graduation rates.
Related Challenges:


Establish a district system that fully ensures students who are academically at
risk are identified early and are supported by a process that provides
interventions based upon student needs and includes procedures for monitoring
effectiveness.

Indicators of Effectiveness:
Type: Interim
Data Source: PSSA, Keystone data for students who have learning difficulties
Specific Targets: Students with learning barriers will have early identification,
better supports and higher achievement.

Strategies:
Data Analysis Procedures, Data-Informed Instruction, Data Teams
& Data Warehousing
Description: Using Student Achievement Data to Support Instructional
Decision Making provides a WWC reporting of various strategies related to
the acquisition, analysis, and application of student data. (Source:
http://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwc/pdf/practice_guides/dddm_pg_092909.pdf )
SAS Alignment: Assessment, Instruction

Counselor-to-Student Ratio Reduction
Description: Sources cite research that supports the positive relationship of
counseling to student achievement and other student factors. There is a
presumption expressed that reducing the counselor-to-student ratio is
important, but there is no evidence presented regarding an optimum ratio,
nor is there evidence that reducing existing ratios has a positive
correlation with student achievement or other student factors. (Sources:
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http://www.econ.ucdavis.edu/faculty/scarrell/counselors_input.pdf;
http://www.econ.ucdavis.edu/faculty/scarrell/counselors2.pdf; and
http://www.cde.ca.gov/ls/cg/rh/counseffective.asp ) Student-toCounselor Ratios are reported, but the source does not provide evidence of
an optimum ratio. (Source:
http://www.counseling.org/PublicPolicy/ACA_Ratio_Chart_2011_Overall.
pdf
SAS Alignment: Safe and Supportive Schools

Implementation Steps:
RTII
Description:
Formation of the RTII team and observation of data sharing and decision
making as well as proper interventions for students.
Start Date: 9/6/2016

End Date: 6/7/2019

Program Area(s): Special Education, Student Services
Supported Strategies:


Data Analysis Procedures, Data-Informed Instruction, Data Teams & Data
Warehousing
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Appendix: Professional Development Implementation
Step Details
No Professional Development Implementation Steps have been identified for Grove City Area SD.
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District Level Affirmations
We affirm that this District Level Plan was developed in accordance, and will comply with the
applicable provisions of 22 Pa. Code, Chapters 4, 12, 16, and 49. We also affirm that the contents are
true and correct and that the plan was placed for public inspection in the school district/AVTS
offices and in the nearest public library until the next regularly scheduled meeting of the board or
for a minimum or 28 days whichever comes first.
We affirm that the responses in the Professional Education Core Foundations and the Professional
Development Implementation Steps focus on the learning needs of each staff member to enable all
staff members meet or exceed the Pennsylvania academic standards in each of the core subject
areas.
Affirmed by Roberta Hensel on 2/4/2016
Board President
Affirmed by Jeffrey Finch on 2/5/2016
Superintendent/Chief Executive Officer
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Special Education Affirmations
We also affirm our understanding that any requests for any deviations from the Chapter 14
regulations, standards, policies, and procedures must be made in writing to the Pennsylvania
Department of Education. The school district understands that the Special Education Component of
the District Level Plan will be approved by PDE in accordance with the following criteria as set forth
in 22 Pa. School Code § 14.104 and as part of the District Level Plan:
1. There are a full range of services, programs and alternative placements available to the
school district for placement and implementation of the special education programs in the
school district.
2. The school district has adopted a child find system to locate, identify and evaluate young
children and children who are thought to be a child with a disability eligible for special
education residing within the school district's jurisdiction. Child find data is collected,
maintained, and used in decision-making. Child find process and procedures are evaluated
for its effectiveness. The school district implements mechanisms to disseminate child find
information to the public, organizations, agencies, and individuals on at least an annual basis.
3. The school district has adopted policies and procedures that assure that students with
disabilities are included in general education programs and extracurricular and nonacademic programs and activities to the maximum extent appropriate in accordance with an
Individualized Education Program.
4. The school district will comply with the PA Department of Education, Bureau of Special
Education's revision notice process.
5. The school district follows the state and federal guidelines for participation of students with
disabilities in state and district-wide assessments including the determination of
participation, the need for accommodations, and the methods of assessing students for
whom regular assessment is not appropriate.
6. The school district affirms the Pennsylvania Department of Education that funds received
through participation in the medical assistance reimbursement program, ACCESS, will be
used to enhance or expand the current level of services and programs provided to students
with disabilities in this local education agency.
We affirm that the school district has completed a 28 day public inspection and comment period as
required under 22 PA Code § 4.13 (d) prior to the school entity's governing board approval and
submission to the Department of Education (Bureau of Special Education).
Affirmed by Susan Herman on 4/27/2015
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Board President
Affirmed by Richard Mextorf on 4/28/2015
Superintendent/Chief Executive Officer
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GROVE CITY AREA SCHOOL DISTRICT
District Enrollment
Anticipation of the student population is critical to the planning of the entire educational process.
Enrollment projections have been and will continue to be the most important planning tool for the
administrators. Without them, adequate preparations for curriculum, staff assignments, transportation,
operation, and budget cannot be made.
Five year projections have been customary for the year to year operating decisions. Longer projections
require periodic updating to adjust for interim fluctuations and maintain reasonable accuracy. While the
longer projections are more vulnerable to unforeseen events and circumstances, they are necessary to
evaluate any commitment to a building program that could affect the district for the next 20 to 30 years.
The Department of Education is currently requiring enrollment projection data by grades for 10 years
hence.
Most population estimates are based on recent history or “trends”. Extrapolation of these trends then
produces an expected future progression. Modifications to account for conditions that can effect
migration or birth rate might refine the results but there are limitations (which increase with the length
of the forecast) to any of the accepted methods.
The enrollment projection model used by the Pennsylvania Department of Education is based on the
“retention” theory that students’ historical progression to the next grade is influenced by factors that
will continue in the future. See the following pages for current enrollment and current PDE Enrollment
Projections.
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GROVE CITY AREA SCHOOL DISTRICT
Pennsylvania Department of Education Enrollment Projections
The following table lists enrollment information for the Grove City Area School District as prepared by
the Pennsylvania Department of Education (PDE) and is current as of 7/20123. The PDE has not provided
any additional enrollment data updates since 2012. The table reflects actual enrollment values for each
grade level from the 2007-2008 school year through the 2011-2012 school year. Projections of
enrollment values are provided for the 2012-2013 school year through the 2021-2022 school year.
This data is provided with notes and sources from the PDE as listed below the table. Note 1 indicates that
the values are exclusive of “full-time out-of-district special education, comprehensive AVTSs, charter
schools, state-owned schools, consortium-operated alternative high schools, and juvenile correctional
institutions.” However, the values do include student populations from George Junior Republic Middle
School and George Junior Republic High School.

Notes:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Excludes students in full-time out-of-district special education, comprehensive AVTSs, charter schools, state-owned schools,
consortium-operated alternative high schools, and juvenile correctional institutions.
Enrollment projections beyond five years are subject to errors in the lower grades resulting from inconsistencies between
actual and projected live births and should be reviewed closely.
Four year old kindergarten students, if any, added to K enrollments.
Elementary and secondary ungraded students were distributed among the grades. Therefore, enrollments by grade may differ
from those reported by the local education agencies.

Sources:
1. Public School Enrollment Report (ESPE) and Pennsylvania Information Management System (PIMS)
2. Resident Live Birth file, 2010, supplied by the Division of Health Statistics, Pennsylvania Department of Health. The
Department of Health specifically disclaims responsibility for any analyses, interpretations or conclusions.
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GROVE CITY AREA SCHOOL DISTRICT
Additional Analysis Summary
Grove City Area School District has provided updated enrollment data for the 2013-2014, 2014-2015, and
2015-2016 school years which are included for reference at the end of this section5. Combining the
enrollment data available from PDE and the enrollment data provided by the District allows for some
predictive analysis that can aid in facility planning.
The following chart aggregates data from multiple PDE and GCASD sources to illustrate known values
and predictive trends. Wherever possible, PDE data for George Junior Republic (GJR) facilities has been
separated for clarity.
The stacked bar charts represent known enrollment values for Grove City and GJR schools. The blue
dashed line represents a statistical forecast of enrollment (exclusive of GJR) through 2026. The red
dashed line represents PDE enrollment projections (inclusive of GJR) from 2012 through 2021. The
conclusion of this analysis reveals a steady decrease in enrollment for the Grove City school facilities in
the coming years which typically prompts a consideration of space utilization and efficiency of
operational spending for facilities.
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GROVE CITY AREA SCHOOL DISTRICT
Methodology
The red dashed line on the graph illustrates the actual data points as published by PDE and are inclusive
of GJR facilities. The PDE uses an enrollment projection model that evaluates the retention of students
from one grade level to the next based on a number of consistent historical factors4. The last published
update to these projections was provided in July of 2012.
The blue dashed line on the graph illustrates a forecast that is based only on known enrollment
irrespective of birth rate, retention rate, or other outside factors. This forecast evaluates known
enrollment values from 2007 through 2015 to predict a statistical progression for the 2016-2017 school
year. Each forecasted value is then included in the set of known enrollment values used to forecast the
value for each successive year.
Reliability of Enrollment Projections
It is the experience of the authoring firm that a five year analysis of enrollment is often utilized for
operational decision making among district administration. Projected enrollment values beyond five
years become increasingly vulnerable to outside influences that affect accuracy.
The total student enrollment of George Junior Republic schools is not necessarily affected by birth rates
and/or traditional student retention rates that are characteristic of the Grove City Area School District as a
community. The projected student population of GJR has not been analyzed in detail as part of this study.
A comparative analysis of the PDE Projection values and the forecasted enrollment values for Grove City
facilities reveals nearly parallel trend paths between from the 2012-2013 through the 2021-2022 school
year. Specifically, PDE projections predict a decrease in the total K-12 enrollment (inclusive of GJR) of
23% between the 2011-2012 school year and the 2021-2022 school year. The forecasted enrollment
values for Grove City school (exclusive of GJR) during this same time frame predicts a decrease of 18%.
Specific indicators of unreliable projection data include uncharacteristic deviation of actual enrollment in
any single year or an inverse relationships of enrollment projection to actual enrollment data over multiple
years. These indicators are not present in the enrollment data evaluated.
Based on this comparison, it is the opinion of the authoring firm that the forecasted enrollment values for
Grove City school facilities is reliable for the purposes of this study. However, the Grove City Area
School District should update actual enrollment values and refine predictive methods on a regular basis to
improve the accuracy of predictions.
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GROVE CITY AREA SCHOOL DISTRICT
Reference Material
1. National Center for Education Statistics ACS Profiles 2006‐2010 Profiles
Pennsylvania School Districts, Grove City Area School District
Population Group: Total Population
Table [DP05] ACS Demographic and Housing Estimates
http://nces.ed.gov/programs/edge/tables.aspx?ds=acsProfile&y=2010

2. Income, Poverty and Health Insurance Coverage in the United States: 2010
United States Census Bureau
https://www.census.gov/newsroom/releases/archives/income_wealth/cb11‐157.html
3. Pennsylvania Department of Education Enrollment Reports and Projections
Projected Birth Enrollments G‐O 2011‐2012
http://www.education.pa.gov/Documents/Data%20and%20Statistics/Enrollment/Enrollment%20Projecti
ons/Projected%20Birth%20Enrollments%20G‐O%202011‐12.pdf
4. Pennsylvania Department of Education Enrollment Projection Model
http://www.education.pa.gov/Documents/Data%20and%20Statistics/Enrollment/Enrollment%20Projecti
ons/Enrollment%20Projections%20Model.pdf
5. Grove City Area School District Updated Enrollment Data for school years 2015‐2016, 2014‐2015, and
2013‐2014. Provided by GCASD administrative staff. Attached.
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GROVE CITY AREA SCHOOL DISTRICT
Updated Enrollment Data Provided by Grove City Area School District
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GROVE CITY AREA SCHOOL DISTRICT

SECTION 4 – BUILDING CAPACITIES
Section 4 constitutes an analysis of the District’s buildings and their capacities. The method in describing
the building’s capacities follows the guidelines set forth by the Pennsylvania Department of Education,
District Wide Facility Study. The information contained on the following pages updates the information
from the previous District Wide Facility Study as prepared by Eckles Architecture from 2008. The
current enrollments, grade alignments and building utilizations are taken into account to determine the
capacities of the district buildings.
From the Department of Education District Wide Facility Study guidelines:

BUILDING CAPACITIES
Highland Primary Center
Hillview Elementary School
Middle School
Senior High School

pages 2
pages 3
pages 4-5
pages 6-7
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GROVE CITY AREA SCHOOL DISTRICT
Highland Primary Center
Grades: K‐1
Existing Building Capacity

Current Highland Primary Center Enrollment

Highland Primary Center –
Capacity summary
The building capacity based on the PA
Department of Education’s FTE (Full
Time Equivalent) calcuations is 375
students. The current enrollment for
the building is 275 students. The
building is therefore utilizing 73% of
its maximum capacity. Please note
that the special education classrooms
are not figured into this calculation. It
should also be noted that the
percentage of utilization is theoretical
and is not a direct representation of
how the building is or should be
utilized to deliver the educational
program. The educational program
and appropriate class sizes for the area
of study all impact the overall
utilization of the building.
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GROVE CITY AREA SCHOOL DISTRICT
Hillview Elementary School
Grades: 2‐5
Existing Building Capacity

Current Hillview Elementary Enrollment

Hillview Elementary School –
Capacity summary
The building capacity based on the PA
Department of Education’s FTE (Full
Time Equivalent) calcuations is 700
students. The current enrollment for
the building is 602 students. The
building is therefore utilizing 86% of
its maximum capacity. 21 Students
per classroom. Please note that the
special education classrooms are not
figured into this calculation. It should
also be noted that the percentage of
utilization is theoretical and is not a
direct representation of how the
building is or should be utilized to
deliver the educational program. The
educational program and appropriate
class sizes for the area of study all
impact the overall utilization of the
building.
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GROVE CITY AREA SCHOOL DISTRICT
Middle School
Grades: 6‐8
Existing Building Capacity
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GROVE CITY AREA SCHOOL DISTRICT
Current Middle School Enrollment

Middle School – Capacity summary
The building capacity based on the PA Department of Education’s FTE (Full Time Equivalent)
calcuations is 707 students. The current enrollment for the building is 471 students. The building is
therefore utilizing 66% of its maximum capacity. Please note that the special education classrooms are
not figured into this calculation. It should also be noted that the percentage of utilization is theoretical and
is not a direct representation of how the building is or should be utilized to deliver the educational
program. The educational program and appropriate class sizes for the area of study all impact the overall
utilization of the building.
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GROVE CITY AREA SCHOOL DISTRICT
Senior High School
Grades: 9‐12
Existing Building Capacity
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GROVE CITY AREA SCHOOL DISTRICT
Current Senior High School Enrollment

Senior High School – Capacity summary
The building capacity based on the PA Department of Education’s FTE (Full Time Equivalent)
calcuations is 1,032 students. The current enrollment for the building is 697 students. The building is
therefore utilizing 66% of its maximum capacity. Please note that the special education classrooms are
not figured into this calculation. It should also be noted that the percentage of utilization is theoretical and
is not a direct representation of how the building is or should be utilized to deliver the educational
program. The educational program and appropriate class sizes for the area of study all impact the overall
utilization of the building.
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GROVE CITY AREA SCHOOL DISTRICT

SECTION 5 – EXISTING FACILITIES
Section 5 constitutes an analysis of District’s buildings. The existing facilities are evaluated based on the
following criteria. Recommendations are made based on the evaluations specific to ongoing maintenance,
and upgrades required to bring the buildings to the current code standards. Following the evaluations a
section on probable costs for upgrades is provided.
From the Department of Education District Wide Facility Study guidelines:

Existing Facilities
Highland Primary Center
Hillview Elementary
Middle School
Senior High School
Maintenance/Storage Building
Forker Field
Energy Studies

4 Pages
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HIGHLAND PRIMARY CENTER
611 Highland Avenue
Grove City, PA 16127
Phone: 724-458-8101
Principal: Mrs. Jennifer L. Connelly
Front Façade Image

Aerial Photo

Floor Plan – Area A

Floor Plan – Area B

Renovations
Original Building: 1961
Renovations: 1991
Current Enrollment : Grades K-1, 300 students
Building Square footage: 40,000sf

Condition Commentary
Accessibility
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Some exterior entrance/exit doors have a small step at the threshold which will not meet current
accessibility codes.
The main building entrance is accessible with the exception of the connection with the main
street. There is a 1” -2” step where the concrete sidewalk meets the street which will not meet
current accessibility codes.
Accessible parking spaces are not located adjacent to the main entrance to the building.
The faculty and visitor parking area is not paved thus creating non-compliant accessible route into
the building.
The accessible parking space provided on the site is not located where a secure entrance could be
provided, thus creating a circulation and security issue.
Accessibility inside the building is good throughout the corridors.
The classroom sinks are not accessible
The classroom built in casework is not accessible due to the size, configuration and reach ranges.
The toilet rooms are not accessible due to the size and configuration of fixtures and partitions as
well as the lack of grab bars.
The performance/stage area is not accessible.
Drinking fountains are not accessible.
Door hardware throughout the building is not accessible.
Accessible signage is not provided throughout the building and therefore not code compliant.
The faculty rooms sink is not accessible.

Means of Egress
The means of egress from the building is generally adequate based on separation distance and quantity.
There are egress deficiencies throughout the building that should be noted.
•
•
•
•

Exterior exit doors do not have the required panic hardware.
Tactile exit signage is not provided at the exterior egress doors.
The side egress doors towards the high school allow for egress but onto a sidewalk that is nonaccessible due to steps located at the end of the sidewalk.
The glazing in the exit doors appears to be single glazed and does not appear to be tempered or
laminated safety glazing.

Safety and Security
Safety and security for the building is a substantial deficiency that should be addressed if the building is
to be utilized in the future.
•

The main entrance vestibule is not located adjacent to the office and therefore visitors are allowed
into the building without signing into the office first. Ideally the main office would be located
adjacent to the main entrance which would provide direct view of the visitors at the door as well
as a means for visitors to pass through the office before entering the main classroom corridor.

•

•
•

The electronic access control system at the main entrance is not working properly. Upgraded
access control systems should be provided at the main entrance doors. The system should include
at a minimum a door intercom unit, electronic door release, electric door strikes, key fob or card
reader and related power accessories.
Secondary entrance exit doors should be locked at all times and also provided with electronic
access control systems.
The main drop off area on the site is located at an entrance that is not located adjacent to the main
office as well as the main entrance doors. The site could be reconfigured to provide a drop off
area that is located at a single entrance to the building which could be controlled through an
access control system.

Exterior Envelope
The exterior envelope consists of aluminum windows, aluminum doors, metal panels, brick veneer, castin-place concrete and metal trim. The exterior envelope deficiencies are outlined below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The aluminum window system is non insulated curtain wall type of system that is supported from
the structural framing system. This window system is not insulated and causing both heat loss
and heat gain through this system.
The exterior doors are aluminum non insulated units. The doors are causing both heat loss and
heat gain.
The existing roof is a modified bitumen system and is beyond the end of its useful life and is in
need of replacement.
Exterior caulking and sealants are brittle and cracked.
Exposed exterior painted metal is deteriorating and rusted.
The rooftop skylights are stained and the sealant is cracked and brittle.
The composition of the exterior roof includes a metal decking system that is also the interior
ceiling system. This condition does not allow for MEP items to be located above a finished
ceiling and out of sight as typically done today. The roof structure is high enough that a
suspended ceiling could be added to aid in the distribution of MEP items throughout the building.

Interior Finishes
The interior finishes are dated and showing significant signs of wear.
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

The terrazzo corridor floors are in good condition and only isolated cracking is visible.
The metal ceiling/roof deck is painted. The paint is peeling in many locations. The roof structure
is high enough that a suspended ceiling could be added to aid in the distribution of MEP items
throughout the building. This suspended ceiling would also provide acoustical treatment to the
corridors and classrooms.
Wall tile is cracked in miscellaneous areas and the grout joints are dirty or marked by pencil/pens.
The interior finish of the exterior walls is the exposed aluminum window system. This system is
dated and not ideal as an interior wall surface.
Painted wall surfaces are cracking and the paint is peeling.
There are signs of the roofing asphalt leaking into the building.
The door frames are painted metal. The paint is chipped and in need of repainting.
At several locations there is visible cracking of the floor tile at the classroom entrances. This is a
sign that the floor slab is cracked and depressing.

•
•

The interior classroom storage casework is dated and showing signs of wear.
The wall between the classrooms and the corridors consists of storage casework at the bottom and
then glazed windows above up to the ceiling. While this condition allows for borrowed light
from the corridor skylights most of these windows are blocked by storage of classroom items.

Hazardous Materials
It is being assumed that the hazardous materials were abated during the 1990 renovation project. If there
are still unknown hazardous materials in the building, a hazardous materials survey should be conducted
in order to determine what, if any, hazardous materials exist within the building. These materials would
need to be maintained according to all applicable regulations. If improvements are planned in the future,
the hazardous materials will need to be removed and disposed of according to all applicable regulations.

Educational spaces
The existing educational spaces, type and locations are acceptable based on current educational
guidelines. The general classrooms are large in size and meet or exceed current standards. This, however,
does not mean that the spaces are appropriate for the future form of education. During the Grove City
2040 study the types of desired educational spaces will be explored. The current classroom configuration
may not fall in-line with what is desired for the district. Some areas to note in the existing building.

•
•
•

The number of general classrooms is adequate for the current enrollment, however they are too
few if an all-day kindergarten program would be utilized.
The multi-purpose room accommodates the gym, cafeteria and assembly space. The size and
location of the multi-purpose space is adequate, however the mixed use space is not ideal.
Dedicated art and music rooms are not provided. This is limiting in scheduling and programing.

Architectural Recommendations
•

•

The first thing that should be considered is if the current building is worth investing money into
improving it. Alternative sites, building configuration, programming and educational spaces
should be evaluated closely to determine if a new building would be more cost effective than
investing in a building that may not meet the District’s needs in future.
If it is determined that the building should be maintained and improvements made to the existing
facility some key items should be addressed including;

Exterior Improvements:
o

o
o
o

Reconfigure the site to provide dedicated accessible parking spaces and accessible route
into the building through one secured entrance. Paved ADA parking spaces and signage
should be included in this improvement.
Replace entire roof system including insulation, perimeter metal trim, flashing, sealants
and related items.
Clean and repair exterior masonry, including new sealant at all joints as necessary.
Replace entire perimeter window system with an insulated system.

o
o
o

Replace exterior curtain wall system with an insulated standard system to provide the
level of energy efficiency required in conjunction with an updated mechanical system.
Replace entrance doors/storefront with insulated system with safety glazing.
Evaluate the existing skylights and determine if they are still desired. If skylights are still
desired, provide new units that are insulated and appropriately flashed with the new
roofing system.

Interior Improvements
o

o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o

Upgrade toilet rooms to provide ADA compliant spaces. Improvements may require
reconfiguration of partitions and possibly elimination of the undersized toilet rooms.
Items include providing piping guards where they are not present, providing ADA
compliant fixtures, providing ADA compliant toilet stalls and ADA compliant clearances.
Construct new secure entrance to the building. This would require a possible relocation
of the Administrative offices to locate them directly adjacent to the entry vestibule.
If relocating the administrative offices is not a possibility then the secure entrance
vestibule could be provided with an updated access control system.
Upgrade access controls at all exterior doors/entrances.
Where signage does not meet current codes, install new signage to meet accessibility
requirements.
Repair/replace interior finishes throughout the building including flooring and walls. A
close evaluation of existing finishes should be made to determine what if any finishes
could remain.
Repair damaged flooring throughout the building.
Provide suspended acoustical ceilings in all occupied spaces to provide improved
acoustics and conceal mechanical equipment that may be required.
Evaluate structural system to determine any deficiencies and determine what if anything
is necessary to correct failing members.

Mechanical Systems
Introduction
This building was built in 1961; and renovated in 1991. The building’s construction is thermally
inefficient by today’s standards. The glass that remains exposed appears to be single pane with
uninsulated frames. Most of the walls were glass block, which was covered over by insulated (hopefully)
metal panels. The roof system appears to be pre-manufactured long span deck of unknown thermal
resistance. There appeared to be little opportunity to enhance the building thermally without reconstructing it. There have been structural settlement issues over the years, which have impacted both the
storm and sanitary sewer systems. There are very few accessible ceiling spaces in this building. In most
cases, the ceiling is the bottom of the roof deck. Domestic water branch piping, sometimes buried in
walls, has failed, requiring the installation of surface mounted replacement piping.
When the building was renovated, several UV’s were installed, but the majority of the original units
remained in service with some restorative work. The existing pneumatic controls were not addressed due
to an on-going maintenance contract with a control company, at that time.
The original boilers were not addressed as part of that project.
The building remains essentially un-air-conditioned, as it was designed. One split system has been added
for the office area.

HVAC Observations
•

•

•
•
•

•

•

The original Nesbitt UV’s are well beyond their expected economic life. The company that made
them has been bought and sold a number of times. Parts will become increasingly harder (and
more expensive) to obtain.
The UV’s and associated storage shelves are 28” high. This size unit is not manufactured by the
companies still in the UV business. The top of the UV’s aligns with parts of the exterior
window/wall system, making replacement with new units a very complicated and expensive
process.
The building uses the main occupied corridor as a relief air path. This is a violation of current
codes.
The original pneumatic control system remains in operation. These systems are difficult to keep
in calibration and offer no real diagnostic tools to help control building energy efficiency.
The physical size of the outside air intake louvers was coordinated with exterior wall framing
members. Consideration of new units, with current ventilation standards, would require deeper
UV’s (approaching 28” deep) in order to get a louver to fit between the framing members.
The heating water piping mains are run in a crawl space under the corridor. Branch piping makes
its way to the outside wall then runs along the wall feeding multiple UV’s. This results in fairly
large finned tube enclosure along the outside wall, where there are no storage cabinets to hide the
piping.
One original cast iron sectional boiler remains; however a much newer Hydrotherm condensing
boiler has been installed to replace the other original boiler. It is our understanding that this
boiler handles the building load most of the time. We question whether this boiler ever truly
operates at peak efficiency (meaning low enough water temperatures), due to the nature of the
system to which it was connected. Significant operational energy savings, over the existing
conditions, might have been available using a less expensive boiler.

Plumbing Observations
•
•
•
•

Most of the original toilet fixtures remain. Some trim and faucets have been replaced.
The fixtures do not comply with current water consumption standards.
True, universal handicapped accessibility cannot be achieved with the current fixtures in their
present locations.
The domestic water heater was replaced in the 1991 renovation. The existing storage tank was
reused at that time. A blending valve was installed so that high temperature hot water could be
supplied to a new dishwasher; while 110° water was made available to the remainder of the
fixtures.

Comments
•
•

The work necessary to bring the HVAC up to current standards would require installing ceilings
throughout to hide piping, ductwork and terminal units.
Additional insulation should be considered for walls and the roof.

•

•

•

The most practical HVAC systems to consider would be either water source heat pumps or
Variable Refrigerant Flow systems. Both would require roof mounted outside air supply units. A
structural study should be done to determine if ANY additional equipment can be supported on
the roof.
Another approach might be vertical self-contained unit ventilators, with compressors built into
each unit. These units would take up at least 48”X 48” of floor space and may have to be
specially built to match the wall framing. A bulkhead could be built to enclose the discharge
duct.
Either system would require a new electrical distribution system.

Electrical Items
Lighting
•
•
•
•
Power

•
•
•

Data

•

The majority of the lighting fixtures in the facility utilize more efficient T8 fluorescent
lamps.
The Gymnasium fixtures are lamped with 400 watt metal halide lamps.
The facility lacks automatic lighting control mandated by current energy codes.
Lighting fixtures are older and in the later stages of their useful life.
The electrical service was adequate for the facility when it was constructed, but lacks
spare capacity for upgrades.
The local electrical panels are in the later stage of their useful life and spare parts are
becoming more difficult to obtain.
Classrooms and other educational spaces have minimal electrical receptacles to serve the
power needs of today’s technology devices. Additional circuits have been added over the
years utilizing surface raceway do to the buildings construction and inaccessible ceilings.

The facility has a minimal data network. Cabling has been run in surface mounted
raceway due to the construction of the walls and inaccessible ceilings.
• The building has wireless access points serving the classrooms and office areas.
• The main data rack is located in the teacher’s lounge area due to the lack of proper space
for a dedicated data room.
Special Systems
• Each classroom is equipment with a telephone and paging speaker. Both systems are
reported functional but are nearing the end of their useful life.
• Classrooms are equipped with a ceiling mounted projector and speakers.
Fire alarm and security.
• The fire alarm devices are installed to current code throughout the facility with the
exception that strobe devices are missing from classrooms.
• The facility has a minimal camera surveillance system. Camera coverage is lacking at
building entrances, main hallways, and public spaces. The system is in need of major
upgrades.
• Door entry intercom appears at only one door. The door is not in close proximity to the
office area.

Evaluation
• More efficient lighting options are available. The facility does not have automatic
lighting control. Some areas of the facility still utilize incandescent lamps and the
lighting levels are low.
• The special systems in the facility are at the end of their useful life. Major projects will
be required to bring security and technology up to date. These projects will have
additional cost due to the nature of the buildings constructions, lack of mechanical and
storage space, and inaccessible ceilings.
• The electrical service and distribution will require major upgrades if the district
contemplates the addition of air-conditioning or additions at this facility. Electrical
upgrades will have additional costs to address the lack of mechanical space that will be
required for new electrical gear.

HILLVIEW ELEMENTARY
482 East Main Street
Grove City, PA 16127
Phone: 724-458-7570
Principal: Mrs. Tammi Martin
Front Façade Image

Aerial Photo

First Floor Plan

Second Floor Plan

Renovations
Original Building: 1974
Renovations: 1994
Current Enrollment : Grades 2-5, 603 Students
Building Square footage: 79,000 sf

Condition Commentary
Accessibility
A previous educational program for students with severe handicapped disabilities is being re-introduced
to Hillview Elementary next year. This program may have requirements to bring the facility up to current
accessibility standards. Currently the building is not fully compliant which may require items to be
addressed before the program begins. The items listed below are general and should be considered when
doing a renovation project.
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Some exterior entrance/exit doors have a small step at the threshold which will not meet current
accessibility codes. Other entrances are on grade with a flush condition thus meeting the
accessibility requirements of the code.
The main building entrance is accessible with the use of a curb ramp at the edge of the sidewalk.
Accessible parking spaces are not located in close proximity to the main entrance to the building
but they are located close to the curb ramp. The accessible route into the building needs to have
the pavement marked with line striping to designate the accessible route into the building. The
number of available accessible parking spaces should be evaluated to confirm that an adequate
number are provided at the main entrance to the building.
There is a rear accessible entrance located adjacent to a parking area. An accessible route is not
provided at this entrance. Components such as accessible parking spaces, lined crosswalks and
signage needs added to this location to be code compliant.
The main entrance in the front of the building is not currently functioning as the main entrance to
the building. This condition should be revised to provide a secure main entrance that is on an
accessible route at the front of the building.
Accessibility inside the building is limited by the fact that the building is a multi-level structure.
The use of stairways between the levels makes the accessibility challenging.
There is one elevator in the building which serves all levels. The elevator is centrally located and
double sided to address the multiple levels. Access to the elevator from the main entry level is
through the cafeteria. This condition is not ideal and creating an elevator lobby from the main
corridor should be considered.
The classroom sinks are not accessible and are located in casework that does not provide a knee
space for wheelchair front approach access.
The classroom built in casework is not accessible due to the size, configuration and reach ranges.
The main public toilet rooms are generally accessible and only minor improvements may be
necessary to fixtures and grab bars to meet current codes. Access to some of the toilet rooms may
be too narrow.
Single user toilet rooms are most likely not large enough to meet the current codes. These toilet
rooms would need to be made larger to provide the required clear floor areas around the fixtures.
The lower level original classrooms have small toilet rooms that are not accessible. The rooms
need increased in size and the fixtures replaced with code compliant units. This may specifically
impact the location of the new program for the handicapped students. These toilet rooms could
also be eliminated since there are adequate toilet rooms in the areas of the building.
The performance/stage area is accessible by a ramp.
Drinking fountains are generally accessible.
Door hardware throughout the building consists of both accessible and non-accessible types. The
non-accessible types should be replaced with code compliant types.

•
•

The computer lab adjacent to the library is located on an upper level. The space is accessible
through the use of a platform lift.
Accessible signage is not provided consistently throughout the building. Some signage while in
place is mounted too high and thus not compliant with reach ranges. A thorough evaluation of
what signage is compliant and not should take place.

Means of Egress
The means of egress from the building is generally adequate based on separation distance and quantity.
There are egress deficiencies throughout the building that should be noted.
•
•
•
•

Exterior exit doors generally have the required panic hardware.
Tactile exit signage is not provided at the exterior egress doors.
The stair towers are currently being used to store materials. This is a code violation that locates
flammable material inside an emergency egress pathway. Items should be removed from the stair
towers.
Handrails and guardrails in the original stair towers do not meet the current code for profile,
spacing and height.

Safety and Security
Safety and security for the building is a substantial deficiency that should be addressed if the building is
to be utilized in the future.
•

•

•

•
•

•

The main entrance vestibule is no longer utilized as a vestibule and is open to the main corridor.
The main entry is located adjacent to the office but it does not connect directly to the vestibule.
In this current condition visitors are permitted into the building without signing into the office
first. Ideally the main office would be directly connected to the main entrance vestibule which
would provide direct view of the visitors at the door as well as a means for visitors to pass
through the office before entering the main classroom corridor. Reconfiguring of the office area
and the addition of an entry vestibule outside of the main corridor would address this deficiency.
There is a rear entrance into the building that is utilized for entry by both students and visitors.
The visitors, once inside of the rear entrance doors, are able to reach all areas of the building
without the administration being aware of their presence in the building. The rear entrance
should be eliminated as a visitor entrance. The main entrance should be reconfigured as stated in
the item above and serve as the single point of entry into/from the building by visitors.
The electronic access control system at the entrances should be evaluated to determine if they are
working properly and providing the desired level of control. Upgraded access control systems
should be provided at the main entrance doors. The system should include at a minimum a door
intercom unit, electronic door release, electric door strikes, key fob or card reader and related
power accessories.
Secondary entrance exit doors should be locked at all times and also provided with electronic
access control systems.
The main drop off area on the site is located at the rear entrance that is not located adjacent to the
main office as well as the main entrance doors. The site could be reconfigured to provide a drop
off area that is located at a single entrance to the building which could be controlled through an
access control system.
The front entrance drive area should be evaluated to determine if reconfiguring the drive lanes
and circulation would allow all visitors to park in this area. This reconfiguration should focus on
allowing all parent drop off/pick up functions to happen at the front of the building rather than at

•

the rear. Bus drop off/pick up would then be located at the rear of the building providing
separation between bus and vehicular traffic. This separation is appropriate for the safety of the
students while entering and exiting the building.
Stair tower exit doors are not provided with center meeting mullions or astragals. This condition
allows for a device to be used to fit between the door panels to access the exit hardware to open
the doors. The doors may be replaced entirely or a center mullion or astragal cover should be
added to these doors.

Exterior Envelope
The exterior envelope consists of aluminum windows, aluminum doors, metal panels, brick veneer, castin-place concrete and metal trim. The exterior envelope deficiencies are outlined below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The aluminum window system is not insulated in the original building. The window units are
single pane glazed and thus allow heat gain and loss. The windows could be upgraded to provide
insulated units with thermal breaks to fully utilize the efficiency of the mechanical systems.
The exterior doors are aluminum non insulated units. The doors are causing both heat loss and
heat gain. These entrance systems could be replaced with insulated systems.
The existing roof is a modified bitumen system and is beyond the end of its useful life and is in
need of replacement.
Exterior caulking and sealants are brittle and cracked.
Exposed exterior concrete is stained and showing signs of wear.
The brick veneer is dirty and showing signs of environmental contaminants. The brick could be
cleaned and the joints repointed.
The east wall of the newest addition is at the foot of a sloped bank. There has been evidence of
water in the classrooms along this wall. This situation should be investigated further to determine
if there is a perimeter drainage system in place along this wall or if a system should be installed.
Other sources of water penetrating this wall may be through caulk joints, roofing, trim, windows,
etc. All of these areas should be reviewed closely to determine if water is getting into the wall
through one of these areas as well.

Interior Finishes
The interior finishes are dated and showing significant signs of wear.
•

•
•
•
•
•

The acoustical ceiling tiles are in need of replacement. The tile sizes are not standard 2’x4’
rectangles and therefore not easily replaced with the existing suspended grid system. It is
recommended that the entire suspended ceiling system be replaced throughout the building to
utilize the current industry standard sizes. This size will also coordinate with the light fixtures that
would be purchased today.
Wall tile is cracked in miscellaneous areas and the grout joints are dirty or marked by pencil/pens.
The gymnasium floor is a resilient rubber sheet product. The sheets are pulling apart at the seams.
The flooring is at the end of its useful life and is need of replacement.
Painted wall surfaces are generally in good condition. Repainting should be incorporated into the
yearly maintenance program.
At various locations of painted metal, the paint is chipped and in need of repainting.
The flooring in the corridors and classrooms is carpet. The carpet is in need of replacement. It is
recommended to install hard flooring rather than carpet to aid in cleaning and wear of the flooring
finishes.

•
•
•

•
•

The interior classroom storage casework is dated and showing signs of wear.
There are interior walls that were previously exterior walls at a courtyard. The glazing in these
windows is not currently tempered or safety rated. The glazing should be removed and replaced
with tempered glass.
Partitions between the classrooms in the original building are operable partitions. These partitions
are of good quality and provide as much acoustical separation as possible given an operable
partition. If a comprehensive renovation project is desired, these partitions should be replaced
with standard studs and drywall construction to maximize the acoustical privacy between
classrooms.
The toilet partitions in the original building are showing signs of wear and the paint is damaged
and chipped.
The flooring in the original toilet rooms is showing signs of wear and is damaged in some
locations. The flooring should be replaced.

Hazardous Materials
It is being assumed that some of the hazardous materials were abated during the last renovation project.
If there are still unknown hazardous materials in the building, a hazardous materials survey should be
conducted in order to determine what, if any, hazardous materials exist within the building. These
materials would need to be maintained according to all applicable regulations. If improvements are
planned in the future, the hazardous materials will need to be removed and disposed of according to all
applicable regulations.

Kitchen
The food service equipment is nearing the end of its useful life. The functionality and flow of the kitchen
space may also need upgrading considering how the lunches are prepared presently in schools. A detailed
evaluation of the equipment, functionality and work flow of the kitchen should be performed.

Educational spaces
The existing educational spaces, type and locations are generally acceptable based on current educational
guidelines. The general classrooms are average in size and meet or exceed current standards. This,
however, does not mean that the spaces are appropriate for the future form of education. During the
Grove City 2040 study the types of desired educational spaces will be explored. The current classroom
configuration may not fall in-line with what is desired for the district. Some areas to note in the existing
building.

•

The number of general classrooms is adequate for the current enrollment and educational
programs. If additional students are added to the building, additional classrooms will need to be
provided.

•

•

•
•

•

Throughout the building there are storage rooms being utilized for small group instruction or
breakout classrooms. This has created a lack of storage space within the building and therefore
items are being stored throughout the corridors and stair towers. Reconfiguration of existing
space or additions should be explored to provide adequate small group instruction spaces as well
as necessary storage in the building.
The gymnasium is dedicated to physical education instruction and can also be used as an
assembly space due to the stage being located in this space. The size of the gymnasium is
adequate for a single PE class. This poses a scheduling challenge in that the gym classes can only
use the space one at a time. If the gymnasium was increased in size and two instructional stations
provide by use of a operable curtain partition more flexibility in scheduling could be made
possible.
Dedicated music room is provided. The music room is also located near to the stage to maximize
efficiently transporting equipment to/from the stage for performances and practices.
A dedicated art room is on the second floor. The art room is located in an abandoned courtyard
from the original building. The art room does not have any windows to allow natural light into
the space. One possibility would be to relocate the art room next to the music room to create a
fine arts wing to the building.
The library is adequate and also contains a story telling area and adjacent computer lab. The
current morning announcements take place in a re-purposed work room adjacent to the library. A
dedicated television studio could be provided.

Architectural Recommendations
•

•
•

The location of this building is on the current middle school site which has the most land
available for future expansion and development. This makes the site ideal for developing a
campus along with the current middle school. Additions and renovations to this building could
provide necessary improvements, and additional classrooms which would allow the district to
close Highland and relocate students to this building.
The condition of Hillview is much better than that of Highland Primary Center. If a project to
address the primary grade levels is taken on, Hillview would be more appropriate to maintain
given its substantial infrastructure and ability to remain in service for many years to come.
The current site of the building could accommodate a substantial classroom addition while
updating the existing building through a renovation project.

Exterior Improvements:
o

o

o
o

The front of the building should be redefined for parent drop off/pick up as well as visitor
parking. Reconfigure the front portion of the site along East Main Street to provide
dedicated accessible parking spaces and accessible route into the building through one
secured entrance. This reconfiguration should also create a circulation loop for parent
drop off and pick up. The circulation pattern should be easily navigated and safe for
students traveling to and from the vehicles. Paved ADA parking spaces and signage
should be included in this improvement.
The rear of the building should be redefined as the bus loading/unloading area. Revise
the rear parking area to provide adequate staging for buses during the drop off and pick
up times.
Replace entire roof system including insulation, perimeter metal trim, flashing, sealants
and related items.
Clean and repair exterior masonry, including new sealant at all joints as necessary.

o Replace entire perimeter window system with an insulated system.
o Replace entrance doors/storefront with insulated system with safety glazing.
Interior Improvements
o

o

o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o

o

Construct new secure entrance to the building. This would require a significant
reconfiguration of the Administrative offices to provide direct access to the new entry
vestibule which would be constructed in front of the existing doors. Provide a direct
doorway connection between the vestibule and the main office to direct visitors through
the main office before entering the building.
Upgrade toilet rooms to provide ADA compliant spaces. Improvements may require
reconfiguration of partitions and possibly elimination of the undersized toilet rooms.
Items include providing piping guards where they are not present, providing ADA
compliant fixtures, providing ADA compliant toilet stalls and ADA compliant clearances.
The reconfiguration of the administrative suite to provide a secure entrance may allow
the art room to be relocated to this area of the building which would create a fine arts
wing while providing windows for natural light.
Upgrade access controls at all exterior doors/entrances.
Where signage does not meet current codes, install new signage to meet accessibility
requirements.
Replace operable partitions between the classrooms with standard studs and drywall for
better acoustical separation.
Replace the gymnasium flooring.]
Create an elevator lobby on the main floor by reconfiguring the walls at the cafeteria.
Remove and replace carpet in corridors and classrooms with hard surfaces like vinyl
composition tile or linoleum.
Repair damaged flooring throughout the building.
Remove and replace suspended ceilings throughout the building. Replacing the nonstandard size with standard 2x4 foot grids will also allow the lighting to be replaced with
standard sized fixtures.
Explore possibilities of expanding the gymnasium to accommodate two classes at the
same time.
Address code compliancy issues with the stair handrails and guardrails.
Update non-accessible door hardware with compliant hardware sets.
Address accessibility compliance issues with the interior casework, classroom sinks, etc.
Have a hazardous materials assessment completed to determine what if any hazardous
materials still exist in the building.
Evaluate the existing kitchen equipment and functionality of the food service area to
determine what needs replaced or any reconfiguration of the spaces. A food service
consultant, typically engaged by Eckles, could be used for this evaluation.
Replace any glazing that is not tempered for the safety of the students.

Mechanical Systems
This building was built in 1974; and was added to, and renovated in 1994. In 1994, the existing HVAC
system was partially renovated in 1994; however, significant parts of the original system remain in use
today. One of the original H.B. Smith cast iron sectional boilers remains, while one was replaced within
the last few years with a Hydrotherm high efficiency condensing boiler.

The existing 4” domestic water service was modified to miss the proposed new addition and was reused
in 1994. A new domestic water pressure booster system was installed to replace the existing one. The
drawings showed a separate 6” connection to a parallel (to the 4” domestic service) 6” water line,
extending to a new fire hydrant to the south of the existing building. The existing gas service was reused
to the building wall. From that point in-it was replaced. A utility gas pressure reducing station exists
near the street to the east of the building’s south entrance.
The original 1974 portion of the building has a non-standard grid system. It required greater vertical
height than a standard ceiling, along with special light fixtures.
We have access to the 1994 drawings; however we do not have the original 1974 drawings; so the
accuracy of our observations and comments with regard to what remains in the original portion of the
building, will be limited.

HVAC
Central facilities and equipment
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

One original H B Smith cast iron sectional remains in service. One Hydrotherm K20, nominal
2,000 MBH input boiler has replaced the original left hand Smith boiler. The boilers are both gas
fired, with power burners. All boilers are functional, and appear to be in good condition.
We were advised that one boiler handles the building load most of the time. The Smith boiler is
used on occasion, in extreme weather.
Two new base mounted circulating pumps were installed in 1994. One pump serves as a back-up.
A 3-way ATC valve maintains heating water system supply water temperature.
Pumps and heating system piping appear to be in good condition.
The building is cooled by an air cooled split system chiller, rated at 133 tons. This chiller was
installed in 1994, and it appears to serve the entire building.
Two circulating pumps, arranged similarly to the heating pumps, serve the chilled water system.
All four pumps are constant speed.
There appears to be no asbestos pipe insulation; but that should be confirmed by qualified
personnel. There is a high likelihood that there is asbestos rope and refractory material within the
Smith boiler.

Piping and Distribution
•

New heating water and chilled water piping mains were run above the first floor ceiling; and fed
the terminal equipment in the north addition.
• We observed no indication of any problems with the existing piping system.
• The insulation on the chilled water piping should be periodically reviewed to verify the integrity
of the vapor barrier.
• The piping system has been well maintained. It should last indefinitely into the future.
• Visible ductwork similarly appears to be in good condition. No excessively noisy supply systems
were observed
Terminal Systems

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

It appears that a courtyard was filled in with library and classroom construction, during the 1994
project. These spaces were served by both new HW/CW horizontal UV’s; and by an existing
VAV air handling unit, whose ductwork was extended to serve the additional Library space..
One 1994 air handler each, with heating water and chilled water coils, are installed to condition
the gymnasium and stage.
An original 4 pipe (separate hot water heating and chilled water cooling coils) air handler serves
the office area, Faculty lounge and adjacent corridors. This unit appears to be a variable air
volume (VAV) because the 1994 replaced a number of Carrier “Moduliine”, system powered
VAV diffusers. We have no personal knowledge of the performance of this particular system,
however, our past experiences with similar terminals have shown that they are difficult to
maintain and result in erratic control. There are other, newer types of VAV systems that are
certainly worth exploring.
A similar AHU to the one described above is installed on the second floor of the original
classroom area. This unit serves the first floor library area.
The original classrooms each have a self-contained floor mounted unit ventilator (UV), with
built-in refrigeration. Most of the units have UV manufacturer furnished casework. In most
rooms, this casework includes a stainless steel sink unit, also from the UV manufacturer. This
style of UV tends to be noisy, if run on high speed. It is also one of the least efficient classroom
AC options, particularly since the units were built to 1978 energy standards.
The classrooms in the 1994 addition have conventional 4-pipe HW/CW floor mounted UV’s,
with wall to wall cabinetwork provided by the general contractor. In these rooms the sinks and
trim were provided by the PC.
We observed portable dehumidifiers in practically all classrooms, indicating some potential
source of moisture infiltration.

Controls
•

The control system is a combination of DDC and pneumatic devices.

Potential upgrades
•
•
•

While all of the equipment we observed appeared to be in good operational condition, at 20 years
of age, even the 1994 installed items are very close to the end of their economic lifespan.
We have also found that self-contained UV’s with built-in refrigeration were a design option of
last-resort (at least for this office). They are high on our list of potential improvements.
Before any comprehensive HVAC upgrade is considered, serious thought should be given to
improvements in the building skin’s overall resistance to moisture infiltration. No commercial
HVAC system is designed to deal with excessive moisture infiltration through floors and walls.
To generate and HVAC system with such capabilities would significantly increase its
cost/complexity, and would result in significantly higher energy costs compared to a conventional
thermal comfort design.
o We believe that a complete HVAC system upgrade would be appropriate. The recently
replaced boiler should be strongly considered for inclusion in the upgraded system. It
should be recognized that for true high efficiency operation of this boiler, the system to

•
•
•

which it is attached must be designed to work with heating water temperatures lower that
traditional systems from the past.
o Assuming that the building would remain to function in a manner similar to its current
use, one approach to this upgrade could be as follows:
 It would be appropriate to replace all the current UV’s, both 4-pipe and selfcontained, with vertical ducted 4-pipe unit ventilators. These units are quieter,
easier to maintain, and are built with fewer proprietary parts. The heating and
cooling coils can be configured for the unit to have a “dehumidification” mode.
Conventional UV’s cannot do this.
 A new, high efficiency chiller should be called for to serve most perimeter
classroom spaces.
 A variable refrigerant flow system, with heat recovery capability, should be
considered for interior educational spaces and the library. This system would
include a dedicated rooftop unit to heat, cool, and dehumidify the code required
outside air for these spaces.
 A separate system should be used to serve the office so that the larger, building
wide systems could remain off-line through the summer vacation.
 The gym and stage could be served by new air handling equipment—either tied
to the chiller, or on dedicated condensing units---depending on spaces usage and
scheduling.
 Install a completely new DDC control and energy management system.
The system described above is just one approach. There are others. This approach has been used
on past successful projects. It uses currently available technology.
We recommend that no hard decisions on system approaches be made until the academic and
athletic programs are given proper consideration.
We do recommend that a standard “2x4” ceiling be installed wherever the existing special
ceilings remain.

PLUMBING
Central facilities and equipment
While the design for the new middle school was ongoing, we learned that the city had made some
changes to their water distribution system after Hillview’s construction. It would be a good idea to revisit
both the domestic and fire water services to determine a future direction in this area. If a sprinkler system
is contemplated, significant changes will be required. It might be possible to reduce or do away with the
domestic water pressure booster system. We know of no problems with the existing gas service, which
appears to emanate from a small meter/reducing station in the lawn to the south east of the building.
•

A new domestic hot water heating system was installed in 1994
o A new storage tank was installed with a capacity of slightly more than 300 gallons.
o A Bryan indirect gas fired water heaters were installed and piped to the tank above.
o Separate circulating and recirculating were provided.

A blending valve was installed to permit the storage of higher temperature DHW,
suitable for use in the kitchen; while blending with DCW created 120 degree HW for use
throughout the remainder of the building.
o This system is in good condition. Depending on the final load imposed upon it by the
building, consideration should be given to keeping, and/or modifying, the existing
system.
• A backflow preventer is installed in the DCW piping. A 3” valved bypass was provided
• There are no sprinklers in this building. The size of the water service would not support the
addition of sprinklers. Any serious consideration of adding fire protection services to this
building should start with a discussion of available flows and pressures with the appropriate city
administration members. The recently constructed Middle School is completely sprinkled, and
no fire pump was required. We typically recommend sprinkler systems for our school projects.
Piping and distribution
o

•
•

We neither saw, nor were we made aware of any current plumbing piping problems.
There is no indication of a grease trap serving the kitchen. From the available information on the
underground sewers, it would appear that a unitary, above the floor (or installed in a pit in the
kitchen floor) would be the only practical way to provide a grease trap.
Fixtures and equipment
•

Plumbing fixtures and trim are in good condition, considering their age. The original fixtures, for
the most part, do not comply with current reduced water flow standards.
• Flush valves were manually actuated;
• Tank type water closets were used in the original kindergarten classrooms.
• Many of the plumbing fixture types and locations are dictated by educational program needs. We
are aware of no shortcomings in these areas shown; however, history that program related fixture
evaluations must be done in context.
Other systems
• There is no fire protection system in the building.
Potential Upgrades
 Consider the installation of a sprinkler system throughout the building.
 Explore the installation of one or more grease traps for the kitchen—if sewer clogging has been
an issue.
 On an ongoing (as needed) basis, replace fixtures with lower flow type.
 Reconsider the use of manual flush valves for hygiene reasons.
Electrical Items
Lighting
• The lighting fixtures in the original part of the facility utilize older style T12 lamps. The district
is replacing the T12 lamps with more efficient T8 fluorescent lamps as the old lamps and ballasts
fail.
• The lenses on the older lighting fixtures are yellowing and deteriorating.
• The facility lacks automatic lighting control mandated by current energy codes.

•

Emergency lighting is served by a small 5 KW natural gas fired emergency generator located in
the mechanical room. This unit is not large enough to serve any additions to this facility.

Power
• The electrical service is adequate for the facility in its current configuration. The existing gear
was manufactured by Federal Pacific and is no longer manufactured. Spare parts are becoming
difficult to obtain.
• The service lacks spare capacity for any major additions to the facility.
• The local electrical panels installed in the 1994 renovation project are in the latter range of their
useful life. Spare parts are still available.
• Most of the spare capacity in the local electrical panels has been used to add additional
receptacles and circuits in the classrooms and to provide power to storage areas that have been
converted to educational or office space.
• Classrooms and other educational spaces have minimal electrical receptacles to serve the power
needs of today’s technology devices.
• The generator in this facility does not serve the coolers and freezers in the kitchen. There is a
potential of loss of product if the building experiences a long power outage.
Data
•
•
•

The facility has a building wide data network consisting of a main data room with satellite data
spaces. Satellite spaces are connected to the main with fiber optic cable.
The building has wireless access points serving the classrooms and office areas.
The district reports that as technology in the building increases, the existing data spaces are
running short on space and in need of expansion.

Special Systems
• Each classroom is equipped with a telephone and paging speaker. Both systems are functional
and in the later stages of their useful life.
• Classrooms are equipped with a ceiling mounted projector and speakers. The district reports that
the classroom local sound systems are failing and need to be replaced to accommodate hearing
impaired students.
Fire alarm and security.
• Fire alarm device placement does not meet current code. Strobe devices are not installed in
classrooms and other assembly areas.
• The camera surveillance system in this facility is minimal. Cameras cover only the main
entrance. The main entrance is served with an intercom station and magnetic lock on the door.
Evaluation
• Advances in lighting and lighting control now offer more efficient lighting options. Any major
upgrade to this facility should include lighting and control renovations. The district will benefit
from energy savings and possible utility company rebates.

•

•

•

Any substantial additions to this facility will require the replacement of the electrical service.
Lack of space in the mechanical / electrical room will make .any electrical service upgrade
challenging.
This facility was not designed to handle the technology needs that exist today in education.
Trying to accommodate current technology has taxed the available space and the buildings
electrical systems.
Security camera coverage falls very short of the norm for today’s educational facilities. The
Camera system should be expanded to cover building entrances and exterior perimeter of the
facility.
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Renovations
Original Building: 2011
Renovations: None
Current Enrollment: Grades 7-9, 490 students
Building Square footage: 95,890 sf

Condition Commentary
The middle school building is the newest building in the District. The building is compliant with current
building codes. The infrastructure of the building is in early stages of its life. Minimal deficiencies exist
in the building at this time. Ongoing maintenance and yearly upkeep is recommended to maintain the
current condition of the building into the future.
Accessibility
Accessibility into and throughout the building is generally code compliant:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accessible parking spaces are provided at primary entrances to the building. This is code
compliant and should not need additional work.
The accessible parking spaces are located on an accessible route into the building thus meeting
code.
Accessibility inside the building is good throughout the corridors.
The classroom built in casework is accessible and code compliant.
The toilet rooms are accessible and code compliant.
The classrooms and other educational spaces are accessible and code compliant.
Drinking fountains throughout are accessible and code compliant
Door hardware throughout the building is accessible and code compliant.
Accessible signage at miscellaneous doors is provided and code compliant

Means of Egress
The means of egress from the building is generally adequate based on separation distance and quantity.
There are no egress deficiencies that need addressing at this time.

Exterior Envelope
The exterior envelope consists of aluminum windows, aluminum doors, metal panels, brick veneer, castin-place concrete, stone veneer, painted metal, fiber cement board panels/siding and metal trim. The
exterior envelope is generally in good condition. The exterior envelope should be included in the yearly
maintenance program.
•
•
•
•

Exposed exterior painted fiber cement board is generally in good condition. Yearly maintenance
is recommended.
Exterior caulking and sealants are generally in good condition. Yearly maintenance is
recommended.
Exposed exterior painted metal is generally in good condition. Yearly maintenance is
recommended.
Yearly maintenance is recommended for roofing systems and related sealants and trim.

Safety and Security
Safety and security for the building should be adequate at this time. The building is the most current
building having been completed in 2011.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The main entrance vestibule is located adjacent to the office and therefore visitors are directed
through the office space to sign in and get visitor passes.
The electronic access control system at the main entrance should be operating in a capacity that
provides access control for the safety and security of the building.
Secondary entrance exit doors are locked at all times when morning arrival is not occurring. The
doors still allow exiting from the building at all times as required by code.
The classrooms that have doors directly to the exterior have door hardware that does not permit
entry into the building only exiting.
The main entrance to the building is located at the front of the building which is easily
recognized. The entry is located on an accessible route into the building for visitors by able and
handicapped.
Interior vestibule doors at the main entry are locked at all times thus requiring visitors to pass
through the office to sign in.
Classroom door hardware is provided with locksets that allow the teacher to secure the rooms
from the classroom side thus preventing intruders to enter the classrooms from the corridor side.
A surveillance system is in place that allows monitoring of the interior and exterior spaces.

Site
The site is generally in good condition. The site elements should be incorporated in the yearly
maintenance program.
•
•

Planting beds should be weeded, mulch replaced and plants replaced and pruned as necessary.
The paved parking areas appear to be in good condition and should be sealed regularly.

Interior Finishes
The interior finishes are in good condition and should last for many years provided they are maintained as
part of the yearly program..
•
•
•
•

The tile corridor floors are in good condition.
The painted walls are in good condition. Yearly cleaning and repainting should be part of the
maintenance plan.
The ceilings are in good condition. Replacing damaged tiles and tracks should be part of the
maintenance plan.
Painted surfaces are in good condition. Yearly cleaning and repainting should be part of the
maintenance plan.

Hazardous Materials
There are currently no hazardous materials in the building due to the recent construction of the building.
No provisions need made if renovations or improvements are planned.

Educational spaces
The existing educational spaces, type and locations are acceptable based on current educational
guidelines. The general classrooms are large in size and meet or exceed current standards. This, however,
does not mean that the spaces are appropriate for the future form of education. During the Grove City

2040 study the types of desired educational spaces will be explored. The current classroom configuration
may not fall in-line with what is desired for the district.

Architectural Recommendations:
•
•
•
•

The building should meet current standards of safety and security. Items that are concerns of the
administration should be addressed.
Ongoing maintenance of the access control system shall be incorporated into the yearly
maintenance program.
Address any concerns or functionality concerns for the surveillance system.
Address any concerns or functionality concerns for the access control system.

Exterior Improvements:
Ongoing maintenance and repair for exterior finishes.
Clean and repair exterior masonry, including new sealant at all joints as necessary as part
of yearly maintenance.
o Repair or replace exterior sealants on entire building as part of yearly maintenance.
o Ongoing sealer application on paving.
Interior Improvements
o
o

o

Ongoing maintenance and repair of interior finishes.

Mechanical Systems
This building was constructed in 2009/2010. The HVAC system is a geothermal water source heat pump
system. The original design called for 96 closed circuit wells, each approximately 450 feet deep. One
test well was installed and thermal testing was done on that well to determine, as accurately as possible,
the soil properties—so that the remainder of the well field could be accurately designed. There is a
plastic well field manifold pit where all the various loop piping comes together. Larger main piping is
run from this location into the building. All underground piping is plastic. The underground well system
is called “the heat exchanger”. The system is designed to reject the heat generated by the Middle School
Building (in cooling mode) and absorb the heat needed by the building (in heating mode) , while keeping
the circulating water loop supply temperature between 40 degrees and 90 degrees. These loads were the
loads calculated for the building as it was designed. See the comments section below for concerns about
increasing these loads. The existing Hillview Elem. gas service was reworked at 8” size and extended to
the Middle School as a 6” underground service, entering through the main mechanical room.
The new water service originated at East Main Street to the North of Hillview, connecting to a newer 12”
main under the street, and passing through its own meter pit. The existing Hillview water service
remained, connected to another main, but was provided with a new meter pit.
A combined 8” fire/domestic service line was extended to the area near the new building. An 8” fire
water line was extended to feed the fire hydrants and an 8” line was extended into the building for both
fire water and domestic water services. This 8” line splits to a 6” fire water and a 4” domestic water
inside the mechanical room.

HVAC
•

•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•

The interior HVAC system in the Middle School is a water source heat pump system (WSHP).
Most of the educational spaces have a dedicated WSHP unit in a closet, accessible from the
corridor.
Rooftop packaged HVAC units, using loop water for cooling and primary heating, provide
tempered outside air to each WSHP closet, whereupon it is circulated through the WSHP supply
ductwork to the occupied classroom.
Large spaces like the gymnasium; LGI, Cafeteria, etc. have dedicated rooftop WSHP units.
Rooftop units have ultra violet lights irradiating the cooling coils and drain pans to prevent
microbial growth on those surfaces.
The office area is handled by a smaller, multi-terminal water source heat pump system, known as
a “Variable Flow Refrigeration system. This system provides room-by-room control of
temperature, using single water cooled (loop water) condensing unit.
There is a direct digital control system (DDC) that ties all the terminal, rooftop, and boiler room
equipment together for energy management and troubleshooting purposes.
This HVAC system was designed in compliance with the 2006 International Mechanical Code,
which includes, by reference ASHRAE Standard #62. This document mandated certain outside
air ventilation rates.
The OA rooftop units used natural gas as a source of backup heat.
Gas piping was provided for a potential “future” boiler. This was a very conservative approach to
allow for “less-than optimal” performance of the well field.

Comments
•

This building was not commissioned at the time of construction. It is, in our opinion, a candidate
for retro-commissioning, now. This is a process that includes such things as re-balancing water
flows; verifying outside air flow rates; checking closed system water quality; verifying control
system operation and setpoints; and checking the functionality of all the heat pumps and rooftop
units. We are concerned that this building is not operating as efficiently as it could be.

Plumbing
•
•

•
•
•
•

Multiple fire hydrants were provided around the new Middle School.
Two larger hot water heaters were provided—one for the kitchen and one for the locker room
area. These systems have separate gas fired heater with remote storage tanks. Two smaller,
stand-alone storage heaters were provided for gang toilet and other minor uses.
Tempering valves were provided at central heaters and under lavatories accessible by the public.
Low flow fixtures were specified with battery powered flush valves for urinals and water closets
All piping was copper and was insulated in accordance with applicable parts of the International
Energy Code.
Due to concerns about sub-grade water, a drainage system was called for under most of the floor
slabs. This system was installed in the general contract.

Comments
•

Since this building has many conservation features built in; further opportunities are limited. One
possibility that would warrant further study might be the addition of a device that could preheat
domestic cold water on its way to the water heater. Such a device might fulfill a significant part
of the hot water requirements for summer vacation maintenance. There are both solar and
geothermal units available. A cost/benefit analysis should be considered here. A good place to
start might be to monitor the amount of hot water used.

Electrical Systems
Lighting
• The facility utilizes efficient T8 fluorescent lamps and high efficiency lighting fixtures.
• The facility is equipped with automatic lighting control and complies with the current energy
codes.
• Lighting fixtures are in good condition and in the early stages of their useful life.
Power
• The electrical service is current and adequate for the facility. Main gear has spare capacity for
future upgrades.
• The local electrical panels are in the early range of their useful life and spare parts are readily
available.
• Classrooms and other educational spaces have sufficient electrical receptacles to serve the power
needs of today’s technology devices.
Data
• The facility has a building wide data network
• The building has ample wireless access points serving educational spaces and office areas.
Special Systems
• Each classroom is equipped with a telephone and paging speaker. Both systems are functional
and in the early stages of their useful life.
• Classrooms are equipped with a ceiling mounted projector and speakers.
Fire alarm and security.
• The fire alarm system meets current code
• Camera surveillance system coves the entire facility.
Evaluation
• The facility was constructed in 2009 and is in the very early stages of its useful life. Lighting and
lighting control utilize current energy efficient technologies and no deficiencies have been
observed.
• Special systems such as paging systems, sound systems, clock systems, and communications
systems are current and no modifications are proposed.
• Fire alarm, camera surveillance, and building access systems are all current and provide full
coverage for the facility.

SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
511 Highland Avenue
Grove City, PA 16127
Phone: 724-458-5456
Principal: Dr. Rae Lin Howard
Asst. Principal: Mr. Brendan Smith
Aerial Photo

Basement Plan

First Floor Plan

Second Floor Plan

Renovations
Original Building: 1954
Renovations: Expanded in 1965, Renovations 1998
Current Enrollment: Grades 9-12
Building Square footage: 185,000 sf

Condition Commentary
Accessibility
Accessibility into and throughout the building is generally code compliant:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accessible parking spaces are provided at primary entrances to the building. This is code
compliant and should not need additional work.
The accessible parking spaces are located on an accessible route into the building thus meeting
code.
The parking areas are not connected and therefore provide a challenge for site accessibility by
emergency vehicles as well as visitors.
Accessibility inside the building is good throughout the corridors.
The classroom built in casework appears to be accessible and code compliant.
The toilet rooms appear to be accessible and code compliant with the exception of some piping
guards that need provided/replaced.
The auditorium performance/stage area is accessible and code compliant. The wheelchair lift
from the auditorium to stage is currently blocked by storage items. The items should be removed
thus allowing use of the wheelchair lift as necessary.
The LGI stage area is accessible and code compliant.
Drinking fountains throughout are accessible.
Door hardware throughout the building is accessible.
Accessible signage at miscellaneous doors is not provided and should be provided to meet current
codes.

Means of Egress
The means of egress from the building is generally adequate based on separation distance and quantity.
There are minor egress deficiencies throughout the building that should be noted.
•
•

Tactile exit signage is not provided at the exterior egress doors and should be provided to bring
the egress pathways up to code compliance.
The handrails and guardrails of the stairs are not code compliant. The profile and mounting height
of the wall mounted handrail is not compliant and should be addressed. The guardrail
configuration is not code compliant and should be addressed.

Safety and Security
Safety and security for the building is relatively good.
•

•
•

The main entrance vestibule is located adjacent to the main office however there is not a direct
physical connection to the office. Visitors must exit the vestibule into the main lobby before
entering the office. A revision to this layout is recommended to extend the entry vestibule into
the lobby to provide a direct doorway connection into the main office.
Cameras should be added to side entrances if they are not currently covered by the surveillance
system.
Cameras should be added to cover exterior spaces if they are not currently covered by the
surveillance system.

Exterior Envelope
The exterior envelope consists of aluminum windows, aluminum doors, metal panels, brick veneer, castin-place concrete and metal trim. The exterior envelope is generally in good condition. The exterior
envelope deficiencies are outlined below:
•
•
•

The existing roof is a modified bitumen system and is nearing the end of its useful life and should
be considered for replacement within 5 years.
Exterior caulking and sealants are generally in good condition. Yearly maintenance is
recommended.
Exposed exterior painted metal is generally in good condition. Yearly maintenance is
recommended.

Site
The site is generally in good condition. The site deficiencies are outlined below:
•
•
•

The parking lot paving is generally good and has had ongoing maintenance like sealcoating and
restriping. Sealing should be incorporated into the yearly maintenance plan. A new topcoat
should be considered in 3-5 years.
The existing parking lots do not connect to one another thus creating a circulation pattern that is
difficult. This lack of connection also limits the ability to access the site from one entrance for
emergency vehicles. Connecting the parking lot areas should be considered.
Exterior concrete paving and sidewalks are in good condition and should continually be
maintained as necessary.

Interior Finishes
The interior finishes are in good condition.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The tile corridor floors are in good condition.
The painted walls are in good condition. Yearly cleaning and repainting should be part of the
maintenance plan.
The ceilings are in good condition. Replacing damaged tiles and tracks should be part of the
maintenance plan.
The auditorium stage is part of an improvement project that is currently in the school’s budget.
One item to be addressed as part of this space is the auditorium carpet. The carpet should be
replaced to eliminate frays and rolled up sections of the carpet.
The office carpet is nearing the end of its useful life and should be replaced in 5-10 years.
The library carpet is nearing the end of its useful life and should be replaced in 5-10 years.
There are cracks in some of the corners at masonry walls that should be repaired.

Hazardous Materials
It is assumed that the hazardous materials were abated during the last renovation project. If there are still
hazardous materials in the building, a survey should be conducted to determine what, if any, hazardous
materials exist. These materials must be maintained or removed and disposed of according to all
applicable regulations.

Educational spaces
The existing educational spaces, type and locations are acceptable based on current educational
guidelines. The general classrooms are large in size and meet or exceed current standards. This, however,
does not mean that the spaces are appropriate for the future form of education. During the Grove City
2040 study the types of desired educational spaces will be explored. The current classroom configuration
may not fall in-line with what is desired for the district.

Architectural Recommendations
•
•

The Senior High building is generally in good condition.
Ongoing maintenance and repairs are recommended for both interior and exterior components.
Specific recommendations are indicated below

Exterior Improvements:
Explore connecting the two parking areas to allow access between both areas for visitors
and emergency vehicles.
o Replace entire roof system including insulation, perimeter metal trim, flashing, sealants
and related items.
o Clean and repair exterior masonry, including new sealant at all joints as necessary.
o Repair or replace exterior sealants on entire building.
o Ongoing sealer application on paving.
o Repave parking areas in 3-5 years.
Interior Improvements
o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Ongoing maintenance and repair of interior finishes.
Enlarge main entrance vestibule to provide a direct doorway connection into the main
office area.
Provide tactile signage at all exterior doors if it isn’t already in place.
Where signage does not meet current codes, install new signage to meet accessibility
requirements.
Provide new handrails and guardrails in stair towers to meet code compliance.
Provide piping guards at toilet rooms where guards are not already in place.
Provide acoustical panels in the auxiliary gymnasium to increase the acoustical
performance of the space.

Mechanical Systems
INTRODUCTION
This building was built in 1954 and was added to in 1965, and renovated in 1998. A complete new HVAC
system was installed. Prior to that project, the building was heated by steam boilers. The steam piping
system was abandoned in pipe tunnels and above ceilings where it was not in the way of other work. At

one time, there appear to have been coal fired boilers. The pump and chiller room appear to have been
the coal storage. A new 8” combined water service for both the elementary school and the High School
was installed. The existing 3” feed from the HS to the elementary was reused. A new 8” gas service was
installed from the Peoples gas meter house across the street. As it passed the elementary school, a 4”
branch was extended to feed that building.

HVAC
Central facilities and equipment
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Three 5400 MBH H B Smith cast iron sectional boilers were installed. The boilers are gas fired,
with power burners. All boilers are functional, and appear to be in good condition.
We were advised that one boiler handles the building load most of the time. A second boiler is
fired on occasion, in extreme weather.
Three base mounted circulating pumps are installed. One pump serves as a back-up.
A 3-way ATC valve maintains system supply water temperature.
Pumps and heating system piping appear to be in good condition.
The building is cooled by an air cooled split system chiller, rated at 150 tons. It is doubtful that
this chiller has the capacity to add currently un-cooled space.
Three circulating pumps, arranged similarly to the heating pumps, serve the chilled water system.
All six pumps are constant speed.
There appears to be no asbestos pipe insulation; but that should be confirmed by qualified
personnel. There is a high likelihood that there is asbestos rope and refractory material within the
boilers.

Piping and Distribution
•
•
•
•
•

New heating water and chilled water piping mains were run above the first floor ceiling; and fed
downward in chases to first floor terminals.
Heating water piping to feed upward to the second floor was also installed above the first floor
ceilings.
The insulation on the chilled water piping should be reviewed periodically to verify the integrity
of the vapor barrier.
The piping system has been well maintained. It should last indefinitely into the future.
Visible ductwork similarly appears to be in good condition. No excessively noisy supply systems
were observed.

Terminal Equipment
•
•
•
•
•

Most small offices and similar spaces were served by 4-pipe fan coil units.
Most educational spaces were served by either floor mounted or horizontal unit ventilators.
Larger spaces were served by one or more ducted air handling units.
The fan coil unit served spaces were heated and cooled.
Computer classrooms, library classrooms, LGI, and auditoriums are air conditioned,

•

Many regular classrooms, as well as the second floor classrooms do not have cooling capabilities
The UV’s were not scheduled to have “future” cooling capabilities; and the piping was not sized
for their connection to the chilled water system, as installed.

Controls
•

The control system is a combination of DDC and pneumatic devices.

Potential upgrades
•

•
•

•
•

Provide mechanical cooling for currently H&V only spaces
o All such spaces
o Second floor classrooms only
Remove one or more Cast Iron boilers and install newer, high efficiency boilers.
Assess the cooling needs of the various IT hub rooms and closets. Provide standalone AC for
those spaces that require it. Note that the IT staff should be involved in this discussion—some
spaces without servers, may possibly be addressed with local exhaust only, rather than full
mechanical cooling,
Upgrade the control system to a state-of-the-art, all DDC system.
Identify year-round office spaces, and install a separate cooling system to serve them, permitting
the chiller system to be shut down.

PLUMBING
Central facilities and equipment
•

•
•
•

A new domestic hot water heating system was installed
o A new storage tank was installed with a capacity of slightly more than 1000 gallons.
o Two Bryan indirect gas fired water heaters were installed and piped to the tank above.
o Separate circulating and re-circulating were provided.
o A blending valve was installed to permit the storage of higher temperature DHW,
suitable for use in the kitchen; while blending with DCW created 120 degree HW for use
throughout the remainder of the building.
A backflow preventer is installed in the DCW piping.
A 6” fire water supply line passes from the service to a storage/electric room to the north of the
boiler room. Here there are seven sprinkler risers to the various parts of the building.
There is a duplex sump pump in the boiler room; there is a great deal of standing water ,
indicating that there are blockages in the inlet piping to this pump, or problems with the pump
itself.

Piping and distribution
•
•

We neither saw, nor were we made aware of any current plumbing piping problems.
Details on the plumbing drawings showed an unconventional method of underfloor sewer pipe
installation. Rather than bedding the pipe on fill in the bottom of an excavation; it appears that

•
•

pipe hanger assemblies were embedded in the concrete floor, and clevis hangers were the used to
uniformly support the sewers. This method may have been adopted in response to the poor soil
conditions that were so troublesome at the adjacent elementary school. This method of support
should be considered in any future renovation project.
There are details showing the installation of acid neutralization facilities.
There is no indication of a grease trap serving the kitchen.

Fixtures and equipment
•

Plumbing fixtures and trim are in good condition, considering their age. The fixtures, for the
most part, do not comply with current reduced water flow standards.
• Flush valves were infrared actuated; powered however, the hard-wired controllers were used.
The cost of replacement parts is increasing. Abandoning the hard wired devices and the use of
battery retrofit kits may be economically justified.
• Many of the plumbing fixture types and locations are dictated by educational program needs. We
are aware of no shortcomings in this areas shown; however, history that program related fixture
evaluations must be done in context.
Other systems
•

There is a building wide sprinkler system. There is no fire pump; therefore the municipal water
supply must have been adequate, at the time of design, for the required protection.

Potential Upgrades
•
•

Explore the installation of one or more grease traps for the kitchen—if sewer clogging has been
an issue.
On an ongoing (as needed) basis, replace fixtures with lower flow type. Replace hardwired flush
valves with battery operated units.

Electrical Items
Lighting
•
•
•
•
Power

•
•
•

Television

The majority of the lighting fixtures in the facility utilize more efficient T8 fluorescent
lamps.
The Gymnasium fixtures are lamped with 400 watt metal halide lamps.
The facility lacks automatic lighting control mandated by current energy codes.
Lighting fixtures are in good condition and in the early stages of their useful life.
The electrical service is adequate for the facility and has spare capacity for future
upgrades.
The local electrical panels are in the mid-range of their useful life and spare parts are
readily available.
Classrooms and other educational spaces have sufficient electrical receptacles to serve
the power needs of today’s technology devices.

•
•
Data

•

Television content is presently distributed over a system of coax from the main service to
each classroom.
The district has indicated that it plans to move to streaming content over the data
network.

The facility has a building wide data network consisting of a main data room with
satellite data closets. Satellite closets are connected to the main with fiber optic cable.
• The building has wireless access points serving the classrooms and office areas.
• The district reports that as technology in the building increases, the local data closets are
running short on space.
• Air conditioning has been added to the data rooms and the units are powered from the
generator.
Special Systems
• Each classroom is equipped with a telephone and paging speaker. Both systems are
functional and in the early stages of their useful life.
• Classrooms are equipped with a ceiling mounted projector and speakers.
Fire alarm and security
• The fire alarm devices are installed to current code throughout the facility with the
exception that strobe devices are missing from classrooms.
• The facility is covered by a camera surveillance system. Camera coverage includes
entrances, main hallways, and public spaces. The system is operational and expandable.
Evaluation
• Advances in lighting and lighting control now offer more efficient lighting options. It is
not advisable at this time to invest monies to improve lighting efficiency in the current
facility because the building and its lighting systems are in the early stages of their useful
life.
• The district is expanding and improving its data network with allocations in the yearly
technology budgets. No issues need to be addressed beyond the district’s current plans.
• The district has kept pace with current technology in this facility and upgrades system as
budgets permit. No expenditures are recommended for security and technology.

MAINTENANCE/STORAGE BUILDING
322 Oak Street
Grove City, PA 16127

Aerial Photo

Current Enrollment: NA
Building Square footage: 10,000 sf

Condition Commentary
Accessibility
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The building is not currently accessible. Unless renovations or significant improvements are
being planned for the building accessibility upgrades are not recommended at this time.
The doorway entrances are accesses by stairs. A side doorway is accessed by a dirt ramp
constructed to allow deliveries to be made to that door. An accessible ramp could be provided at
the front of the building allowing accessibility to the doorways.
Accessible parking spaces are not provided on the site.
An accessible route into the building is not provided
The door hardware is not accessible.
The toilet room is not accessible.
The casework is not accessible.

Means of Egress
The means of egress from the building is generally adequate based on separation distance and quantity.
There are egress deficiencies throughout the building that should be noted.
•
•
•

Exterior exit doors do not have the required panic hardware.
Tactile exit signage is not provided at the exterior egress doors.
An accessible means of egress is not provided based on the exit doorways exiting onto raised stair
platforms.

Safety and Security
•

There is no security system in the building. Based on the nature of the items being stored a
security system should be considered.

Exterior Envelope
The exterior envelope consists of concrete masonry units, aluminum doors and windows. Due to the
function of the building, improvements will most likely be performed by the district’s maintenance
department when time and finances are available. Generally the building envelope is satisfactory. Items
to note include:
•
•
•
•

The aluminum windows are adequate at this point and not recommended for replacement.
The exterior doors are aluminum insulated units. The seals at the doors are not in place or
damaged and should be replaced to prevent transfer of air through the gaps around the door.
The district has begun a replacement program for the roof. Half of the roof was replaced in 2013
and the other half will be replaced in 2015. This will update the roofing system and no further
work is recommended.
Exterior caulking and sealants are brittle and cracked.

•
•
•

Exposed exterior concrete is stained and showing signs of wear. Exposed concrete block units
will be painted in the near future by the maintenance department. No further work is
recommended.
Exposed painted metal surfaces should be cleaned and repainted to protect the metal from
exposure to the elements.
Building signage will be installed by the district.

Interior Finishes
Due to the function of the building, improvements will most likely be performed by the district’s
maintenance department when time and finances are available. Generally the interior finishes are in-line
for a maintenance building. Items to note include:
•

There is a suspended ceiling grid system installed in the main warehouse space. The tiles used,
however, are not typical acoustical panels and are ½” foam panels. The panels are light and not
attached to the grid system, therefore are occasionally falling out of the grid or being moved by
air circulation from the mechanical system or the air pressure by opening the doors.

Hazardous Materials
A hazardous materials survey should be conducted in order to determine what, if any, hazardous materials
exist within the building. These materials would need to be maintained according to all applicable
regulations. If improvements are planned in the future, the hazardous materials will need to be removed
and disposed of according to all applicable regulations.

Site
•
•
•
•

The site paving is deteriorating and should be replaced within 10 years.
An open storage building is located on the site. The building could remain as is and used for
open air storage. The open nature of the building is not secure and it may be desirable to replace
the building with an enclosed storage building.
An additional storage building is located on the site. The building has large doors for access into
parking bays. The doors do not appear to be substantial and may permit access to the building
which could be a security concern.
The site is large and would allow construction of additional buildings. One possibility would be
to locate a district storage building for paper and consumables on the site.

Architectural Recommendations
•

The maintenance building is typically serviced and maintained by the district staff. Ongoing
maintenance and repairs are recommended to prolong the life and usefulness of the building.

Mechanical Systems
This is a standalone structure that appears to have had at least one addition. It is used primarily for
storage and light vehicle adjustments and some maintenance. There is a water service; however the
building is not served by a sanitary sewer. There is a septic system. We could see no evidence of a
grease trap. The heating fuel is natural gas.
We had no access to drawings for this building, so our comments and analysis will be less specific than it
was for other buildings we have reviewed.
HVAC
•
•

The storage and administrative areas are served by a gas fired furnace with add-on mechanical
cooling. The garage area is served by gas fired unit heaters.
We observed no major exhaust systems (except for the toilet. Similarly we observed no sources
of tempered make-up air.

Potential HVAC Upgrades
 A separate larger storages facility with humidity control to permit central storage of paper
products.
 A code compliant exhaust and makeup air system to deal with vehicle exhaust, assuming this
building qualifies as a parking garage. A carbon monoxide and nitrogen dioxide sensing system
could be used to minimize operation of this system.
Plumbing
•
•
•
•

Current codes technically require oil interceptors on sewers from buildings like this. These
buildings are presumed to be connected to municipal sewage systems
There is a 5 HP air compressor mounted on a vertical al receiver.
This building had no visible fire protection system. We suspect the water supply could not
support such a system as it is currently configured
There are no blending vales at the sinks that we observed. A case could be made that these
spaces are not accessible to the public, and, as such, are not required to have these valves.

Potential plumbing upgrades
•
•
•
•

Explore the possible connection to a municipal sewer system
Such a connection would probably mandate the installation of an oil interceptor.
Consider the installation of a sprinkler system
A sprinkler system would probably require a new water service. This review should start with
discussions with utility representatives to determine if there is a suitable source of fire water
nearby.

Electrical Items
Lighting
• The majority of the lighting fixtures in the facility utilize older style T12 lamps. The district is
replacing older lamps with more efficient T8 style lamps as lamps and ballasts fail.
• Lighting levels are generally low throughout the facility but are generally acceptable for the
facility use.
• The facility lacks automatic lighting control mandated by current energy codes.
• Lighting fixtures vary in their condition. Generally they are older fixtures and some of the lenses
are discolored and deteriorated.
• Emergency lighting is served by battery packs. The current location and quantity of units do not
provide coverage in all areas of the facility.
Power
• The electrical service is adequate for the facility. Little spare capacity remains In the main panel.
• The local electrical panels are in the later stage of their useful life. Spare parts are still available.
• Receptacles are few and not located in convenient locations. Extension cords are used.
Special Systems
• This facility has an adequate telephone service.
Fire alarm and security.
• This facility does not have a fire alarm or a security system.
Evaluation
• This facility is used for maintenance, minor repair, and storage for the district. This facility is
adequate for its current purpose. Electrical and lighting systems are aging, but deficiencies are
addressed by the district as need dictates.
• Any major renovation to the building should include lighting and lighting control updates. Any
increases in the building size will require an update to the electrical service.
• The addition of a security / fire alarm system will provide additional benefit to the district against
possible loss of equipment and items stored in this facility.

FORKER FIELD
Grove City, PA

Aerial Photo

Renovations
Original Building: 1997 Field House
Current Enrollment: NA
Building Square footage: varies

Condition Commentary
The stadium is located on a separate site from the Senior High and Middle School. The campus contains
the main football field with synthetic turf, practice field, home and away bleachers, field house, training
building, concession stand, ticket booths, storage buildings and toilet rooms. The synthetic turf system is
nearing the end of its lifespan and replacement costs may determine what ultimately happens to the
location of the field. The urban setting for the stadium makes parking limited on the site. Parking spaces
are located around the site where possible as well as paved parking lots adjacent to the site.
Accessibility
The accessibility of the Stadium is poor. There are no defined accessible parking spaces or accessible
routes into the field area. The current condition is that the accessible parking spaces are through a gated
entry point to the practice field that is adjacent to the main field access. Additionally accessible parking
spaces are defined by signage at the fencing to the field. This accommodates accessible parking but
improvements are required to meet current accessibility codes. Items such as paved parking spaces and
accessible routes should be considered.
Once inside the stadium area there are additional deficiencies that need addressing. The bleachers have
accessible ramps to allow access to the raised seating areas. The toilet rooms are located in the field
house building which is located above the field elevation. Access to the toilet rooms is not accessible due
to the steep sidewalks that are in place. During the football season, accessibility is addressed by the use
of portable toilets that are handicapped accessible. The existing toilet rooms are not code compliant and
upgrades would be necessary to make the spaces accessible. An accessible route to the toilet rooms could
be provided by constructing code compliant sidewalks and/or ramps. The showers in the training
building are not compliant due to a raised curb that is utilized to provide the necessary clearance for the
piping from the base of the shower.

Non-compliant sinks

No grab bars

Non-compliant shower curb

Non-compliant shower

Non-compliant grab bars

Means of Egress
Means of egress from the stadium, bleachers and field house is good. The exit pathways from the field
area should be kept clear and open during events.
Exterior Conditions
The overall condition of the site is good. Landscaping and mowing should be performed regularly to
keep up with the site during the spring and summer months. The gravel drives are in need of additional
gravel to provide cover from the mud and dirt below. The building conditions are poor and need to have
maintenance and improvements performed. The field house and training building are masonry, siding
with steel doors and shingle roof. The roof is showing signs of wear and should be replaced. The exterior
paint should be cleaned and repainted as part of maintenance. The steel door paint is chalking and should
be repainted. There are signs of cracked and damaged masonry on each of the buildings including low
walls that define the entries. These walls should be repaired as necessary or removed if appropriate.

Field house and training building

Recently constructed parking area

Interior Finishes
Interior finishes consist of painted concrete walls, concrete floors and carpet. The carpet is showing signs
of wear and could be replaced. The walls are in good condition and should be cleaned and painted as part
of yearly maintenance.
Hazardous Materials
The site should not contain any hazardous materials. No recommendations at this time.
Architectural Recommendations
The appropriate location for the stadium is one of the options that the District is considering as part of this
study. The location of the stadium will determine the amount of work and improvements that are
appropriate for this complex. Ongoing maintenance should be performed as necessary. However, large
budget improvements should be considered closely along with the timeframe required for relocating the
stadium if this is desirable to the District.
•
•
•
•

Upgrade toilet rooms to provide grab bars and piping protection.
Paint exterior of buildings
Replace turf system in the next several years.
Install new roofs within next several years.

•
•
•
•
•

Maintain finishes throughout the building including cleaning and painting.
Install new carpet in carpeted areas.
Provide accessible parking spaces and defined accessible route into building including new
signage, paving and line striping.
Provide code compliant signage throughout the site.
Evaluate the site layout to determine if better parking and site access can be provided with
minimal work. The use of gates and signage may improve site circulation and safety.

Mechanical Systems
The district reported no issues with the mechanical systems in the buildings at this time. Further
evaluations should be made to determine if the equipment is in need of repair or replacement. The
systems are used seasonally so the components should be evaluated regularly at their startup.

Plumbing Systems
Plumbing Service Entrances and Water Heating Equipment:
The owner indicates no problems with the existing plumbing services feeding the building or any
issues with the water heating equipment.

Water Distribution:
No major issues are being reported with the domestic water distribution system.

Storm Distribution:
There have been no reports of any major blockages or issues with the existing roof drainage
system.

Sanitary Distribution:
There have been no reports of any major blockages or issues with the sanitary drainage system.

Fixtures:
Plumbing fixtures throughout the building appear to be in good condition. Some lavatories will
need insulation on the traps and supplies to make them ADA compliant.

Electrical Items
Electrical Service and Central Facilities:
The owner indicates no problems with the electrical service. No major equipment failures or
nuisance breaker tripping. The existing electrical service appears adequate to serve the existing
facility.

Wiring and Distribution:
The local distribution panels through the building are adequate to serve the facility.
Lighting:
No deficiencies reported for the field lighting. Locker room lighting is mainly surface mounted
wrap fixtures. The facility does not have automatic lighting control as required by current energy
codes.
Scoreboard:
The district indicated that a new scoreboard may be desired at this time.
Emergency Power:
The district reports no problems or deficiencies with the 10 KW Kohler gas fired generator and
emergency lighting systems.
Security:
The buildings do not contain security system. The district reported no issues with using door
locks and padlocks at this time for security of the site and buildings.

Summary:
1. The owner reports no deficiencies at the stadium facility. No modifications are
recommended.
2. The scoreboard could be replaced with a new unit if budget allows.

GROVE CITY AREA SCHOOL DISTRICT

SECTION 6 – OPTIONS CONSIDERED
Section 6 constitutes construction options explored by the District. The analysis illustrates options
available to the District based on the information contained in this study, existing building conditions,
enrollment capacity, enrollment projections and the costs of each option. The following pages contain the
GC2040 Supplementary Report, dated February 1, 2016, that was prepared to evaluate options that the
District has pertaining to each of their educational facilities as well as Forker Field. The report
summarizes the work that took place in 2014-2016 as part of the Grove City 2040 study. The information
contained in the study also includes cost estimates for the various levels of work. Please note that the
original GC2040 Supplementary Report has been updated for this District Wide Facility Study to include
options for the District Administrative Offices being relocated to the Hillview Elementary School
building as well as developing the High School Site for a new stadium complex. The following pages
contain these updates.

OPTIONS CONSIDERED
GC2040 Supplementary Report
Part 1 – Overview of Long-Term Strategies considered
Part II – Existing Facility Statistics
Part III – Summary of Selected Strategies
Part IV – Recommendation
Part V – Supporting Documents
Enrollments, Cost Estimates, K-5 Programming Table
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GC2040 SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT

Grove City Area School District

GC2040 SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT
I.

Overview of Long‐Term Strategies Considered

II. Existing Facility Statistics
III. Summary of Selected Strategies
IV. Recommendation
V. Supporting Documents
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GC2040
I. OVERVIEW OF LONG‐TERM STRATEGIES CONSIDERED:
Deferred Maintenance – ‘Do Nothing’ Strategy
1.

‘Stay Put’ – Maintain Status Quo

2.

Consolidate Elementary @ Hillview

3.

New HS / Consolidate Elementary @ High School

4.

Elementary Addition @ Middle School

5.

Reconfigure Grade Level Groupings – Close Highland

GC2040
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GC2040

DEFFERED MAINTENANCE – ‘DO NOTHING’ STRATEGY
5 YEARS

Highland
Elementary
(K-2)

10 YEARS

15 YEARS

20+ YEARS

on-going maintenance
• Safety/security/access control
• Site paving, ongoing
• Roof replacement

• MEP Upgrades
• Window replacement
• Kitchen Upgrades
• Finish Upgrades

on-going maintenance

Hillview
Elementary
(3-5)

• Safety/security/access control
• Site paving ,ongoing
• Site Circulation Improvements
• Moisture infiltration/remediation
• Interior glazing
• Gym floor

• MEP Upgrades
• Kitchen Upgrades
• Finish Upgrades

on-going maintenance

Middle School
(6-8)

• Building Retro-commissioning
• Add Geothermal heat pump to domestic
cold water service for pre-heat

on-going maintenance

High School
(9-12)

• Safety/security/access control
• Maintenance items
• Site paving , ongoing
• Roof replacement
• Site Circulation Improvements

• MEP Upgrades
• Kitchen replacement
• Gymnasium Upgrades

on-going maintenance

Forker Field
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• Turf/track replacement
• Site circulation improvements
• ADA improvements
• Field House roof

• Press Box/Concession buildings
• New scoreboard
• Ticket booth
• Reconfigure parking
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1.

‘STAY PUT’ / MAINTAIN STATUS QUO
•
•
•
•

5 YEARS

10 YEARS

Renovate - Good

Highland

Important to look
at needs into the
future!

Perpetuate existing facilities/sites into future
Grade level alignments consistent w/ existing grade groupings
Campus organization consistent w/ existing
Highland & Hillview in need of comprehensive improvements

GC2040
20+ YEARS

15 YEARS

Doesn’t consolidate
Elem Program

• Make ‘like new’
• Reconfigure spaces w/in existing footprint
• will require temporary facilities/modulars

Extended construction
timeline/more
moves/additional
costs?

Reno/Addition- Better

• Make ‘like new’
• Reconfigure spaces, additional space for
added/expanded programs
• Build add’s – shift students - renovate

Doesn’t address
HS site circulation
issues

New Building- Best

• New building to fit K-2 program
• Reconfigure spaces, additional space for
added/expanded programs
• Build new – relocate – demo existing

Hillview

Renovate - Good
Reno/Addition- Better
New Building- Best

Middle School

on-going maintenance

Short-term needs/deferred maintenance

on-going maintenance

High School

Short-term needs/deferred
maintenance

Forker Field

Short-term needs/deferred maintenance

Future Capitol
Improvements
Project

on-going maintenance
Turf

Turf
02/01/16 – Pre-Final Draft
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Future
Upgrades?

10+ years

• Renovate
• Reno/Addition
• New Building

• Turf
• Turf & Track
• New Stadium

Turf
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2.

CONSOLIDATE ELEMENTARY @ HILLVIEW
•
•
•
•

5 YEARS

Highland
Hillview

Short-term needs/deferred
maintenance
Reno/Addition
• Make ‘like new’
• Reconfigure /additional spaces for K-5
program
• Build new , shift 3-5 to additions ,
renovate , shift K-2 into building

Middle School
High School

Forker Field

GC2040

Consolidate K-5 @ Hillview – Add/Alts
Secondary grade alignments consistent w/ existing grade groupings
Consolidate K-8 on one campus
HS Maintained 9-12 (on 9-12 campus)

Short-term needs/deferred
maintenance
Short-term needs/deferred
maintenance
SITE IMPROVEMENTS:
• Site Circulation/Parking
• Play Fields
Short-term needs/deferred
maintenance

10 YEARS

DEMO

20+ YEARS

15 YEARS

New
Stadium
Long Construction
timeline – additional
costs?
Highland maintained
during construction:
– no temporary facilities
-short-term
improvements needed
during construction

Spaces/Opportunities
-Full-size Gym
-Assembly/Auditorium
space for ES & MS
-Single MEP
systems/reduced
operational costs
-Shared Admin
Adjacency to Y (K-8)
Space for outdoor
play/ed areas

on-going maintenance
on-going maintenance

Future
Upgrades?
Future Capitol
Improvements
Project

on-going maintenance
Turf

• Renovate
• Reno/Addition
• New Building

• Turf
• Turf & Track
• New Stadium

Turf

10+ years
Turf maintenance
02/01/16 – Pre-Final Draft
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New Stadium @
Highland Site

Turf
10+ years
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3.

New HS / CONSOLIDATE ELEMENTARY @ HS
•
•
•

5 YEARS

10 YEARS

Short-term needs/deferred
maintenance

Renovate High
School/Convert to ES

Hillview

Short-term needs/deferred
maintenance

• Renovate to support K-5
Renovate, relocate kids to
renovated HS
• Site Circulation/Parking
• Play Fields

Middle School

Short-term needs/deferred
maintenance

Highland

High School

Forker Field

GC2040

New HS on MS campus
Consolidate K-5 @ Hillview – Add/Alts
Elementary (K-5) Campus & Secondary (6-12) Campus

20+ YEARS

15 YEARS
Long Construction
timeline – additional
costs?

DEMO

DEMO
New
Stadium

Spaces/Opportunities
-STEAM based
curriculum/spaces
- Auditorium/Music
rooms
- Closer to park

on-going maintenance

Highland & Hillview
maintained during new
HS & renov
construction:
– no temporary
facilities
-short-term
improvements needed
during construction

Future
Upgrades?

New High School
• New Building adjacent to Y & MS
• Acquire property
• Create HS of the future
• Create Secondary Campus
• Once completed, renovate for ES

Short-term needs/deferred
maintenance

RENO/
ADDS

on-going maintenance
Turf

Turf

• Turf
• Turf & Track
• New Stadium

10+ years

10+ years
Turf maintenance
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Turf

New Stadium
@ Hillview
Site

Turf
10+ years
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4.

ELEMENTARY ADDITION @ MIDDLE SCHOOL
•
•
•
•

5 YEARS

Highland
Hillview

Middle School

High School

Forker Field

GC2040

Consolidate K-5 @ Addition to Middle School
Secondary grade alignments consistent w/ existing grade groupings
Consolidate K-8 on one campus
HS Maintained 9-12 (on 9-12 campus) FUTURE consideration to build new HS @ ES/MS campus (property acquisition required)
10 YEARS

Short-term needs/deferred
maintenance

DEMO

Short-term needs/deferred
maintenance

DEMO

ES Additions
• Short-term needs/deferred
maintenance
• Reconfigure existing spaces to
accommodate additions/shared
functionality
• Build new K-5 addition
Short-term needs/deferred
maintenance
SITE IMPROVEMENTS:
• Site Circulation/Parking
• Play Fields
Short-term needs/deferred
maintenance

20+ YEARS

15 YEARS

New
Stadium

Potential Issues
-1390 students in one
building
-MS was not designed to
accommodate ES addition/
shared facilities

on-going maintenance

Highland & Hillview maintained
during construction:
– no temporary facilities
-short-term improvements
needed during construction
Spaces/Opportunities
-Full-size Gym
-Single MEP systems/reduced
operational costs
-Shared Admin
-Adjacency to Y

Future Capitol
Improvements
Project

on-going maintenance
Turf

• Renovate
• Reno/Addition
• New Building @ ES/MS Campus

• Turf
• Turf & Track
• New Stadium

Turf

10+ years
Turf maintenance
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New Stadium @
Hillview Site

Turf
10+ years
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RECONFIGURE GRADE LEVEL GROUPINGS – CLOSE HIGHLAND
•
•
•

5 YEARS

Highland
Hillview

Forker Field

10 YEARS

Short-term needs/deferred
maintenance
Short-term needs/deferred
maintenance

20+ YEARS

15 YEARS
New
Stadium

DEMO
Primary School Renovations
• Accommodations for
Primary School program

Intermediate School Renovations
• Deferred Maintenance
• Accommodations for ES
program

Middle School

High School

GC2040

Consolidate 7-12 @ High School (Junior/Senior High)
Consolidate 4-6 @ MS (Intermediate Elementary)
Consolidate K-3 @ Hillview (Primary Elementary)

Jr High Additions & Renovations
• Deferred Maintenance
• Renovations to
accommodate Addition(s)
• Additions to Accommodate
Jr. high

Short-term needs/deferred
maintenance

on-going
maintenance

Site Circulation
/ Parking

on-going maintenance
Turf

• Turf
• Turf & Track
• New Stadium

Turf

10+ years
Turf
Turf maintenance
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New Stadium @
Highland Site

Turf
10+ years
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GC2040
II. EXISTING FACILITY STATISTICS
The following pages provide a summary of each of the District’s four school facilities and Forker Field.
For reference purposes, each facility includes a summary of short-term/deferred maintenance issues with associated costs.
In addition, each facility has been analyzed to look at costs associated with:
1) upgrading the building to current facility standards, and
2) upgrading the building to current facility standards and right-sizing the facility to reflect current median square
foot/student standards.
Both 1 and 2 will make the facilities ‘like-new’ but 2 should allow for smaller class sizes, added programs, and/or additional
resource & support spaces to be added as appropriate to the program.
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EXISTING FACILITY STATISTICS - ELEMENTARY
HIGHLAND PC

- Built 1960
- Minor Reno 1990
- 375 FTE’s

Grades

Current Number of Students
(9/11/15)

Kindergarten

119

1st Grade

156

TOTAL

275 *

GC2040

Existing Square Footage

Existing SF/Student

40,000

145 sf/student

* Does not include students in Head Start Program

Short-Term/Deferred Maintenance Needs:
• Address safety/security at main entrance
• Improve access control at main entrance and secondary
entrances
• Roof replacement
• Boiler replacement
• Address failing foundations
• Address failing unit ventilators
• Improve ADA accessibility
• Improve power and technology throughout building
• Improve site circulation
After discussions it was a generally agreed that the building
requires significant improvements to both systems and
infrastructure that may make short term improvements
impractical and that replacing the building may make more
sense.
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EXISTING FACILITY STATISTICS - ELEMENTARY
ANTICIPATED MEDIAN COSTS ANALYSIS

GC2040

(See Supporting Documents)

Short-Term/Deferred Maintenance Costs:
Level A - Maintenance Items
Level B - Functional Improvement Items

$ 348,000
$5,920,500

K - 1 Recommended Architectural Area:
275 students x 180 sf/student
Existing Area
Difference

49,500 sf
40,000 sf
9,500 sf +/-

Upgrade Facility to Current Standards:
Renovation: 40,000 sf x $150/sf
Additions:
9,500 sf x $220/sf
TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS
TOTAL PROJECT COSTS (20% soft costs)

$
$
$
$

6,000,000
2,090,000
8,090,000
9,708,000

Replace Facility with New:
New Building: 49,500 sf x $220/sf
TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS *
TOTAL PROJECT COSTS (20% soft costs)

$10,890,000
$10,890,000
$13,068,000

** Potential site development/acquisition costs could dramatically influence construction costs.
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EXISTING FACILITY STATISTICS - ELEMENTARY
HILLVIEW ES

- Built 1974
- Minor Reno 1994
- 700 FTE’s

Grades

Current Number of Students
(9/11/15)

2nd Grade

156

3rd Grade

146

4th Grade

154

5th Grade

146

TOTAL

602

GC2040

Existing Square Footage

Existing SF/Student

79,000

131 sf/student

Short-Term/Deferred Maintenance Needs:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

02/01/16 – Pre-Final Draft
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Address safety/security at main entrance
Improve access control
Repair/replace paving
Improve site circulation for visitors and busses
Address moisture issues on lower level exterior wall
Replace cafeteria glazing for safety
Replace gym flooring
Address HVAC issues
Replace carpet
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EXISTING FACILITY STATISTICS - ELEMENTARY
ANTICIPATED MEDIAN COSTS ANALYSIS

GC2040

(See Supporting Documents)

Short-Term/Deferred Maintenance Costs:
Level A - Maintenance Items
Level B - Functional Improvement Items

$2,340,200
$9,631,950

2 - 5 Recommended Architectural Area:
602 students x 180 sf/student
Existing Area
Difference

108,180 sf
79,000 sf
29,360 sf +/-

Upgrade Facility to Current Standards:
Renovation: 79,000 sf x $150/sf
Additions:
29,360 sf x $220/sf
TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS
TOTAL PROJECT COSTS (20% soft costs)

$11,850,000
$ 6,459,200
$18,309,200
$21,971,040

Replace Facility with New:
New Building: 108,180 sf x $220/sf
TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS **
TOTAL PROJECT COSTS (20% soft costs)

$23,799,600
$23,799,600
$28,559,520

** Potential site development/acquisition costs could dramatically influence construction costs.
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EXISTING FACILITY STATISTICS – SECONDARY
MIDDLE
SCHOOL

- Built 2011
- 751 FTE’s

Grades

Current Number of
Students (9/11/15)

6th Grade

159

7th Grade

165

8th Grade

147

TOTAL

471

GC2040

Existing Square Footage

Existing SF/Student

95,890

203 sf/student

Short-Term/Deferred Maintenance Needs:
• Perform Retro-Commissioning of existing building systems
• Perform ongoing maintenance
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EXISTING FACILITY STATISTICS – SECONDARY
ANTICIPATED MEDIAN COSTS ANALYSIS

GC2040

(See Supporting Documents)

Short-Term/Deferred Maintenance Costs:
Level A - Maintenance Items
Level B - Functional Improvement Items
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$ 49,000
$ 49,000
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EXISTING FACILITY STATISTICS - SECONDARY
HIGH
SCHOOL / DAO
- Built 1954
- Add/Alts 1998
- 1147 FTE’s *

Grades

Current Number of Students
(9/11/15)

9th Grade

174

10th Grade

177

11th Grade

178

12th Grade

168

TOTAL

697

GC2040

Existing Square Footage

Existing SF/Student

185,000**

265 sf/student

* Includes approx. 10 FTE’s for DAO
** Includes approx. 4,000 sf of DAO

Short-Term/Deferred Maintenance Needs:
• Address safety/security at main entrance
• Improve access control at main entrance and secondary
entrances
• Perform paving maintenance
• Improve site circulation – connection between parking
areas
• Roof replacement
• Address HVAC issues
• Replace gym equipment
• Replace gym flooring
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EXISTING FACILITY STATISTICS - SECONDARY
ANTICIPATED MEDIAN COSTS ANALYSIS

GC2040

(See Supporting Documents)

Short-Term/Deferred Maintenance Costs:
Level A - Maintenance Items
Level B - Functional Improvement Items

$ 3,167,425
$19,902,000

7 - 12 Recommended Architectural Area:
697 students x 260 sf/student
Existing Area
Difference

181,220 sf
185,000 sf
0

Upgrade Facility to Current Standards:
Renovation: 185,000 sf x $160/sf
Additions:
n/a
TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS
TOTAL PROJECT COSTS (20% soft costs)

$29,600,000
__________
$29,600,000
$35,520,000

Replace Facility with New:
New Building: 181,220 sf x $240/sf
TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS **
TOTAL PROJECT COSTS (20% soft costs)

$43,492,800
$43,492,800
$52,191,360

** Potential site development/acquisition costs could dramatically influence construction costs.
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EXISTING FACILITY STATISTICS - STADIUM

GC2040
Short Term/Deferred Maintenance Needs:
• Replace field turf within 3 years
• Improve site circulation
• Improve ADA accessibility
• Replace toilets with ADA compliant units
• Replace fieldhouse roof
• Provide concession stand, ticket booth, toilets
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EXISTING FACILITY STATISTICS - STADIUM
ANTICIPATED COSTS ANALYSIS

GC2040

(See Supporting Documents)

Short-Term/Deferred Maintenance Costs:
Level A - Maintenance Items
Level B - Functional Improvement Items

$1,555,000
$3,885,000

New Stadium Complex *:
Synthetic turf field w/ underdrainage
8-Lane Track
Score board
Home & Visitor Grandstands
Fieldhouse
Visitor Concession Stand/Toilets
Ticket Booth
Fencing & Gates
Parking
Baseball & Softball Fields **
TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS ***
TOTAL PROJECT COSTS (20% soft costs)

$ 750,000
$ 400,000
$
50,000
$ 650,000
$ 5,500,000
$ 100,000
$
50,000
$
85,000
$ 550,000
$ 650,000
$ 8,785,000
$10,542,000

*

Costs assume comprehensive scope of a stadium/fieldhouse project,
actual costs could range up or down significantly based on actual
scope of a project.
** Baseball/Softball Fields do not currently exist, construction of district
owned fields may be considered as part of a new Stadium project.
*** Site development costs could range significantly based on location,
does not include site acquisition costs.
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GC2040
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GC2040
III. SUMMARY OF SELECTED STRATEGIES:
At a Board worksession on October 19, 2015, the Board directed that further
analysis of short-term/deferred maintenance needs and the following long-term
strategies be prepared:
2.

Consolidate Elementary @ Hillview

4.

Elementary Addition @ Middle School

5.

Reconfigure Grade Level Groupings – Close Highland

Notes:
•
Recommended square footages reflect published and historical trends. It is assumed that based on the exploration of the GC2040 committees
that to deliver forward looking educational programs, facilities will need to be at or above median square foot/student values.
•
Costs should be considered potential order of magnitude values to be used for comparison in considering long-term strategic planning options.
None of the potential projects listed have been programmed, planned, designed, detailed, or estimated. Costs shown are our best guess at
what could be expected in 2016 values, the actual project scope and timeline for implementation will have a direct effect on these numbers.
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2.

CONSOLIDATE ELEMENTARY @ HILLVIEW
•
•
•
•

GC2040

Consolidate K-5 @ Hillview – Add/Alts
Secondary grade alignments consistent w/ existing grade groupings
Consolidate K-8 on one campus
HS Maintained 9-12 (on 9-12 campus)

HILLVIEW ES

Grades

Current Number of Students
(9/11/15)

Kindergarten

119

1st Grade

156

2nd Grade

156

3rd Grade

146

4th Grade

154

5th Grade

146

TOTAL

877

Existing Square Footage

Additional Square Footage
Required

79,000

78,860

K – 5 Recommended Architectural Area:
K-1
275 students x 180 sf/student
2-5
602 students x 180 sf/student
TOTAL
Existing Area
Difference

49,500 sf
108,360 sf
157,860 sf
79,000 sf
78,860 sf +/-

Anticipated Median Costs –
Upgrade facility to Current Standards & Accommodate K-1:
Renovation:
79,000 sf x $150/sf
Additions:
78,860 sf x $220/sf
TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS
TOTAL PROJECT COSTS (20% soft costs)
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$11,850,000
$17,349,200
$29,199,200
$35,039,040
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2.

CONSOLIDATE ELEMENTARY @ HILLVIEW
•
•
•
•

5-10 YEARS

1-5 YEARS

Highland

GC2040

Consolidate K-5 @ Hillview – Add/Alts
Secondary grade alignments consistent w/ existing grade groupings
Consolidate K-8 on one campus
HS Maintained 9-12 (on 9-12 campus)

Short-term/deferred
maintenance - A

$348,000

Demo

$150,000

Hillview

NOTE: Short term/deferred
maintenance items may be
evaluated and reduced/ avoided
depending on timing of
comprehensive long-term
strategy.

Comprehensive
Alterations &
Additions (K-5)

$35,039,040

Middle School

10 + YEARS

• Make ‘like new’
• Reconfigure /additional
spaces for K-5 program

Short-term/deferred
maintenance - A

$49,000
High School

Short-term/deferred
maintenance - A

$3,167,425
Forker Field

Site Improvements
@ Highland Site

$1,200,000

Short-term/deferred
maintenance - A

New Stadium
Complex

$1,555,000

10,542,000
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Comprehensive
Alterations

$35,520,000
• Final scope & location of Stadium
project could dramatically effect
costs
• If located at the former Highland
site, Site Improvements above
could be avoided.
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4.

ELEMENTARY ADDITION @ MIDDLE SCHOOL
•
•
•
•

GC2040

Consolidate K-5 @ Addition to Middle School
Secondary grade alignments consistent w/ existing grade groupings
Consolidate K-8 on one campus
HS Maintained 9-12 (on 9-12 campus) FUTURE consideration to build new HS @ ES/MS campus (property acquisition required)

ELEMENTARY
ADDITION @
MIDDLE SCHOOL

Grades

Number of Students

Kindergarten

119

1st Grade

156

2nd Grade

156

3rd Grade

146

4th Grade

154

5th Grade

146

TOTAL

877

Existing Square Footage

Additional Square Footage

96,000 (utilized for 6-8)

157,860 (for K-5)

K – 5 Recommended Architectural Area:
877 students x 180 sf/student

157,860 sf

Anticipated Median Costs –
Elementary Addition(s) to Accommodate K-5:
Additions:
157,860 sf x $220/sf
TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS
TOTAL PROJECT COSTS (20% soft costs)

02/01/16 – Pre-Final Draft
Eckles Architecture & Engineering
Copyright 2016

$34,729,200
$34,729,200
$41,675,040
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4.

ELEMENTARY ADDITION @ MIDDLE SCHOOL
•
•
•
•

5-10 YEARS

1-5 YEARS

Highland

Short-term/deferred
maintenance - A

$348,000
Hillview

Short-term/deferred
maintenance - A

$2,340,200
Middle School

$150,000
NOTE: Short term/deferred
maintenance items may be
evaluated and reduced/ avoided
depending on timing of
comprehensive long-term
strategy.

Demo

$296,000

Short-term/deferred
maintenance - A

Elementary
Additions (K-5)

$41,675,040
Short-term/deferred
maintenance - A

$3,167,425
Forker Field

• K-5 Addition (school
within a school)
• Relocate practice field

Site Improvements
@ Highland Site

$1,200,000

Short-term/deferred
maintenance - A

New Stadium
Complex

$1,555,000

10,542,000

02/01/16 – Pre-Final Draft
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Copyright 2016

10 + YEARS

Demo

$49,000

High School

GC2040

Consolidate K-5 @ Addition to Middle School
Secondary grade alignments consistent w/ existing grade groupings
Consolidate K-8 on one campus
HS Maintained 9-12 (on 9-12 campus) FUTURE consideration to build new HS @ ES/MS campus (property acquisition required)

Comprehensive
Alterations

$35,520,000
• Final scope & location of Stadium
project could dramatically effect
costs
• If located at the former Highland
site, Site Improvements above
could be avoided.
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5.

RECONFIGURE GRADE LEVEL GROUPINGS – CLOSE HIGHLAND
•
•
•

Consolidate 7-12 @ High School (Junior/Senior High)
Consolidate 4-6 @ MS (Intermediate Elementary)
Consolidate K-3 @ Hillview (Primary Elementary)

JR. HIGH ADDITION
@ HS

Grades

Number of Students

7th Grade

151

8th Grade

147

TOTAL

298

GC2040

Existing Square Footage

Additional Square Footage

185,000 (9-12)

77,480

7 – 8 Recommended Architectural Area:
298

students x 260 sf/student

77,480 sf

Anticipated Median Costs –
Upgrade facility to Current Standards & Accommodate 7-8:
Renovations: 185,000 sf x $160/sf
Additions:
77,480 sf x $240/sf
TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS
TOTAL PROJECT COSTS (20% soft costs)

02/01/16 – Pre-Final Draft
Eckles Architecture & Engineering
Copyright 2016

$29,600,000
$18,595,200
$48,195,200
$57,834,240
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5.

RECONFIGURE GRADE LEVEL GROUPINGS – CLOSE HIGHLAND
•
•
•

Consolidate 7-12 @ High School (Junior/Senior High)
Consolidate 4-6 @ MS (Intermediate Elementary)
Consolidate K-3 @ Hillview (Primary Elementary)

4-6 RENOVATIONS
@ MIDDLE SCHOOL

Grades

Number of Students

4th Grade

154

5th Grade

146

6th Grade

159

TOTAL

459

Existing Square Footage

GC2040

Additional Square Footage

96,000

Anticipated Costs –
Upgrades to Accommodate Elementary Grades 4 – 6:
Renovations: 96,000 sf x $20/sf *
TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS
TOTAL PROJECT COSTS (20% soft costs)
*

$ 1,920,000
$ 1,920,000
$ 2,304,000

Building was designed to accommodate larger children (grades 6-8)
with different programmatic needs, it is assumed some degree of
upgrades/reconfigurations will be required. Value should be seen as
an allowance & not an estimate.

02/01/16 – Pre-Final Draft
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5.

RECONFIGURE GRADE LEVEL GROUPINGS – CLOSE HIGHLAND
•
•
•

Consolidate 7-12 @ High School (Junior/Senior High)
Consolidate 4-6 @ MS (Intermediate Elementary)
Consolidate K-3 @ Hillview (Primary Elementary)

HILLVIEW ES

Grades

Current Number of Students
(9/11/15)

Kindergarten

119

1st

Grade

156

2nd Grade

156

3rd

146

Grade

TOTAL

577

GC2040

Existing Square Footage

Additional Square Footage
Required

79,000

24,860

K-3 Recommended Architectural Area:
577students x 180 sf/student
Existing Area
Difference

103,860 sf
79,000 sf
24,860 sf +/-

Anticipated Median Costs –
Upgrade facility to Current Standards & Accommodate K-3:
Renovations: 79,000 sf x $160/sf
Additions:
24,860 sf x $240/sf
TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS
TOTAL PROJECT COSTS (20% soft costs)

02/01/16 – Pre-Final Draft
Eckles Architecture & Engineering
Copyright 2016

$12,640,000
$ 5,469,200
$18,109,200
$21,731,040
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5.

RECONFIGURE GRADE LEVEL GROUPINGS – CLOSE HIGHLAND
•
•
•

Consolidate 7-12 @ High School (Junior/Senior High)
Consolidate 4-6 @ MS (Intermediate Elementary)
Consolidate K-3 @ Hillview (Primary Elementary)
5-10 YEARS

1-5 YEARS

Highland

Short-term/deferred
maintenance - A

$150,000

Short-term/deferred
maintenance - A

Comprehensive
Alterations &
Additions (K-3)

$2,340,200

$21,731,040

Middle School

Short-term/deferred
maintenance - A

$49,000

10 + YEARS

Demo

$348,000
Hillview

GC2040

• Make ‘like new’
• Reconfigure /additional spaces
for K-3 program

NOTE: Short term/deferred
maintenance items may be
evaluated and reduced/ avoided
depending on timing of
comprehensive long-term
strategy.

Upgrades to
accommodate
Elementary (4-6)

$2,304,000

High School

Jr. High Addition
(7-8) & Alterations

$57,834,240
Forker Field

• Make ‘like new’
• Reconfigure
/additional spaces
for 7-8 program

Site Improvements
@ Highland Site

$1,200,000

Short-term/deferred
maintenance - A

New Stadium
Complex

$1,555,000

10,542,000

02/01/16 – Pre-Final Draft
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Copyright 2016
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GC2040
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GC2040
IV. RECOMMENDATION:
Eckles Architecture & Engineering has considered the information gathered in the GC2040 study and the further
exploration of the long‐term strategies identified by the board. We recommend that the long‐term strategy to
Consolidate the Elementary Grades at Hillview Elementary proceed to the next step in development.
We believe that this option provides the most benefit to the District for the potential cost. Consolidation of the
primary grades with the intermediate grades permits maximum utilization of the elementary certified faculty and
permits sharing of facilities throughout the entire elementary grade alignment. Consolidation also allows sharing
of support spaces that would result in operational cost savings.
Additionally, shifting the primary enrollment to a new facility would allow the current Highland Elementary
School site to become available for High School activities. The additional site area would be a benefit to the High
School program. Therefore this option would improve two District schools. This area of the site may be a
potential site for relocating the Forker Field Stadium functions to the High School Site. This move would allow for
athletics and physical education to take advantage of the stadium being located on the High School campus.
The District is exploring the option of relocating the District Administrative Offices to the Hillview Elementary
Building. By removing the District Offices from the High School this area of the building would become available
for reconfiguration. Options include adding athletic support spaces or additional classrooms. If the stadium
complex is developed on the High School site, this space within the building could accommodate supporting
functions like weight rooms, locker rooms, trainers, coaches, etc.
The following conceptual layouts represent possibilities that this strategy may present.
02/01/16 – Pre-Final Draft
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K‐5 @ Hillview
Conceptual Diagram

GC2040

DAO
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The District Administrative
Offices are currently located at
the High School Building. The
intent is to relocate these office
spaces into the Hillview
building. The District Office
spaces will be integral to the
building and will contain a
secure entry into the offices as
well as a physical connection to
the school portion of the
building.
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K‐5 @ Hillview
Conceptual Diagram

GC2040

DAO
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The District Administrative
Offices are currently located at
the High School Building. The
intent is to relocate these office
spaces into the Hillview
building. The District Office
spaces will be integral to the
building and will contain a
secure entry into the offices as
well as a physical connection to
the school portion of the
building.
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If the District Offices are relocated to
Hillview, this area of the building could
be utilized for support spaces for the
athletics or physical education programs.

This access drive will impact the
neighboring property and require an
agreement or purchase of property

The existing Highland Avenue route
is terminated by the location of the
field. The route will need to be
modified to Euclid Ave.

The location of the field will impact the
property owned by the Park. An
agreement or purchase of property would
be necessary to allow the field to fit in this
area.
If the District Offices are relocated to
Hillview, this area of the building could
be utilized for support spaces for the
athletics or physical education programs.

By shifting the stadium up into the park, this
access can be maintained. Highland
Avenue will be rerouted around the
stadium.

A new access drive could be
constructed to connect the two
parking areas of the site.

The location of the field will impact the
property owned by the Park. An
agreement or purchase of property would
be necessary to allow the field to fit in this
area.

If the District Offices are relocated to
Hillview, this area of the building could
be utilized for support spaces for the
athletics or physical education programs.

By shifting the stadium up into the park, this
access can be maintained. Highland
Avenue will be rerouted around the
stadium.

A new access drive could be
constructed to connect the two
parking areas of the site.

GC2040

<page left intentionally blank>
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GC2040
V. SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS:
a.

Current Enrollment as of 9/11/2015 (provided by administration)

b.

Short-Term/Deferred Maintenance Costs

c.

Option Size/Project Costs Worksheets

d.

Sample K-5 Program Table
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GC2040
SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT
V. Supporting Documents
a.

Current Enrollment as of 9/11/2015
(provided by the administration)

GC2040
SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT
V. Supporting Documents
b.

Short‐Term/Deferred Maintenance Costs

GC2040

SHORT‐TERM / DEFERRED MAINTENANCE COSTS
2/1/2016
The following spreadsheets represent potential costs for short‐term / deferred maintenance improvements reflective of the
items identified in the Grove City 2040 process by the facilities and safety and security subcommittees as related to the
current condition of the school facilities.
The potential costs were developed based on Eckles Architecture and Engineering’s historical experience with the cost of
similar recent project costs adjusted for inflation, national and regional published cost estimating information, consultation
with vendors, contractors and specialized consultants knowledgeable about the current market conditions for public school
design and construction and industry accepted rules of thumb. The potential costs are not based on an actual design as the
District’s educational program and most of the specific decisions affecting the actual project costs have yet to be
determined. We have used our professional judgment and extensive school design experience to arrive at the costs. This
following lists are not meant to be all incompassing but to describe an order of magnitude of the needed improvements that
may be considered.
Column A represents a list of short‐term maintenance improvements that could be needed should a comprehensive capital
improvement project not be considered or completed within the next 5 years. Not all items will be required but may prove
necessary depending on the District's short term and long‐term objectives.
Column B represents a list of short‐term maintenance and functional improvements that could be needed should a
comprehensive capital improvement project not be considered or completed beyond the next 5 years. Not all items will be
required but may prove necessary depending on the District's short term and long‐term objectives.
The costs represent an either/or condition that assumes the District would select a short‐term option at the onset. Should
the District move forward assuming that a comprehensive capital improvement project will be completed within the next
five years (column A) and later changes course, redundant or additional costs may apply.

SHORT‐TERM / DEFERRED MAINTENANCE COSTS
HIGHLAND PRIMARY CENTER
A ‐ Immediate Improvements

B ‐ Additional Improvements

HPC‐1 Main Entrance Modifications

Create one point of entry into the building for visitors. Improve main
entrance idenity with site & building signage. Develop staff protocol for
maintaining building security by changing policy on access by visitors.

HPC‐2

HPC‐3

HPC‐4

HPC‐5
HPC‐6

HPC‐7

HPC‐8

Create secure vestibule at main entry that that will not allow visitors into the
building without being escorted by staff to main office;
‐ Replace main entry door system with new frames, safety rated glazing and
new hardware.
‐ drop off station within vestibule to aid in parents dropping off items
thoughout the day eliminating the need to enter the building
Provide surveillance/access control system to include;
‐ two‐way intercom system that communicates with main office
‐ electronic door hardware that can be activated by office staff or left locked
during hours of building operation
‐ card readers for staff access
‐ camera surveillance
Reconfigure/Relocate Office for Direct connection from safe‐schools
vestibule
Perimeter Doors
Replace secondary doors;
‐ add door monitoring
‐ add access control at secondary entries
‐ add camera surveillance at secondary entries
Roofing System
Repair Existing Roofing as required
‐ repair/maintain existing skylights
Replace existing roofing system
‐ replace existing skylights
Windows
Replace existing windows
‐ Remove exterior curtainwall/window system
‐ Infill exterior walls with insulated metal framing & lightweight exterior
cladding sytem
‐ Provide operable window openings
Foundations
Stabilize/Repair Foundations
Interior Finishes
Repair Damaged Finishes & Equipment
Replace/Upgrade Existing Finishes
Kitchen
Repair/Replace aging Kitchen Equipment
Replace/Upgrade Kitchen Equipment
HVAC Systems
Repair HVAC System as Required

$5,000

$5,000

$60,000

$60,000

$35,500

$35,500
$270,000

$80,000

$2,500/year x 5 years

$80,000

$12,500
$880,000

$550,000
TBD
$5,000/year x 5 years

$15,000
$840,000

$2,000/year x 5 years

$10,000
$240,000

$12,000/year x 5 years

$60,000

Replace HVAC system
‐ One existing upgraded boiler could be excluded, but all remaining parts of
the HVAC system should be replaced.
‐ HVAC system should not utilize roof mounted equipment to the greatest
possible extent, due to the nature of the roof structure. Floor mounted
vertical ducted UV’s with built in refrigeration should be considered to avoid
adding the weight of chilled water piping to the roof. Units require a flat,
opaque wall from floor to ceiling, approximately 48” wide

$1,400,000

HPC‐9 Plumbing Systems

Repair Plumbing System as Required
Replace Plumbing system
‐ The condition of the existing piping is poor.
‐ Replace fixtures with units that comply with current low flow water
requirements
‐ Evaluate toilets for ADA accessibility and renovate as required
‐ Provide dedicated water and gas services
HPC‐10 Electrical, Lighting & Data Systems
Repair Electrical Systems as Required
Replace Electrical, Lighting & Data Systems
‐ The condition of the elctrical systems is poor
‐ Upgrades to HVAC system will require new Electrical service
‐ Replace lighting to meet new energy codes
‐ Upgrade data system to support current/future technology needs

HIGHLAND TOTALS

$6,000/year x 5 years

$30,000

$8,000/year x 5 years

$40,000

$480,000

$1,080,000

$348,000

A ‐ Short‐Term maintenance improvements that may be needed if comprehensive improvements do not occur within 5 years
B ‐ Short‐Term maintenance and functional improvements that may be needed if comprehensive improvements do not occur beyond 5 years

$5,920,500

SHORT‐TERM / DEFERRED MAINTENANCE COSTS
HILLVIEW ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
A ‐ Immediate Improvements

B ‐ Additional Improvements

HES‐1 Main Entrance Modifications

Create one point of entry into the building for visitors. Improve main
entrance idenity with site & building signage. Develop staff protocol for
maintaining building security by changing policy on access by visitors.

HES‐2

HES‐3

HES‐4

HES‐5

HES‐6

HES‐7

HES‐8

HES‐9

Create secure vestibule at main entry that that will not allow visitors into the
building without being escorted by staff to main office;
‐ Replace main entry door system with new frames, safety rated glazing and
new hardware.
‐ drop off station within vestibule to aid in parents dropping off items
thoughout the day eliminating the need to enter the building
Provide surveillance/access control system to include;
‐ two‐way intercom system that communicates with main office
‐ electronic door hardware that can be activated by office staff or left locked
during hours of building operation
‐ card readers for staff access
‐ camera surveillance
Reconfigure/Relocate Office for Direct connection from safe‐schools
vestibule
Perimeter Doors
Replace secondary doors;
‐ add door monitoring
‐ add access control at secondary entries
‐ add camera surveillance at secondary entries
Roofing System
Repair Existing Roofing as required
Replace existing roofing system
Water Infiltration/Remediation
Below grade exterior walls
‐ Install below grade waterproofing along the exterior wall
‐ Install foundation drainage system
‐ Regrade site to direct water away from the building
Floors at Crawlspace
‐ Install vaporbarrier in crawlspace
‐ Install ventilation system in crawlspace
Atrium Windows
Replace interior windows at previous atrium (cafeteria) with safety rated
glazing
Interior Finishes
Repair Damaged Finishes & Equipment
Replace Classroom Carpeting with suitable hard surface material for
improved cleaning & maintenance
Replace Gymnasium Flooring
Replace/Upgrade Existing Finishes
Kitchen
Repair/Replace aging Kitchen Equipment
Replace/Upgrade Kitchen Equipment
Site Improvements
Front Drive/Parking Lot
‐ Reconfigure site to allow for Front to serve as main entrance / parent drop‐
off/pick‐up and rear to be utilized for bus loading & unloading
‐ Add/Upgrade handicapped parking and provide accessible route into main
entrance of the building
‐ add visitor/staff parking
‐ add site lighting
HVAC Systems
Repair HVAC System as Required
Replace the UV’s in “high humidity” areas
‐ once water infiltraction issues have been corrected replace with new UV’s
capable of stand‐alone cooling and reheat coils in the discharge air
ductwork.
‐ Provide humidistat to call for cooling and have reheat coils heat the air
back up to room temperature
Replace self‐contained UV's (GC to replace storage cabinets) and replace
piping to serve UV's
Replace VAV system “Moduline” boxes with conventional VAV boxes with
hot water reheat coils
Replace chiller
Add anti‐freeze to the piping systems

$10,000

$10,000

$132,000

$132,000

$63,000

$63,000
$180,000

$151,000
$2,500/year x 5 years

$151,000

$12,500
$1,110,000

$160,000

$160,000

$98,000

$98,000

$56,000

$56,000

$5,000/year x 5 years

$15,000
$225,000

$2,000/year x 5 years

$225,000
$40,000
$1,659,000

$10,000
$320,000

$140,200
$12,000/year x 5 years

$60,000

$140,000
$660,000
$95,000
$175,000
$20,000

A ‐ Short‐Term maintenance improvements that may be needed if comprehensive improvements do not occur within 5 years
B ‐ Short‐Term maintenance and functional improvements that may be needed if comprehensive improvements do not occur beyond 5 years

$140,200

SHORT‐TERM / DEFERRED MAINTENANCE COSTS
Replace HVAC system
‐ Replace all UV's
‐ Install 2nd High efficiency boiler
‐Replace chiller
‐ Replace piping as required
‐Install VRF system to serve interior spaces with dedicated 100% OA rooftop
units
‐ Eliminate VAV system
‐ Provide new DDC controls
HES‐10 Plumbing Systems
Repair Plumbing System as Required
Install Ball Valves in existing piping system & patch insulation
Investigate/video existing underfloor sewers to find and address an
problems & repair
Investigate water service revisions to permit elimination of booster pump
‐ Implement changes & eliminate booster pump if feasible

$2,172,500
$6,000/year x 5 years

$30,000
$20,000
$10,000

engineering fee only
Install kitchen grease trap
Upgrade/Replace Plumbing system
‐ Replace fixtures with units that comply with current low flow water
requirements
‐Revise domestic hot water piping to add the required blending valves at
public use locations
‐ Install sensor flush valves and faucets
‐ Evaluate toilets for ADA accessibility and renovate as required
‐ Explore need to add fire suppression system (if added, determine if fire
pump is required)
HES‐11 Electrical, Lighting & Data Systems
Repair Electrical Systems as Required
Replace Electrical, Lighting & Data Systems
‐ Upgrades to HVAC system may require new Electrical service
‐ Replace lighting to meet new energy codes
‐ Upgrade data system to support current/future technology needs

HILLVIEW TOTALS

$7,500
$10,000

$982,250
$8,000/year x 5 years

$40,000

$2,133,000

$2,340,200

A ‐ Short‐Term maintenance improvements that may be needed if comprehensive improvements do not occur within 5 years
B ‐ Short‐Term maintenance and functional improvements that may be needed if comprehensive improvements do not occur beyond 5 years

$9,631,950

SHORT‐TERM / DEFERRED MAINTENANCE COSTS
GROVE CITY MIDDLE SCHOOL
A ‐ Immediate Improvements
HVAC Systems
Retro‐Commission the HVAC system
MS‐2 Plumbing Systems
Add Geothermal heat pump unit to pre‐heat the incoming domestic cold
water

B ‐ Additional Improvements

MS‐1

MIDDLE SCHOOL TOTALS

$40,000

$40,000

$9,000

$9,000

$49,000

$49,000

A ‐ Short‐Term maintenance improvements that may be needed if comprehensive improvements do not occur within 5 years
B ‐ Short‐Term maintenance and functional improvements that may be needed if comprehensive improvements do not occur beyond 5 years

SHORT‐TERM / DEFERRED MAINTENANCE COSTS
GROVE CITY HIGH SCHOOL
A ‐ Immediate Improvements
HS‐1

HS‐2

HS‐3

HS‐4

HS‐5

HS‐6

B ‐ Additional Improvements

Main Entrance Modifications
Create one point of entry into the building for visitors. Improve main
entrance idenity with site and building signage. Develop staff protocol for
maintaining building security by changing policy on access by visitors.
Create secure vestibule at main entry that that will not allow visitors into the
building without being escorted by staff to main office;
‐ Replace main entry door system with new frames, safety rated glazing and
new hardware.
‐ drop off station within vestibule to aid in parents dropping off items
thoughout the day eliminating the need to enter the building
Provide surveillance/access control system to include;
‐ two‐way intercom system that communicates with main office
‐ electronic door hardware that can be activated by office staff or left locked
during hours of building operation
‐ card readers for staff access
‐ camera surveillance
Perimeter Doors
Replace secondary doors;
‐ add door monitoring
‐ add access control at secondary entries
‐ add camera surveillance at secondary entries
Roofing System
Repair existing roofing as required
Replace existing roofing system
Interior Finishes
Repair Damaged Finishes & Equipment
Replace/Upgrade Existing Finishes
Kitchen
Repair/Replace aging Kitchen Equipment
Replace/Upgrade Kitchen Equipment
Gymnasium
Provide Acoustic Panels
Upgrade Lighting and Sound Systems
‐ Replace Lighting with high efficiency T5 Fixtures and low voltage controls
‐ Replace sound system

Replace Maple Flooring
HS‐7 Weight Room
Weight Room floor is showing signs of structural damage (weight room is
located on old stage)
‐ Evaluate damage and evaluate structure to determine if it's sufficient to
support weight room equipment
‐ repair/replace flooring system
HS‐8 Auditorium
Replace Auditorium Sound System
HS‐9 Site Improvements
Provide vehicular access between parking lots that are not currently
connected.
‐ Would improve safety/security by improving access
‐ Would require agreement with Ace Hardware property owner
Student Parking Lot
‐ Tar & Chip existing lot
Drive aisle & parking Lot Repaving
HES‐10 HVAC Systems
Repair HVAC System as Required
Provide stand‐alone cooling for computer hub/server rooms
Replace cast iron sectional boiler with high efficiency boiler
Provide mechanical cooling for second floor classrooms and non‐AC first
floor classrooms.

$15,000

$15,000

$52,500

$52,500

$63,000

$63,000

$168,000

$168,000

$2,500/year x 5 years

$12,500
$3,292,000

$5,000/year x 5 years

$15,000
$2,775,000

$2,000/year x 5 years

$10,000
$525,000
$150,000

$150,000

$150,000
$260,000

$150,000
$260,000

$40,000

$40,000

$200,000

$200,000

TBD
$25,000
$254,000
$12,000/year x 5 years

$60,000
$62,500
$150,000
$1,309,175

A ‐ Short‐Term maintenance improvements that may be needed if comprehensive improvements do not occur within 5 years
B ‐ Short‐Term maintenance and functional improvements that may be needed if comprehensive improvements do not occur beyond 5 years

$25,000
$254,000

SHORT‐TERM / DEFERRED MAINTENANCE COSTS
Replace HVAC system
‐ New Boilers
‐ New Chiller
‐ Reuse existing chilled/heating water piping as possible
‐ In currently non‐a/c spaces, consider options that limit the need of new
piping such as water source heat pumps of VRF systems & provide roof
mounted 100% OA supply units for code minimum OA requirements
‐ Replace conventional floor & ceiling mounted UV's with vertical ducted
units
‐Replace pnumatic controls with DDC control system
‐ Utilize sepearte systems for offices and spaces utilized throughout the year
$5,087,500
HES‐11 Plumbing Systems

Repair Plumbing System as Required
Add Grease traps for kitchen sanitary sewer
Repair/Replace boiler room sump pump
Modify gas metering to provide separate service for Highland
Upgrade domestic hot water heaters
Replace automatic wired automatic flush valves with battery type
Install additional ball valves in plumbing piping and patch insulation
Investigate/video existing underfloor sewers to find and address an
problems & repair
Upgrade/Replace Plumbing system
‐ Replace fixtures with units that comply with current low flow water
requirements
‐Revise domestic hot water piping to add the required blending valves at
public use locations
‐ Install sensor flush valves and faucets
‐ Evaluate toilets for ADA accessibility and renovate as required
‐ Explore need to add fire suppression system (if added, determine if fire
pump is required)
HES‐12 Electrical, Lighting & Data Systems
Repair Electrical Systems as Required
Replace Electrical, Lighting & Data Systems
‐ Upgrades to HVAC system may require new Electrical service
‐ Replace lighting to meet new energy codes
‐ Upgrade data system to support current/future technology needs

HIGH SCHOOL TOTALS

$6,000/year x 5 years

$30,000
$10,000
$5,000

Included in Highland
figures
$30,000
$25,750
$20,000
$10,000

$1,850,000
$8,000/year x 5 years

$40,000

$4,995,000

$3,167,425

A ‐ Short‐Term maintenance improvements that may be needed if comprehensive improvements do not occur within 5 years
B ‐ Short‐Term maintenance and functional improvements that may be needed if comprehensive improvements do not occur beyond 5 years

$19,902,000

SHORT‐TERM / DEFERRED MAINTENANCE COSTS
GROVE CITY FORKER FIELD
A ‐ Immediate Improvements
FF‐1
FF‐1
FF‐2

FF‐3

FF‐2

FF‐4

FF‐4

Field Upgrades
Returf existing synthetic turf field
Track Upgrades
Repair/resurface synthetic track
Fieldhouse
Replace Fieldhouse Roof
ADA Improvements
‐ Upgrade/Replace fixtures to comply with ADA requirements
‐ Provide ADA ramp to access toilet rooms
Construct New Fieldhouse to include:
‐ Home & visitor locker rooms
‐ Public toilet facilities
‐ Concession stand
‐ Officials Locker rooms
‐ Meeting Room
‐ Weight training facility
‐ Storage
‐ Ticket booth
Entrance Improvements
Revise Stadium entry to improve traffic flow and safety
‐ Construct ticket booth
‐ Construct concession stand
‐ Revise fencing and gates as required to improve traffic flow
‐ Provide additional ADA parking spaces and accessible route into stadium
Pressbox
Construct new pressbox on visitor side
‐ Demo existing pressbox
Grandstands
Grandstand Improvements
‐ Repair/replace bleacher fencing/rails
Athletic Equipment
Provide new scoreboard

FORKER FIELD TOTALS

B ‐ Additional Improvements

$400,000

$400,000

$75,000

$75,000

$20,000

$150,000

$2,500,000

$250,000

$250,000

$550,000

$550,000

$60,000

$60,000

$50,000

$50,000

$1,555,000

$3,885,000

A ‐ Short‐Term maintenance improvements that may be needed if comprehensive improvements do not occur within 5 years
B ‐ Short‐Term maintenance and functional improvements that may be needed if comprehensive improvements do not occur beyond 5 years

GC2040
SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT
V. Supporting Documents
c.

Option Size/Project Costs Worksheets

OPTION SIZE / PROJECT COSTS WORKSHEETS
2/1/2016

Overview of Building Size/Cost Worksheets:

(see the following pages)

Existing Building Area Statistics:

B.

Minimum Classroom Counts

Highland

9/11/15
Enrollment
298

C.

Anticipated Building/Project Statistics

Hillview

605

79,000

131

D.

Anticipated Construction/Project Costs
Each grouping represents:
‐ SF/Student Range (Low, Mid, High)
‐ Costs/SF Range (Low, Mid, High)
‐ New and/or Renovation Costs
‐ Anticipated Total Construction Costs
‐ Anticipated Total Renovation Costs

Middle School
High School

487

95,890

197

681

185,000

272

A.

Bldg. Area

Sq. Ft./St

40,000

134

Note: Average Class Size 160 students

Size/Cost Statistics Utilized:
Recommended SF/Student
Range
Elementary
160 ‐ 200
Middle School
180 ‐ 200
High School
240 ‐ 280
Square Footage Costs
Range
Elementary
Reno $125 ‐ $175
New $200 ‐ $240
Secondary
Reno $135 ‐ $185
New $220 ‐ $260

Median
180
200
260

Median
$150
$220
$160
$240

2. Consolidate K‐5 @ Hillview (K‐1 addition only)
Building Size / Project Costs Worksheet
2/1/2016

A. Additional Enrollment (from 9/11/15 District Enrollment Data) *
Kindergarten

119

First Grade

+

156

+

B.

K‐1 School Additon Anticipated Classrooms (minimum) **

C.

Anticipated Statistics (range) **

Total

7 Kindergarten Classrooms, 18 students per classroom

1. Additional Enrollment (using current data)

275 Students K‐1

275

6 First Grade Classrooms, 25 students per classroom

2. Total Enrollment (using current data)

877 Students K‐5

3 Special Education Classrooms

3. Existing Architectural Area
4. Planned Architectural Area (Existing + K‐1)

* A demographic study to determine potential enrollment should be considered.

** An educational program for the new school must be prepared by the District.

5. Planned Square Foot/Student

79,000 SF
123,000 ‐ 134,000 SF
140 ‐ 153 SF/Student

D.1 Cost Projections for K‐1 Grade Addition ‐ Low Quartile
Enrollment

Sq. Ft/St.

Gross Area

Cost/Sq. Ft.

Additional Site
Costs ***

Construction Costs

Soft Costs
(est.@20%)

Project Cost

GENERAL NOTES
1. The information presented does not represent an actual design
solution.
2. New square footage does not allow for expanded programs in 2‐5.
3. Cost escalations beyond 2016/17 are not considered in projections.

Scenario A

275

X

160

=

44,000

X

$200

=

$8,800,000

+

unknown

+

$1,760,000

=

$10,560,000

Scenario B

275

X

180

=

49,500

X

$200

=

$9,900,000

+

unknown

+

$1,980,000

=

$11,880,000

Scenario C

275

X

200

=

55,000

X

$200

=

$11,000,000

+

unknown

+

$2,200,000

=

$13,200,000

*** A building site has not been determined, site acquistion and development costs are not included in the projections, site cost are additional.

D.2 Cost Projections for K‐1 Grade Addition ‐ Median
Enrollment

Sq. Ft/St.

Gross Area

Cost/Sq. Ft.

Additional Site
Costs ***

Construction Costs

Soft Cost
(est.@20%)

Project Cost

Scenario A

275

X

160

=

44,000

X

$220

=

$9,680,000

+

unknown

+

$1,936,000

=

$11,616,000

Scenario B

275

X

180

=

49,500

X

$220

=

$10,890,000

+

unknown

+

$2,178,000

=

$13,068,000

Scenario C

275

X

200

=

55,000

X

$220

=

$12,100,000

+

unknown

+

$2,420,000

=

$14,520,000

*** Unit pricing assumes some level of site development; actual existing site conditions, scope of site development, and potential site acquisition could significantly affect anticipated site costs.

D.3 Cost Projections for K‐1 Grade Addition ‐ High Quartile
Enrollment

Scenario A

275

Sq. Ft/St.

X

160

Gross Area

=

44,000

Cost/Sq. Ft.

X

$240

Additional Site
Costs ***

Construction Cost

=

$10,560,000

+

unknown

Soft Cost
(est.@20%)

+

$2,112,000

Project Cost

=

$12,672,000

Scenario B

275

X

180

=

49,500

X

$240

=

$11,880,000

+

unknown

+

$2,376,000

=

$14,256,000

Scenario C

275

X

200

=

55,000

X

$240

=

$13,200,000

+

unknown

+

$2,640,000

=

$15,840,000

*** Unit pricing assumes some level of site development; actual existing site conditions, scope of site development, and potential site acquisition could significantly affect anticipated site costs.

D.4 Cost Projections for Alteratons and Upgrades to the existing Hillview ES
Gross Area

Cost/Sq. Ft.

Additional
Site Costs
***

Construction
Costs

Soft Cost
(est.@20%)

Project Cost

Scenario A

79,000

X

$125

= $9,875,000

+

unknown

+

$1,975,000

= $11,850,000

Scenario B

79,000

X

$150

= $11,850,000 +

unknown

+

$2,370,000

= $14,220,000

Scenario C

79,000

X

$175

= $13,825,000 +

unknown

+

$2,765,000

= $16,590,000

*** Unit pricing assumes some level of site development; actual existing site conditions, scope of site development, and potential site acquisition could significantly affect anticipated site costs.

D.5 Cost Projections ‐ Addition and Alterations (Combined New Median Construction and Alterations and Upgrades)
New

Scenario A
Scenario B
Scenario C

Existing

Construction
Costs

$9,680,000 + $9,875,000 = $19,555,000 +
$10,890,000 + $11,850,000 = $22,740,000 +
$12,100,000 + $13,825,000 = $25,925,000 +

Additional
Site Costs
***

unknown
unknown
unknown

+
+
+

Soft Costs
(est.@20%)

Project Cost

$3,911,000
$4,548,000
$5,185,000

= $23,466,000
= $27,288,000
= $31,110,000

*** Unit pricing assumes some level of site development; actual existing site conditions, scope of site development, and potential site acquisition could significantly affect anticipated site costs.

2. Consolidate K‐5 @ Hillview (K‐1 plus Right‐sizing)
Building Size / Project Costs Worksheet
2/1/2016

A. Total Enrollment (from 9/11/15 District Enrollment Data) *
Kindergarten

119

First Grade

+

Third Grade

146

156

Second Grade

+

Fourth Grade

+

154

156

TOTAL

=

Fifth Grade

+

146

B.

431
TOTAL

=

TOTAL K‐5

446

K‐5 School Anticipated Classrooms (minimum) **

C.

Anticipated Statistics (range) **

7 Kindergarten Classrooms, 18 students per classroom

6 Third Grade Classrooms, 25 students per classroom

1. Additional Enrollment (using current data)

275 Students K‐1

6 First Grade Classrooms, 25 students per classroom

6 Fourth Grade Classrooms, 25 students per classroom

2. Total Enrollment (using current data)

877 Students K‐5

6 Second Grade Classrooms, 25 students per classroom

6 Fifth Grade Classrooms, 25 students per classroom

3. Existing Architectural Area

877

5. Planned Square Foot/Student

* A demographic study to determine potential enrollment should be considered.

79,000 SF

4. Planned Architectural Area (Existing + K‐1) 140,320 ‐ 175,400 SF

5 Special Education Classrooms

160 ‐ 180 SF/Student

** An educational program for the new school must be prepared by the District.

D.1 Cost Projections for K‐5 Grade Building ‐ Low Quartile
Existing/Renovations
Enrollment

Sq. Ft/St.

Gross Area

Area

Costs/SF

Additions/New Construction
Costs

Area

Cost/Sq. Ft.

Soft Costs
(est.@20%)

Construction Costs

Costs

Project Cost

Scenario A

877

X

160

=

140,320

79,000

x

125

=

9,875,000

61,320

X

$200

=

$9,811,200

=

$19,686,200

+

$3,937,240

=

$23,623,440

Scenario B

877

X

180

=

157,860

79,000

x

125

=

9,875,000

78,860

X

$200

=

$14,194,800

=

$24,069,800

+

$4,813,960

=

$28,883,760

Scenario C

877

X

200

=

175,400

79,000

x

125

=

9,875,000

96,400

X

$200

=

$19,280,000

=

$29,155,000

+

$5,831,000

=

$34,986,000

*** Unit pricing assumes some level of site development; actual existing site conditions, scope of site development, and potential site acquisition could significantly affect anticipated site costs.

D.2 Cost Projections for K‐5 Grade Building ‐ Median
Existing/Renovations
Enrollment

Scenario A
Scenario B
Scenario C

877
877
877

Sq. Ft/St.

X
X
X

160
180
200

=
=
=

Gross Area

Area

140,320
157,860
175,400

79,000
79,000
79,000

Costs/SF

x
x
x

150
150
150

Additions/New Construction
Costs

= 11,850,000
= 11,850,000
= 11,850,000

Area

61,320
78,860
96,400

Cost/Sq. Ft.

X
X
X

$220
$220
$220

Soft Costs
(est.@20%)

Construction Costs

Costs

=
=
=

$9,811,200
$14,194,800
$19,280,000

=
=
=

$21,661,200
$26,044,800
$31,130,000

+
+
+

$4,332,240
$5,208,960
$6,226,000

Project Cost

=
=
=

$25,993,440
$31,253,760
$37,356,000

*** Unit pricing assumes some level of site development; actual existing site conditions, scope of site development, and potential site acquisition could significantly affect anticipated site costs.

D.3 Cost Projections for K‐5 Grade Building ‐ High Quartile
Existing/Renovations
Enrollment

Scenario A
Scenario B
Scenario C

877
877
877

Sq. Ft/St.

X
X
X

160
180
200

=
=
=

Gross Area

Area

140,320
157,860
175,400

79,000
79,000
79,000

Costs/SF

x
x
x

175
175
175

Additions/New Construction
Costs

= 13,825,000
= 13,825,000
= 13,825,000

Area

61,320
78,860
96,400

Cost/Sq. Ft.

X
X
X

$240
$240
$240

=
=
=

$9,811,200
$14,194,800
$19,280,000

*** Unit pricing assumes some level of site development; actual existing site conditions, scope of site development, and potential site acquisition could significantly affect anticipated site costs.

Soft Costs
(est.@20%)

Construction Costs

Costs

=
=
=

$23,636,200
$28,019,800
$33,105,000

+
+
+

$4,727,240
$5,603,960
$6,621,000

Project Cost

=
=
=

$28,363,440
$33,623,760
$39,726,000

GENERAL NOTES
1. The information presented does not represent an actual design solution.
2. Cost escalations beyond 2016/17 are not considered in projections.

4. Elementary Addition @ MS
Building Size / Project Costs Worksheet
2/1/2016

A. Additional Enrollment (from 9/11/15 District Enrollment Data) *
Kindergarten

119

First Grade

+

Third Grade

146

156

Second Grade

+

Fourth Grade

+

154

156

TOTAL

=

Fifth Grade

+

146

B.

7

431
TOTAL

=

TOTAL K‐5

K‐5 Additon Anticipated Classrooms (minimum) **

C.

Kindergarten Classrooms, 18 students per classroom

Anticipated Statistics (range) **
1. Additional Enrollment (using current data)

30 First thru Fifth Grade Classrooms, 25 students per classroom

2. Total Enrollment (using current data)

5

3. Existing Architectural Area

Special Education Classrooms

877 Students K‐5
1348 Students K‐8
95,890 SF

446

4. Planned Architectural Area (K ‐ 5)

877

5. Planned Square Foot/Student (K‐5)

160 ‐ 200 SF/Student

6. Planned Square Foot/Student (6‐8)

203 SF/Student

* A demographic study to determine potential enrollment should be considered.

** An educational program for the new school must be prepared by the District.

138,560 ‐ 173,200 SF

D.1 Cost Projections for K‐5 Grade Addition ‐ Low Quartile
Enrollment

Sq. Ft/St.

Gross Area

Construction
Costs

Cost/Sq. Ft.

Additional Site
Costs ***

Soft Costs
(est.@20%)

Project Cost

GENERAL NOTES
1. The information presented does not represent an actual design solution.
2. A new school project may not be eligible for State reimbursement.
3. Cost escalations beyond 2016/17 are not considered in projections.

Scenario A

866

X

160

=

138,560

X

$200

=

$27,712,000

+

unknown

+

$5,542,400

=

$33,254,400

Scenario B

866

X

180

=

155,880

X

$200

=

$31,176,000

+

unknown

+

$6,235,200

=

$37,411,200

Scenario C

866

X

200

=

173,200

X

$200

=

$34,640,000

+

unknown

+

$6,928,000

=

$41,568,000

*** Unit pricing assumes some level of site development; actual existing site conditions, scope of site development, and potential site acquisition could significantly affect anticipated site costs.

D.2 Cost Projections for K‐5 Grade Addition ‐ Median
Enrollment

Sq. Ft/St.

Gross Area

Construction
Costs

Cost/Sq. Ft.

Additional Site
Costs ***

Soft Cost
(est.@20%)

Project Cost

Scenario A

866

X

160

=

138,560

X

$220

=

$30,483,200

+

unknown

+

$6,096,640

=

$36,579,840

Scenario B

866

X

180

=

155,880

X

$220

=

$34,293,600

+

unknown

+

$6,858,720

=

$41,152,320

Scenario C

866

X

200

=

173,200

X

$220

=

$38,104,000

+

unknown

+

$7,620,800

=

$45,724,800

*** Unit pricing assumes some level of site development; actual existing site conditions, scope of site development, and potential site acquisition could significantly affect anticipated site costs.

D.3 Cost Projections for K‐5 Grade Addition ‐ High Quartile
Enrollment

Sq. Ft/St.

Gross Area

Cost/Sq. Ft.

Additional Site
Costs ***

Construction Cost

Soft Cost
(est.@20%)

Project Cost

Scenario A

866

X

160

=

138,560

X

$240

=

$33,254,400

+

unknown

+

$6,650,880

=

$39,905,280

Scenario B

866

X

180

=

155,880

X

$240

=

$37,411,200

+

unknown

+

$7,482,240

=

$44,893,440

Scenario C

866

X

200

=

173,200

X

$240

=

$41,568,000

+

unknown

+

$8,313,600

=

$49,881,600

*** Unit pricing assumes some level of site development; actual existing site conditions, scope of site development, and potential site acquisition could significantly affect anticipated site costs.

5. Junior High Addition @ HS
Building Size / Project Costs Worksheet
2/1/2016

A. Additional Enrollment (from 9/11/15 District Enrollment Data) *
7th Grade

165

8th Grade

+

147

B.

Total

+

7‐8 Additon Anticipated Classrooms (minimum) **

C.

14 Classrooms, 25 students per classroom

Anticipated Statistics (range) **
1. Additional Enrollment (using current data)

312

2. Total Enrollment (using current data)
3

Special Education Classrooms

3. Existing Architectural Area
4. Planned Architectural Area (7 ‐ 8)

* A demographic study to determine potential enrollment should be considered.

** An educational program for the new school must be prepared by the District.

312 Students K‐5
1009 Students K‐8
185,000 SF
74,880 ‐ 87,360 SF

5. Planned Square Foot/Student (7 ‐ 8)

240 ‐ 280 SF/Student

6. Existing Square Foot/Student (9 ‐ 12)

265 SF/Student

D.1 Cost Projections for K‐1 Grade Addition ‐ Low Quartile
Enrollment

Sq. Ft/St.

Gross Area

Cost/Sq. Ft.

Additional Site
Costs ***

Construction Costs

Soft Costs
(est.@20%)

Project Cost

Scenario A

312

X

240

=

74,880

X

$220

=

$16,473,600

+

unknown

+

$3,294,720

=

$19,768,320

Scenario B

312

X

260

=

81,120

X

$220

=

$17,846,400

+

unknown

+

$3,569,280

=

$21,415,680

Scenario C

312

X

280

=

87,360

X

$220

=

$19,219,200

+

unknown

+

$3,843,840

=

$23,063,040

*** Unit pricing assumes some level of site development; actual existing site conditions, scope of site development, and potential site acquisition could significantly affect anticipated site costs.

D.2 Cost Projections for K‐1 Grade Addition ‐ Median
Enrollment

Sq. Ft/St.

GENERAL NOTES

Gross Area

Cost/Sq. Ft.

Additional Site
Costs ***

Construction Costs

Soft Cost
(est.@20%)

Project Cost

Scenario A

312

X

240

=

74,880

X

$240

=

$17,971,200

+

unknown

+

$3,594,240

=

$21,565,440

Scenario B

312

X

260

=

81,120

X

$240

=

$19,468,800

+

unknown

+

$3,893,760

=

$23,362,560

Scenario C

312

X

280

=

87,360

X

$240

=

$20,966,400

+

unknown

+

$4,193,280

=

$25,159,680

*** Unit pricing assumes some level of site development; actual existing site conditions, scope of site development, and potential site acquisition could significantly affect anticipated site costs.

D.3 Cost Projections for K‐1 Grade Addition ‐ High Quartile
Enrollment

Sq. Ft/St.

Gross Area

Cost/Sq. Ft.

Additional Site
Costs ***

Construction Cost

Soft Cost
(est.@20%)

Project Cost

Scenario A

312

X

240

=

74,880

X

$260

=

$19,468,800

+

unknown

+

$3,893,760

=

$23,362,560

Scenario B

312

X

260

=

81,120

X

$260

=

$21,091,200

+

unknown

+

$4,218,240

=

$25,309,440

Scenario C

312

X

280

=

87,360

X

$260

=

$22,713,600

+

unknown

+

$4,542,720

=

$27,256,320

*** Unit pricing assumes some level of site development; actual existing site conditions, scope of site development, and potential site acquisition could significantly affect anticipated site costs.

D.4 Cost Projections for Alteratons and Upgrades to the existing HS
Gross Area

Cost/Sq. Ft.

Construction
Costs

Additional
Site Costs
***

Soft Cost
(est.@20%)

Project Cost

Scenario A

185,000

X

$135

= $24,975,000 +

unknown

+

$4,995,000

= $29,970,000

Scenario B

185,000

X

$160

= $29,600,000 +

unknown

+

$5,920,000

= $35,520,000

Scenario C

185,000

X

$185

= $34,225,000 +

unknown

+

$6,845,000

= $41,070,000

*** Unit pricing assumes some level of site development; actual existing site conditions, scope of site development, and potential site acquisition could significantly affect anticipated site costs.

D.5 Cost Projections ‐ Addition and Alterations (Combined New Median Construction and Alterations and Upgrades)
New

Scenario A
Scenario B
Scenario C

Existing

Construction
Costs

$17,971,200 + $24,975,000 = $42,946,200 +
$19,468,800 + $29,600,000 = $49,068,800 +
$20,966,400 + $34,225,000 = $55,191,400 +

Additional
Site Costs
***

unknown
unknown
unknown

Soft Costs
(est.@20%)

+
+
+

$8,589,240
$9,813,760
$11,038,280

Project Cost

= $51,535,440
= $58,882,560
= $66,229,680

*** Unit pricing assumes some level of site development; actual existing site conditions, scope of site development, and potential site acquisition could significantly affect anticipated site costs.

1. The information presented does not represent an actual design
solution.
2. A new school project may not be eligible for State reimbursement.
3. Cost escalations beyond 2016/17 are not considered in projections.
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d.

Sample K‐5 Program Table

GROVE CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT
Speculative K-5 Elementary School

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM TABLE - SAMPLE
02/01/16 - DRAFT
SPACE

Adjacencies

Occupants

Primary

Intermediate

Commons

FTE

Square Footage

Square Footage

Square Footage

PDE

Staff

Students

Notes

Primary School
Pre-K (Half-Day)
Pre-K Classroom

1100

25

2

16-20

Sink, IMB/Smart Projector,Sound System

Pre-K Classroom

1100

25

2

16-20

Sink, IMB/Smart Projector,Sound System

Pre-K Classroom

1100

25

2

16-20

Sink, IMB/Smart Projector,Sound System

Pre-K Classroom

1100

25

2

16-20

Sink, IMB/Smart Projector,Sound System

Kindergarten Classroom

1100

25

2

15-20

Sink, IMB/Smart Projector,Sound System

Kindergarten Classroom

1100

25

2

15-20

Sink, IMB/Smart Projector,Sound System

Kindergarten Classroom

1100

25

2

15-20

Sink, IMB/Smart Projector,Sound System

Kindergarten Classroom

1100

25

2

15-20

Sink, IMB/Smart Projector,Sound System

Kindergarten Classroom

1100

25

2

15-20

Sink, IMB/Smart Projector,Sound System

Kindergarten Classroom

1100

25

2

15-20

Sink, IMB/Smart Projector,Sound System

Kindergarten Classroom

1100

25

2

15-20

Sink, IMB/Smart Projector,Sound System

Kindergarten Classroom - SE

1100

25

2

15-20

Sink, IMB/Smart Projector,Sound System

1st Grade Classroom

1100

25

1

18-25

Sink, IMB/Smart Projector,Sound System

1st Grade Classroom

1100

25

1

18-25

Sink, IMB/Smart Projector,Sound System

1st Grade Classroom

1100

25

1

18-25

Sink, IMB/Smart Projector,Sound System

1st Grade Classroom

1100

25

1

18-25

Sink, IMB/Smart Projector,Sound System

1st Grade Classroom

1100

25

1

18-25

Sink, IMB/Smart Projector,Sound System

1st Grade Classroom

1100

25

1

18-25

Sink, IMB/Smart Projector,Sound System

1st Grade Classroom

1100

25

1

18-25

Sink, IMB/Smart Projector,Sound System

2nd Grade Classroom

1100

25

1

18-25

Sink, IMB/Smart Projector,Sound System

2nd Grade Classroom

1100

25

1

18-25

Sink, IMB/Smart Projector,Sound System

2nd Grade Classroom

1100

25

1

18-25

Sink, IMB/Smart Projector,Sound System

2nd Grade Classroom

1100

25

1

18-25

Sink, IMB/Smart Projector,Sound System

2nd Grade Classroom

1100

25

1

18-25

Sink, IMB/Smart Projector,Sound System

2nd Grade Classroom

1100

25

1

18-25

Sink, IMB/Smart Projector,Sound System

2nd Grade Classroom

1100

25

1

18-25

Sink, IMB/Smart Projector,Sound System

(7 classes at 17 per
classroom)

119 - 2015/16
Enrollment

KINDERGARTEN (Full-Day)

(7 classes at 22 per
classroom)

156 - 2015/16
Enrollment

1ST GRADE

(7 classes at 22 per
classroom)

156 - 2015/16
Enrollment

2ND GRADE

EAE Proj. No.14044.000
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(7 classes at 21 per
classroom)

146 - 2015/16
Enrollment

3RD GRADE
3rd Grade Classroom

950

25

1

18-25

Sink, IMB/Smart Projector,Sound System

3rd Grade Classroom

950

25

1

18-25

Sink, IMB/Smart Projector,Sound System

3rd Grade Classroom

950

25

1

18-25

Sink, IMB/Smart Projector,Sound System

3rd Grade Classroom

950

25

1

18-25

Sink, IMB/Smart Projector,Sound System

3rd Grade Classroom

950

25

1

18-25

Sink, IMB/Smart Projector,Sound System

3rd Grade Classroom

950

25

1

18-25

Sink, IMB/Smart Projector,Sound System

3rd Grade Classroom

950

25

1

18-25

Sink, IMB/Smart Projector,Sound System
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GROVE CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT
Speculative K-5 Elementary School

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM TABLE - SAMPLE
02/01/16 - DRAFT
SPACE

Adjacencies

Occupants

Primary

Intermediate

Commons

FTE

Square Footage

Square Footage

Square Footage

PDE

Staff

Students

Notes

(7 classes at 22 per
classroom)

154 - 2015/16
Enrollment

4TH GRADE
4th Grade Classroom

950

25

1

18-25

Sink, IMB/Smart Projector,Sound System

4th Grade Classroom

950

25

1

18-25

Sink, IMB/Smart Projector,Sound System

4th Grade Classroom

950

25

1

18-25

Sink, IMB/Smart Projector,Sound System

4th Grade Classroom

950

25

1

18-25

Sink, IMB/Smart Projector,Sound System

4th Grade Classroom

950

25

1

18-25

Sink, IMB/Smart Projector,Sound System

4th Grade Classroom

950

25

1

18-25

Sink, IMB/Smart Projector,Sound System

4th Grade Classroom

950

25

1

18-25

Sink, IMB/Smart Projector,Sound System

5th Grade Classroom

950

25

1

18-25

Sink, IMB/Smart Projector,Sound System

5th Grade Classroom

950

25

1

18-25

Sink, IMB/Smart Projector,Sound System

5th Grade Classroom

950

25

1

18-25

Sink, IMB/Smart Projector,Sound System

5th Grade Classroom

950

25

1

18-25

Sink, IMB/Smart Projector,Sound System

5th Grade Classroom

950

25

1

18-25

Sink, IMB/Smart Projector,Sound System

5th Grade Classroom

950

25

1

18-25

Sink, IMB/Smart Projector,Sound System

5th Grade Classroom

950

25

1

18-25

Sink, IMB/Smart Projector,Sound System

25
25
25
25
25
25

4
4
4
4
4
2

10-15
10-15
10-15
10-15
10-15
8-10

Sink, LCD Projector, IMB, Sound Sytem
Sink, LCD Projector, IMB, Sound Sytem
Sink, LCD Projector, IMB, Sound Sytem
Sink, LCD Projector, IMB, Sound Sytem
Sink, LCD Projector, IMB, Sound Sytem
LCD Projector, IMB, Sound Syst., 3 Comp., Kitchenette, Lockers
Toilet Accessories

25

2
1
1
1
1
1

15-20
8-12
8-12
8-12
8-12
8-12

Sink, LCD Projector, IMB, Sound System

1
1
1
1

48-60
48-60
48-60
48-60

Sink, LCD Projector, IMB, Sound System
Sink, LCD Projector, IMB, Sound System
Sink, LCD Projector, IMB, Sound System

1

22-24

Sinks, LCD Projector, IMB, Sound System, Art Equipment

(7 classes at 21 per
classroom)

146 - 2015/16
Enrollment

5TH GRADE

SPECIALTY CLASSROOMS
SE Learning Support
SE Learning Support
SE Learning Support
SE Learning Support
SE Learning Support
SE Life Skills
Toilet
Changing room
SE Gifted
SE Autistic Support
SE Speech
SE ESL
SE PT/OT
SE Mental Health

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

LGI / STEAM / ACTIVITY
LGI / STEAM
LGI / STEAM
LGI / STEAM

Primary
3rd Grade
4th Grade
5th Grade

Art Classroom

Intermediate

850
850
850
850
850
1100
120
80
850
550
450
450
250
250

25

1800
1800
1800
1800
1100

Art Storage

150

Kiln

100

2 Computers

Kiln & Exhaust Vent

Computer Classroom

Primary

1000

25

1

22-24

30 Computers, LCD Projector, IMB, Sound System

Computer Classroom

2nd & 3rd

1000

1000

25

1

22-24

30 Computers, LCD Projector, IMB, Sound System

Computer Classroom

4th & 5th

1000

1000

25

1

22-24

30 Computers, LCD Projector, IMB, Sound System

1

22-24

Sink, Acoustics, LCD Projector, IMB, Sound System

1

22-24

Theatrical Curtains & Lights, Mirror & Ballet Barre, Acoustics,

Music Classroom

1000

Storage
Music / Arts Alive Classroom

150
1200

LCD Projector, IMB, Sound System
EAE Proj. No.14044.000
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GROVE CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT
Speculative K-5 Elementary School

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM TABLE - SAMPLE
02/01/16 - DRAFT
SPACE

Adjacencies

Primary

Intermediate

Commons

FTE

Square Footage

Square Footage

Square Footage

PDE

Instrumental Music

1400

Instrument Storage

Occupants
Staff
1

Notes

Students

100-125 Sink, Acoustics, LCD Projector, IMB, Sound System

200

Practice Room
Practice Room

150
150

1
1

6-10
6-10

2

250
60

COMMON AREAS
Multi-Purpose - LGI
Gymnasium

6000
8600

Stage

66

1800

Gym Storage

Projection Screen, Theatrical Curtains & Lights
400

Stage Storage

Shelving

400

Interactive Fitness Classroom

1800

Health Classroom

850

Phys-Ed Office

250

Gym Equip, Acoustic Wall Panels, LCD Projector, Sound System

Shelving
22-24

Acoustic Panels, Fitness equipment

25
3

Toilet

80

Toilet Accessories

Storage

80

Shelving

Media Center

Intermediate

2600

Office/ Workroom
Library Classroom
Primary Reading Center

2
200

850
Primary

1200

Cafeteria

4200

Kitchen (Satellite)

2700

90

2

36 Computers, LCD Projector, IMB, Sound System
Sink

25

1

24-30

30 laptop computers, LCD Projector, IMB, Sound System

25

1

24-30

30 laptop computers, LCD Projector, IMB, Sound System

250

Acoustics, LCD Projector, Projection Screen, Sound System

Serving
Dishwashing
Storage
Cooler/Freezer
Locker Room/Toilet

Lockers

Laundry

Washer & Dryer

Receiving

ADMINISTRATION & SUPPORT
Faculty Dining

Kitchen

IPC

K & 1st

Toilets
IPC

800
530

Toilets

EAE Proj. No.14044.000
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Kitchenette, Vending

15-20

Sink, Kitchenette, Flat Screen TV

120
2nd & 3rd

Toilet Accessories
530

Toilets
IPC

15-20

15-20

Sink, Kitchenette, Flat Screen TV

15-20

Sink, Kitchenette, Flat Screen TV

120
4th & 5th

530
120

Toilet Accessories
Toilet Accessories

Eckles Architecture Engineering, Inc.
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GROVE CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT
Speculative K-5 Elementary School

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM TABLE - SAMPLE
02/01/16 - DRAFT
SPACE

Adjacencies

Primary

Intermediate

Commons

FTE

Square Footage

Square Footage

Square Footage

PDE

Administration Suite (Main)

2400
200

Reception/Clerical

250

2

Conference Room - Large

350

18

Principal's Office

300

1

6

Office

200

1

2

Office

200

1

2

Workroom

300

2

Mail Room

80

Kitchenette

80

Toilet

80

Storage Closet

60

100

Exam Room

150

Triage/Cot Room

600

Office

150

Storage

100

Toilet

120

Guidance Office

350

Storage Closet

Flat Screen TV
Flat Screen TV

Toilet Accessories

1

4

Magazine Rack

1

Sink

3

Sink

1
Shower, Toilet Accessories
1

4

60

Community Room (SGI)

900

15-20

Storage

80

Toilet

80

TOTAL PROGRAM AREAS (w/ Pre-K))
TOTAL PROGRAM AREAS (w/o Pre-K))

TOTAL BUILDING AREA (w/ Pre-K)
TOTAL BUILDING AREA (w/o Pre-K)

6

1400

Waiting

Support & Circulation

Notes

Students

Waiting

Health Suite

EAE Proj. No.14044.000
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Occupants
Staff

36,830
32,430

30,960
30,960

44,100
44,100

58,191
51,239

48,917
48,917

69,678
69,678

Kitchenette, Flat Screen TV
Toilet Accessories

1.58

176,786
169,834

Eckles Architecture Engineering, Inc.
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DAVID A. ESPOSITO
President / Project Manager

CONTACT INFO

724-652-5507 x 1127
dae@ecklesgroup.com

David Esposito provides daily oversight of project
teams and the ongoing operations of the firm. As a
member of the Eckles team for more than 30 years
and a Principal of the firm for more than 20 years,
David has participated in design and oversight of numerous and varying architectural projects. Though
his designs can be found in many different markets,
David’s primary focus is architecture for education.
David’s list of experience includes nearly 20 school
buildings as well as athletic fields, running tracks, and
district administration offices. In January 2014, David
became the newest President of Eckles Architecture
and Engineering.
Outside of the office, David serves as a member of
the Planning Commission for the city of New Castle,
PA. He also actively supports local educational and
cultural causes and serves on the board of the Hoyt
Center for the Arts in New Castle, PA. In addition,
he is an Elder at Clen-Moore Presbyterian Church in
New Castle, PA.

EMPLOYEE FACTS
Credentials
AIA, NCARB
Education
Carnegie Mellon University,
College of Fine Arts
Bachelor of Architecture
Registration
PA, License No.: RA008921X
OH, License No.: 0112901
WV, License No.: 4360
TX, License No.: 25056
Professional Affiliations
National Council of Architectural
Registration Boards
American Institute of Architects
Pennsylvania Society of Architects
AIA Pittsburgh
Council of Educational Facility
Planners International

SAMPLE PROJECTS

Laurel Highlands High School
Laurel Highlands School District
Uniontown, PA
Additions / Alterations

H. W. Lockley Early Learning Center
New Castle Area School District
New Castle, PA
Additions / Alterations

Case Avenue Elementary School
Sharon City School District
Sharon, PA
New Construction

New Castle Junior/Senior High
New Castle Area School District
New Castle, PA
New Construction

Southmoreland Elementary/Middle
Southmoreland School District
Scottdale, PA
Additions / Alterations

Burgettstown Area Middle/High
Burgettstown Area School District
Burgettstown, PA
Additions / Alterations

Seneca Valley Senior High School
Seneca Valley School District
Harmony, PA
Additions / Alterations

Grove City Area Senior High School
Grove City Area School District
Grove City, PA
Additions / Alterations

301 N. Mercer St. New Castle, PA 16101 • 724-652-5507

MARK E. SCHELLER

Architect / Project Manager

CONTACT INFO

724-652-5507 x 1150
mes@ecklesgroup.com

Mark is a Project Manager and a Registered Architect with over 19 years of professional experience.
In his experience with Eckles, he has managed numerous projects, both new construction and addition
and renovation, with project size ranging from $14
million to $40 million. As a project manager, Mark’s
responsibilities are diverse and include both design
and management roles. Gathering information from
the Owner, listening to their needs, and coordinating
the information with the architectural design team and
outside consultants is crucial to the success of a project. Throughout the design collaboration Mark is able
to make design decisions that achieve both aesthetic
and functional solutions that meet the Owner’s needs
and budget.

EMPLOYEE FACTS
Credentials
RA, NCARB
Education
Kent State University,
Bachelor of Science
Bachelor of Architecture
Registration
PA, License No.: RA403836
Professional Affiliations
National Council of Architectural
Registration Boards

One of the more interesting projects Mark has completed is Grove City Area Middle School, which has incorporated a geothermal well system to heat and cool
the building. Mark has also been the lead designer
for two recent award winning school designs- Case
Avenue Elementary, one of American School & University’s Outstanding Design award winners of 2014,
and McIntyre Elementary, the winner of the Armstrong
i2r Design Competition 2011 for flooring.

SAMPLE PROJECTS

Laurel Highlands High School
Laurel Highlands School District
Uniontown, PA
Additions / Alterations

Case Avenue Elementary School
Sharon City School District
Sharon, PA
New Construction

Frazier Elementary/Middle School
Frazier School District
Perryopolis, PA
New Construction

Southmoreland Elementary/Middle
Southmoreland School District
Scottdale, PA
Additions / Alterations

Grove City Area Middle School
Grove City Area School District
Grove City, PA
New Construction

McIntyre Elementary School
North Hills School District
Pittsburgh, PA
Additions / Alterations

Highcliff Elementary School
North Hills School District
Pittsburgh, PA
Additions / Alterations

Seneca Valley Senior High School
Seneca Valley School District
Harmony, PA
Additions / Alterations

301 N. Mercer St. New Castle, PA 16101 • 724-652-5507

J. CHRISTOPHER MILLER

Director of Engineering

Chris Miller has over 40 years of experience
as an engineer, working most of those years
with Eckles as a consultant, and eight years
as Eckles Engineering Director.
With a
background in mechanical engineering, Chris
is LEED certified AP+BD&C. At Eckles, Chris
is also the lead HVAC designer for the firm.
Chris’s responsibilities include energy analysis,
examining current systems to determine viability
and reusability while conserving owner dollars,
and reviewing code requirements.

CONTACT INFO

724-652-5507 x 2101
jcm@ecklesgroup.com

A few of Chris’s notable projects include the
design of the mechanical systems for the newly
completed Case Avenue Elementary School,
Harry W. Lockley Early Learning Center, Laurel
Highlands High School, and Frazier Elementary
/ Middle School projects. Chris uses a multitude
of advanced calculation, modeling and energy
analysis tools to identify the most efficient use of
energy and equipment.

EMPLOYEE FACTS
Credentials
PE LEED AP with BD&C
Education
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical
Engineering
Registration
PA, License No: PE021682E
OH, License No: 49537
WV, License No: 014742
Professional Affiliations
American Society of Heating,
Refrigerating & Air Conditioning
Engineers
National Society of Professional
Engineers
Pennsylvania Society of Professional Engineers
Pennsylvania Engineers in Private
Practice
National Fire Protection Association

SAMPLE PROJECTS

Laurel Highlands High School
Laurel Highlands School District
Uniontown, PA
Additions / Alterations

Moon Area Middle School
Moon Area School District
Moon Township, PA
Additions / Alterations

Southmoreland Elementary/Middle
Southmoreland School District
Scottdale, PA
Additions / Alterations

Moon Area High School
Moon Area School District
Moon Township, PA
Additions / Alterations

Grove City Area Middle School
Grove City Area School District
Grove City, PA
New Construction

H.W. Lockley Early Learning Center
New Castle Area School District
New Castle, PA
Additions / Alterations

Case Avenue Elementary School
Sharon City School District
Sharon, PA
New Construction

Cranberry Area Elementary School
Cranberry Area School District
Seneca, PA
Additions / Alterations

301 N. Mercer St. New Castle, PA 16101 • 724-652-5507

TIMOTHY BROWN
Electrical Designer

Tim draws on more than 30 years of electrical
design experience to serve as the lead electrical
designer for Eckles. Tim specializes in all areas
of electrical design including: power distribution,
lighting, security systems, sound systems, paging
systems, and fire alarms. Having earned a
degree in physics, Tim was previously an outside
consultant for Eckles Architecture while working
with James S. Young & Associates. Working for
James S. Young & Associates, Tim completed
projects in the industrial and healthcare sectors.

CONTACT INFO

724-652-5507 x 2143
tjb@ecklesgroup.com

EMPLOYEE FACTS
Credentials
EIT
Education
Slippery Rock University of
Pennsylvania
College of Applied Science
Bachelor of Science in Physics
Registration
EIT State of Pennsylvania
Green Globe Professional

Tim works closely with each engineering
disciplines as well as architectural designers and
equipment vendors to ensure the most effective
and efficient use of electrical power within an
aesthetically pleasing architectural design.

SAMPLE PROJECTS

H.W. Lockley Early Learning Center
New Castle Area School District
New Castle, PA
Additions / Alterations

Case Avenue Elementary School
Sharon City School District
Sharon, PA
New Construction

New Castle Junior/Senior High
New Castle Area School District
New Castle, PA
New Construction

Indiana Area Junior High School
Indiana Area School District
Indiana, PA
Additions / Alterations

Neshannock Elementary School
Neshannock Township School District
New Castle, PA
Additions / Alterations

Burgettstown Area Middle/High
Burgettstown Area School District
Burgettstown, PA
Additions / Alterations

Edgeworth Elementary School
Quaker Valley School District
Sewickley, PA
Additions / Alterations

Osborne Elementary School
Quaker Valley School District
Sewickley, PA
Additions / Alterations
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